Appendix D
Table 7. Summary of Wetland-Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Optimal Pipeline Operations
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WA 23.d.

Optimal Pipeline Construction
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Decreased Cumulative Impacts
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Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

 
 
 

Decreased Land Encumbrance
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Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

 

N/A

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N

No Comment

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

N

N/A

Other

N
N
N

Endangered Species

N
N
N

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Practicable (N/P)
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Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider,
among other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3), and (7).
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
It appears that locating the proposed ROW and pipelines slightly more to the East could avoid impacts
to wetland W48. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
f. It appears that the utilization of the other side of the right-of-way in the area of Wetland W58 could
avoid the need to place timber mats in the area. Evaluate the feasibility of avoiding this impact. 25 Pa.
Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
No Comment
Please note that if your project will adversely affect this wetland, you are required to consider, among
other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
unavoidable impacts to the wetland. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7).
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46-1
CS1
SZ6

N
N
N

S-CS1

N/A
N/A
N/A

CA-025

40.2430, -79.7359

Westmoreland

W48

N

S173

N/A

CA-026
CA-028
CA-029
CA-032

40.2458, -79.7275
40.2779, -79.6779
40.2966, -79.6571
40.3059, -79.6423

Westmoreland
Westmoreland
Westmoreland
Westmoreland

W49
W71
W52
W54

Y
N
N
N

S175
S235

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CA-033

40.3501, -79.6277

Westmoreland

W58

N

N/A

CA-034

40.3498, -79.6276

Westmoreland

W57

N

N/A

CA-035

40.3770, -79.6254

Westmoreland

W69,
W70

N

N/A

CA-036

40.3860, -79.6218

Westmoreland

CA-037

40.3957, -79.6134

Westmoreland

CA-038
CA-039
CA-040
CA-041

40.4285, -79.5722
40.4278, -79.5657
40.4276, -79.5647
40.4275, -79.5642

Westmoreland
Westmoreland
Westmoreland
Westmoreland

CA-042

40.4262, -79.5551

Westmoreland

CA-045
CA-046
CA-049

40.4273, -79.5262
40.4277, -79.5239
40.4287, -79.5181

Westmoreland
Westmoreland
Westmoreland

W60
PondXX16
P25
P28
P29
P30
P35,
P33
M78
M77
M75

CA-050

40.4302, -79.5087

Westmoreland

CA-051
CA-052
CA-053

40.4306, -79.5068
40.4308, -79.5060
40.4318, -79.5006

CA-054

S-M106

N

N/A
N/A
N/A

Allegheny
Westmoreland
Westmoreland

S-P50

N

N

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

40.2226, -79.8356
40.2238, -79.776
40.2372, -79.7526
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N
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CA-019
CA-020
CA-024

S-P44

N

N/A

N/A

S-P41

N
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No Comment

N
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N

N

N/A

W63

N
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Allegheny
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S205,
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S-P42
S-P43
S-P45

N

N/A

40.2304, -79.9367

N

N

Y
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Y

N/A

CA-018

S188

Technically Feasible (N/P)

S219,
S143

N

Trenching-Proposed

N
N
N
N
N

Recreation

N

N
N
N
N
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Wildlife Habitat

W62

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Allegheny

N
N
N
N
N

Production Export

40.2299, -79.9478

N
N
N
N
N

Nutrient Removal

CA-017

S22

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

N
N
N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

W37
W13
W14

Floodflow Alteration

Washington
Washington
Washington

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

40.2268, -80.0478
40.2279, -80.0464
40.2311, -80.0177

Principal Other

CA-013
CA-014
CA-015

Principal Endangered Species

N

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

W12

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Washington

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

40.2284, -80.0542

Principal Recreation

CA-012

N
N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

 

Trenching-Alternative

N
N
P
N
N

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
It appears that utilizing the other side of the right-of-way in the area of Wetland W204 could avoid the
need to place timber mats in the area. Evaluate the feasibility of avoiding this impact. 25 Pa. Code
§105.13(e)(1)(viii).
No Comment

N/A
S139
S19,
S20

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

W44

Principal Production Export

Washington

Principal Nutrient Removal

40.2306, -80.0699

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

CA-011

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

Principal Floodflow

W204

Principal Groundwater

Washington

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

PADEP Comment ID

40.2355, -80.0878

PADEP Comment

CA-010

S14

S8

MOC ID

PFO Wetlands
N
N
N
N
N

Other Streams

Other Wetlands
T1
W42
A20A
W5
W8

HQ and EV Streams

County
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

EV Designation

Lat/Long
40.2662, -80.2662
40.2606, -80.2660
40.2626, -80.2645
40.2340, -80.2047
40.2303, -80.1485

EV Wetlands

Crossing Area
CA-002
CA-003
CA-004
CA-006
CA-008

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

AL 14.g.iv
N/A
N/A
N/A
BE 112.q 
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P
P

P
P

P
P
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N

S-M102
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N

S-P36
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No Comment
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CA-064

40.4401, -79.4036
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Westmoreland
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CA-065

40.4401, -79.3905
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WE 23.g.i

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CA-066
CA-067

40.4402, -79.3723
40.4404, -79.3670

N/A
N/A

 

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
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Y
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Y
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Y
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Y
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Y

CA-068

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CA-073



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

S-M99,
S-M100

S-P31,
S-P32

S-N119
S-M97

S-P27

N/A

No Comment

N/A

N
N

S-N114,
S-N113
S-N112
S-N108

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N72

N

S-N104

N/A

Westmoreland
Westmoreland

P16
P17

N
N

N/A
N/A

40.4407, -79.3652

Westmoreland

P15

Y

N/A

No Comment
No Comment
If this resource is proposed to be open cut, evaluate the feasibility of extending the bore to avoid open
cutting of the resource. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
No Comment
No Comment
Evaluate the feasibility of extending the HDD that is near the crossing of wetland P15 to avoid
conversion of the PFO wetland. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).

40.4433, -79.3061

Westmoreland

Q92

N

S-Q100

S2-0103No Comment
E-Rev5

WE 23.h
N/A
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N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
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N

N

S-O102

N/A

CA-088

40.4372, -79.1214

Indiana

N55

N

S-N84

N/A

CA-089
CA-090
CA-091
CA-092
CA-093

40.4370, -79.1205
40.4369, -79.1180
40.4365, -79.1157
40.4345, -79.0954
40.4344, -79.0947

Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana

N54
N53
N52
N50
N49

N
N
N
N
N

S-N83
S-N81
S-N78

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CA-094

40.4344, -79.0923

Indiana

N47,
N45

N

S-N77

N/A

CA-096

40.4337, -79.0835

Indiana

O71

N

N/A

No Comment
6.k. It appears that the proposed timber mat crossings of the following resources could be avoided by
using the opposite side of the right-of-way for access 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii):
i. Wetland N69
ii. Wetland N65
iii. Wetland N55 and Stream N84
iv. Wetland N45
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
6.k. It appears that the proposed timber mat crossings of the following resources could be avoided by
using the opposite side of the right-of-way for access 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii):
i. Wetland N69
ii. Wetland N65
iii. Wetland N55 and Stream N84
iv. Wetland N45
No Comment

CA-097

40.4334, -79.0787

Indiana

O70

N

N/A

No Comment

CA-098

40.4325, -79.0695

Indiana

O68

N

CA-099

40.4325, -79.0655

Indiana

O57

N

CA-100

40.4321, -79.0575

Indiana

O58,
O59

N

CA-101

40.4322, -79.0558

Indiana

O60

N

CA-102
CA-103

40.4321, -79.0557
40.4321, -79.0536

Indiana
Indiana

O61
O62

N
N

CA-104

40.4317, -79.0394

Indiana

CA-105

40.4314, -79.0370

CA-106

40.4334, -78.9826

Indiana

O48

WT Trib

N

CA-114

40.4325, -78.9746

Indiana

O46

WT Trib

Y

CA-115

40.4309, -78.9640

Indiana

W134,
WT Trib
O52

N

CA-116

40.4300, -78.9579

Indiana

W135

Wild Trout

N

CA-117
CA-119
CA-120
CA-121
CA-122

40.4297, -78.9554
40.4271, -78.9447
40.4269, -78.9439
40.4222, -78.9061
40.4211, -78.8978

Indiana
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria

W136
W139
W140
N33
N30

WT Trib
WT Trib
WT Trib
WT Trib
WT Trib

N
N
N
N
N

N31

S-O66
S-O64,
S-O63
S-O69

S-N54
S-N52

S-O70

S-O73
S-N63
S-N62
S-N53

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
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Y
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Y

Y
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Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

IN 6.l

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N/A

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

IN 6.k.
IN 6.k.iii



N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
IN 6.k.
IN 6.k.iv



N/A
N/A

 



P

P

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

P

Decreased Costs

N

O72

CA-113

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

Indiana

N

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N

40.4388, -79.1475

O51

Decreased Cumulative Impacts



CA-086

Indiana

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N/A

No Comment

40.4336, -78.9838

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

N/A

CA-112

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

S-O111

S-O78

Decreased Land Fragementation

N

N

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

N

Indiana

WT Trib

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

40.4395, -79.1679

O55

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

N

CA-085

Indiana

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Practicable? (Y/N/P)



P

Decreased Costs

Y

N

40.4302, -78.9961

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

N60

CA-111

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N

Indiana

S-N73
S-N71
S-N69
S-N68

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

40.4487, -79.2068

N
N
N
N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N

CA-084

N39
N38
N37
Pond N6

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

N

Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

N69

40.4305, -79.0187
40.4303, -79.0149
40.4304, -79.0130
40.4304, -79.0106

Decreased Land Fragementation

Practicable (N/P)

Y

Indiana

CA-107
CA-108
CA-109
CA-110

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Y

40.4541, -79.2346

S-N75

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Practicable (N/P)

N

CA-081

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Other

N

Endangered Species

N

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

N

N

WT Trib

Educational/Scientific Value

 

N70

Recreation

Y

Wildlife Habitat

Y

Indiana

N41

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

N

40.4538, -79.2443

Indiana

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

N

Floodflow Alteration

N

CA-080

40.4304, -79.0265

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

 

N

Principal Other

Y

N71

N

Principal Endangered Species

Y

Indiana

WT Trib

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

N

40.4534, -79.2484

Indiana

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

N

CA-079

N

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

N

Principal Recreation

N

N

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

CC30

WT Trib

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Indiana

O63,
O66
N43

Principal Production Export

 

40.4528, -79.2615

S-O84,
S-O86
S-O90,
S-O87,
S-O88
S-O91
S-O92
S-O94,
S-O96
S-N76

Principal Nutrient Removal

Y

CA-078

S2-0034- l. The proposed pipeline route appears to physically turn into and impacts Wetland O68. Evaluate
Rev2 avoiding these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
S2-0034No Comment
Rev2

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Y

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

N

Principal Floodflow

N

P1

Principal Groundwater

N

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area

Y

Indiana

S-O100,
S-O101

Trenching-Proposed

N

40.4482, -79.2853

Wild Trout

Trenching-Alternative

N

CA-076

The HDD crossing leading up to the crossing of Wetland P1 (shown on plan 3/38) appears to end right
S2-0074 at the resource. Evaluate extending the HDD crossing method through the resource to reduce surface IN 6.j
impacts and disturbance to the resource. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
S2-0077S-P5
No Comment
N/A
Rev2
S2-0077S-N103
No Comment
N/A
Rev2
S-N101
N/A No Comment
N/A
6.k. It appears that the proposed timber mat crossings of the following resources could be avoided by
using the opposite side of the right-of-way for access 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii):
i. Wetland N69
IN 6.k.
N/A
ii. Wetland N65
IN 6.k.i
iii. Wetland N55 and Stream N84
iv. Wetland N45
S-N93
N/A No Comment
N/A

O74

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

N/A

No Comment

N/A



 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

No Comment

N/A



 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A
N/A

No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A




N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

N/A

No Comment

N/A

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A No Comment
S2-00017No Comment
AP
N/A No Comment
N/A No Comment
N/A No Comment
N/A No Comment
S2-0063- m. Evaluate why the pipeline cannot remain straight to avoid impacting Wetland O55. 25 Pa. Code
AP
§105.13(e)(1)(viii).
S2-0026No Comment
Rev2-AP
6.i.i.The area that deviates from the existing "maintenance corridor" proposes to impact EV wetlands.
S2-0026Revise your alternatives analysis to specifically discuss the routing alternatives that were considered
Rev2-AP
that would avoid impacting EV wetlands in this area. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
6.i.i.The area that deviates from the existing "maintenance corridor" proposes to impact EV wetlands.
S2-0026Revise your alternatives analysis to specifically discuss the routing alternatives that were considered
Rev2-AP
that would avoid impacting EV wetlands in this area. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
S2-0102No Comment
AP C

N/A



N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A


 

IN 6.m



N/A
IN 6.i.i

 



P

IN 6.i.i

 

N/A

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y



P

Y

P

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

No Comment

N/A



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No comment

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
n/a




 


N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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40.4525, -78.6666

Cambria

N12

N

CA-156
CA-157
CA-158
CA-159
CA-160
CA-161

40.4525, -78.6625
40.4525, -78.6611
40.4527, -78.6593
40.4526, -78.6566
40.4527, -78.6507
40.4526, -78.6474

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria

N11
N10
N9
N8
O6
O5

N
N
N
N
N
N

CA-162

40.4528, -78.6428

Cambria

O4

N

CA-163

40.4530, -78.6399

Cambria

O3

N

S-O6

CA-165

40.4530, -78.6377

Cambria

O2

N

S-O5

CA-166
CA-167
CA-168

40.4537, -78.6275
40.4542, -78.6173
40.4528, -78.6130

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria

O1
K28

N
N
N

CA-169

40.4524, -78.6118

Cambria

K30

Y

CA-170

40.4435, -78.5957

Cambria

BB148

N
N

K27

EV Plant

CA-171

40.4458, -78.5947

Cambria

BB141,
BB142,
BB145,
BB144

CA-173

40.4443, -78.5948

Cambria

BB146

N

CA-174

40.4345, -78.5873

Cambria

M61

N

CA-175

40.4301, -78.5838

Cambria

L66

N

CA-177
CA-178

40.4245, -78.5796
40.4235, -78.5783

Cambria
Cambria

M60
BB67

N
N

S-N21

S-N22
S-N18

S-O11

S-O12
S-O9,
S-O7
S-O4

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

No Comment

N/A

 

  

N/A

No Comment

N/A



N/A

No Comment

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y





N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A








 


 



N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

No Comment

N/A





N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

No Comment
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider,
among other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7).
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

N/A

 

  



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CA
14.k.iv

 

  



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

P
P
P

N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

P
P
P

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P



N

N

N

N

N

N



N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N

N
N

CA 22.f



N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A








S-K27,
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider,
CA
S-K29,
N/A among other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
14.k.iv
S-K30,
unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7).
S-K31
SS2-0042- The proposed right-of-way appears to turn into wetlands BB148 and S-M94. Discuss alternatives that
CA 22.k
BB117 Rev2-AP were considered that necessitated this alignment. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
SS2-0042No Comment
BB114 Rev2-AP
S2-0042Rev2-AP
S-M90, S2-0042S-Q57 Rev2-AP
S2-0042Rev2-AP
S2-0073
S-M83 S2-0073

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A









 

 










P
P
P

Decreased Costs

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

CA-155

S-N28,
S-N27,
S-N25,
S-N26

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

N

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N14

Practicable (N/P)

Cambria

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.4525, -78.6691

Practicable (N/P)

N/A

N/A

CA-154

Technically Feasible (N/P)



No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

Other



N/A
N/A
N/A

Endangered Species

N/A

N/A

Uniqueness/Heritage

No Comment

No Comment

Visual/Aesthetics

N/A

N/A

Y

Educational/Scientific Value

N

N/A







Recreation



No Comment

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Wildlife Habitat



N/A

N15

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A



Production Export

No Comment

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

CA
14.k.iv

Nutrient Removal

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Cambria

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

N
N
N

CC2
O15

N
N
N
N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat








CA
14.k.iv

Floodflow Alteration

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

40.4526, -78.6714

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

N

Y

Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider,
among other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7).

Principal Other

N

N/A

CA-153

Principal Endangered Species

N

No Comment

N

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics



N/A

N17

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage



N

Cambria

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

N

Wild Trout CC20

Principal Recreation

N

CC21

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

Cambria

40.4526, -78.6791

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

40.4346, -78.7749

CA-152

Principal Production Export



CA-137

N

Principal Nutrient Removal

N
N
N
N

N/A

N6, N5

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N
N
N
N

No Comment

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N
N
N
N

N/A

Principal Floodflow

N
N
N
N

N

Principal Groundwater

N
N
N
N

PADEP Comment ID

N

PADEP Comment

N

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area

N

Wild Trout

Cambria



N

CC7,
CC6

40.4518, -78.7006



N

Cambria

CA-149

N

N

40.4331, -78.7818

EV Plant



N

CA-136

N4



N

N/A

S-N4
S-N10
S-N13,
S-N14
S-N33
S-N30,
S-N29

N

N

No Comment

N
N
N

N

N

N/A

O8
N2



Y

N

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria

N

N

WT Trib

40.4470, -78.7213
40.4498, -78.7086
40.4509, -78.7044

N

N

O37,
O16

CA-145
CA-147
CA-148

N

N

Cambria

N



N

40.4250, -78.8160

O10, O9

N

Y

N/A

CA-134

S-O56
S-O48,
S-O31,
S-O45,
S-O30
S-CC5,
S-CC4
S-CC6

Cambria

N

Y

N

40.4465, -78.7233

N

N

WT Trib

CA-144

N

N

O42

S-O21,
S-O23
S-O20,
S-O19,
S-O18



N

Cambria

N

P

Y

40.4231, -78.8239

O12

N

Y

CA-133

Cambria

N

Y

Y

N/A

40.4450, -78.7305

N

Y

N

S-O37

CA-143

N

Y

N

N

WT Trib

N

Y

Y

WT Trib

CC4

 

Y

Y

O20

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria

N
N
N
N
N

Y

P

Cambria

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

40.4349, -78.7732
40.4368, -78.7650
40.4374, -78.7617
40.4403, -78.7523

N
N
N
N
N

Y

Y

40.4208, -78.8350

S-O40

CA-139
CA-140
CA-141
CA-142

N
N
N
N
N

Y

N

CA-132

N
N
N
N
N

Cambria

N
N
N
N
N

P
P
P




N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A

40.4351, -78.7726

N

Y
Y
Y

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria

S-N45

CA-138

N

P
P
P

40.4174, -78.8499
40.4178, -78.8484
40.4184, -78.8464
40.4194, -78.8413
40.4196, -78.8403

CC18,
CC15,
CC13,
CC19,
CC16
CC12

N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

CA-127
CA-128
CA-129
CA-130
CA-131

Y

S-O38

N

N
N
N
N
N

Cambria

O27
O25
O24
O23
O21

N

Trenching-Proposed

Y

40.4195, -78.8846

Wild Trout

Trenching-Alternative

N

CA-123

Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider,
among other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7).
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
The proposed right-of-way appears to turn towards Wetland O20. Discuss alternatives that were
considered that necessitated this alignment. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).
No Comment

N29

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

P

P
P
P
P

P

P

Y

P
P
P
P

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y
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Y

CA-183

40.4086, -78.5573

Cambria

Q65

N

CA-185

40.4083, -78.5567

CA-186

40.4030, -78.5034

CA-187

CA-188

40.4052, -78.4957

40.4053, -78.4953

BB111, Wild
Cambria, Blair L70A, Trout, WT
L70B Trib
Blair
Blair

Blair

L61
M57

Q52

WT Trib

N

WT Trib

N

WT Trib

S-L84
S-M80

N

WT Trib

N

CA-190

40.4049, -78.4920

Blair

M55

WT Trib

N

CA-192

40.4163, -78.3833

Blair

Q54

N

N/A

CA-193

40.4162, -78.3827

Blair

Q56

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

CA-194

40.4157, -78.3803

Blair

CA-195

40.4152, -78.3797

Blair

CA-198

40.4144, -78.3552

Blair

BB56

WT Trib

N

N/A

CA-199

40.4154, -78.3517

Blair

BB52

WT Trib,
PADEP

N

N/A

CA-200

40.4163, -78.3487

Blair

BB51

WT Trib

N

CA-201

40.4305, -78.3380

Blair

BB59

Q58

N

N

S-BB44

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M56 and M55 and stream S-M77 through routing the
pipelines to the North. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize impacts to wetlands M56 and M55 and stream S-M77which documents that other routes
and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M56 and M55 and stream S-M77 through routing the
pipelines to the North. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize impacts to wetlands M56 and M55 and stream S-M77which documents that other routes
and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands Q54 and Q56 through routing the pipelines to the
North Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
impacts to wetlands Q54 and Q56 which documents that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands Q54 and Q56 through routing the pipelines to the
North Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
impacts to wetlands Q54 and Q56 which documents that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
Revise the Alternatives Analysis' discussion of alternatives considered to avoid wetlands BB60 and
Q57 to identify SPLP's Existing ROW, and identify the First Energy Easement Boundaries which is
stated to be avoided. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland BB56 through routing the pipelines to the North. Provide
a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to
wetland BB56 which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland BB52 through routing the pipelines to the North or
South. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
impacts to wetland BB52 which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland Q58 through routing the pipelines to the East. Provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland
Q58 which documents that other routes and designs would not thither avoid or minimize impacts. [25
Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

BL 120.h  

 



 

 

 

 

N

N

N

N

P

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

P

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

BL 120.n

N

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

Y

P

P

Y

BL 120.n

N

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

Y

P

P

N

N

N

N

P

P

P

N

Y

P

N

N

N

N

P

P

P

N

Y

P

N

Y

P

N

Y

P

N/A





BL 120.j

BL 120.j



BL 120.v     

 

 

       

N/A
BL 120.o

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

BL 120.p

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

N

P

N

N

P

N

Y

P

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

N/A
BL 120.q

 



 

 

 

P

Y

Y

P

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

N/A

Decreased Costs

Y

Decreased Costs

Y

Other

N

Endangered Species

N

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Production Export



Nutrient Removal



Fish and Shellfish Habitat

CA
14.k.iv

Floodflow Alteration

Y

Principal Other

Y

Principal Recreation

N

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

Principal Floodflow

N

Principal Groundwater

N

PADEP Comment ID

N

N/A

M56

Y



It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M57 and Q52 through routing the pipelines to the
South through wetland M58. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to
BL 120.i
avoid and minimize impacts to wetland M57 which documents that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. . [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Blair

SBB49B,
S-KP1



N/A

40.4048, -78.4927

S-M78

CA 22.m

It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M57 and Q52 through routing the pipelines to the
South through wetland M58. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to
BL 120.i
avoid and minimize impacts to wetland M57 which documents that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. . [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

CA-189

BB60,
WT Trib
Q57

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

Y

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

L63

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

Cambria

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.4206, -78.5756

Practicable (N/P)

CA-180

Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider,
S2-0073 among other things, ways to avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for
unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code §§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7).
S2-0073 No Comment
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland L70 through routing the pipelines to the North or South.
Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
S2-0073
to wetland L70 which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
N/A No Comment

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

L64

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

Cambria

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.4222, -78.5771

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-179

m. In the area of Wetland L64, timber mat crossings are shown on the northern side of the pipeline
right-of-way. These crossings appear to cross from one side of the pipeline to the other along this
S-BB54 S2-0073 route. It appears that keeping the access route on the same side of the pipeline in this area would
reduce its impacts. Accordingly, evaluate the feasibility of keeping the access route on the same side
of the pipeline throughout this area to avoid the proposed impacts. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii).

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y
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N

CA-207

40.4396, -78.3058

Blair

L43

N

CA-208

40.4381, -78.3040

Blair

L42

N

L40

WT Trib

40.4212, -78.2124

Blair

L35

Wild Trout

N

CA-213

40.4210, -78.2121

Blair

M23

Wild Trout

N

40.4052, -78.1662

Huntingdon

L32, L31

N

N/A

S-L58

N/A

S-L52, SL51, SL53

N/A

It appears impacts to wetland L40 could be further minimized by incorporating it into the bore. Revise
the application to include boring under wetland L40 and if this is not practicable, revise the alternatives
analysis to provide detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative
to further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(b)(3)]
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland L40 through routing the pipelines to the West. Provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland
L40 which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25
Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
HU 157.e.
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)].

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

N

N

N

Y

Y



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

N

N

N

N

Y

P

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y





 

    

 





P

P

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

Decreased Costs

N

Decreased Costs

 





Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

 

Other

Y

Endangered Species

Y

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

 

Floodflow Alteration

 

BL 52, BL
120.s

Revise the Alternatives Analysis to provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and evidence on alternative
crossing methods, including HDD and conventional bore, for the crossing of stream S-L58 (Clover
Creek HQ-CWF, Class A Wild Trout) and wetland L35 and M23. This discussion should include why a
BL 120.y
boring method for this crossing is no longer proposed from the original application submission. If this is
practicable, revise the application accordingly include this cross construction method. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
Revise the Alternatives Analysis to provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and evidence on alternative
crossing methods, including HDD and conventional bore, for the crossing of stream S-L58 (Clover
Creek HQ-CWF, Class A Wild Trout) and wetland L35 and M23. This discussion should include why a
BL 120.y     
boring method for this crossing is no longer proposed from the original application submission. If this is
practicable, revise the application accordingly include this cross construction method. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(vill), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

S2-0048AP

N

CA-212

CA-214

S3 - 002 No Comment
N/A
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands L43 and L42 through routing the pipelines' deviation
and re-alignment with the 8-inch line further Northwest and/or Southeast. Provide a detailed analysis of
N/A alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands L43 and L42 which BL 120.r
documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands L43 and L42 through routing the pipelines' deviation
and re-alignment with the 8-inch line further Northwest and/or Southeast. Provide a detailed analysis of
N/A alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands L43 and L42 which BL 120.r
documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

L44

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

Blair

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.4477, -78.3216

Practicable (N/P)

CA-206

 

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Blair

Blair

HQ and EV Streams

N

The Alternatives Analysis does not provide sufficient detail, documentation, or explanation to document
that there is not practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts wetlands BB124, Q60,
BB125, L56, L55, L54, L46, and L48 and streams S-BB96, S-L69, S-L75, S-L74, S-L76, S-BB95, SL77, and S-BB92. The Alternatives Analysis states that the existing 8-inch line crosses this complex,
S-BB96,
however, this is not accurate as depicted on the plans. Provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and
BL 120.x  
S-L69, S- S3 - 002
evidence that alternative routes through and around this area, minor deviations, and construction
L74
methods would not further avoid and minimize impacts. This should include but not be limited do
alternate route alignments outside of the delineation area, the use of additional HDD and conventional
bore crossings, minor route adjustments and include plans, impact amounts and other evidence to
support the analysis. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

40.4475, -78.3225

40.4363, -78.3004

WT Trib

Y

CA-205

CA-209

L48

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

BB124 WT Trib

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

Blair

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.4388, -78.3335

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-202

The Alternatives Analysis does not provide sufficient detail, documentation, or explanation to document
that there is not practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts wetlands BB124, Q60,
BB125, L56, L55, L54, L46, and L48 and streams S-BB96, S-L69, S-L75, S-L74, S-L76, S-BB95, SL77, and S-BB92. The Alternatives Analysis states that the existing 8-inch line crosses this complex,
however, this is not accurate as depicted on the plans. Provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and
S3 - 002
BL 120.x
evidence that alternative routes through and around this area, minor deviations, and construction
methods would not further avoid and minimize impacts. This should include but not be limited do
alternate route alignments outside of the delineation area, the use of additional HDD and conventional
bore crossings, minor route adjustments and include plans, impact amounts and other evidence to
support the analysis. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y

P

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

Decreased Costs

N

Decreased Costs

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

 

Other

Y

Endangered Species

Y

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

Practicable? (Y/N/P)



Educational/Scientific Value

N

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

Technically Feasible (N/P)

HU
157.e.,
HU 157.i.



Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Floodflow Alteration

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Practicable (N/P)

Y12

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Huntingdon

Practicable (N/P)

40.3814, -78.0789

N/A

Trenching-Proposed

N

N/A

HU 157.f.

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-219

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

N

S-Y19,
S-Y18,
S-Y20,
S-JH2

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

S-L57

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

N

Principal Recreation

L36

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Huntingdon

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

40.3966, -78.1446

Principal Production Export

CA-217

Principal Nutrient Removal

S-Y22

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Y14

Principal Floodflow

Huntingdon

Principal Groundwater

40.3966, -78.1569

S2-0058No Comment
Rev3-AP
It appears that impacts to wetland Y14 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to
the North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
S2-0058analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
Rev3-AP
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
N/A No Comment
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SS2-0044L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SRev3
BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]

PADEP Comment ID

CA-216

PADEP Comment

N

MOC ID

PFO Wetlands

Y13

Other Streams

Other Wetlands

HQ and EV Streams

County
Huntingdon

EV Designation

Lat/Long
40.4017, -78.1634

EV Wetlands

Crossing Area
CA-215

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

It appears that impacts to wetland Y12 and streams S-Y19 and S-JH2 could be avoided and minimized
by locating the proposed pipelines to the Southeast. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(B)(7), 105.18a].

CA-221

CA-222

CA-223

CA-225

40.3595, -78.0231

40.3589, -78.0186

40.3579, -78.0068

40.3518, -77.9765

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

L29

L28

L24/L25

M17

N

N

N

N

S-L47

S2-0014No Comment
AP

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland L28 could be avoided by relocating the proposed pipelines to the
North or the South. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
S2-0014detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
AP
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

HU 157.j.

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
S-L41, S- S2-0014- appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
HU 157.e.
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
AP
L42
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)].
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SHU
S-M18, S2-0014- L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)] 157.e.,
S-M20
AP
HU 157.o.



 



It appears that impacts to streams S-M20 and S-M18 and wetlands M17 and M15 could be avoided
and minimized by relocating the proposed pipelines to cross the streams farther upstream and in a
more perpendicular fashion to rejoin Sunoco's existing ROW farther West. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
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P
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N
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N
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N
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P
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Y
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P

N

P

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Practicable? (Y/N)

Y

Decreased Costs

N

Decreased Costs

Technically Feasible (Y/N)



Practicable? (Y/N/P)

P

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

Trenching-Proposed

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

P

Decreased Land Fragementation

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

N

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N

Other

N

Endangered Species

N

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Recreation

N

 

Wildlife Habitat

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Floodflow Alteration

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

Practicable (N/P)

N/A

Technically Feasible (N/P)

S-M16,
S-M17

N

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

Other Wetlands
M15

Practicable (N/P)

Huntingdon

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.3515,
-77.9728

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-226

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, S- HU
L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, S- 157.e.,
BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)] HU 157.o.

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y

It appears that impacts to streams S-M20 and S-M18 and wetlands M17 and M15 could be avoided
and minimized by relocating the proposed pipelines to cross the streams farther upstream and in a
more perpendicular fashion to rejoin Sunoco's existing ROW farther West. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
CA-227

40.3511, -77.9714

Huntingdon

M13

N

CA-228

40.3489, -77.9586

Huntingdon

L21

N

CA-229

40.3456, -77.9474

Huntingdon

L18,
L20, L33

N

CA-230
CA-231

40.3431, -77.9406
40.3412, -77.8908

Huntingdon
Huntingdon

L16, L17
M7

N
N

CA-232

40.3414, -77.8880

Huntingdon

M8

N

CA-233

40.3420, -77.8845

Huntingdon

M9

N

CA-234

CA-235

40.3432, -77.8782

40.3445, -77.8700

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

M10

M12

N

N

S-M15

N/A
N/A

S-L33

S-L31
S-M7

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

S-M8

S-M11,
S-M9

N/A

No Comment
N/A
It appears that locating the pipelines to the South would avoid impacts to streams SL45, S-L42,
wetland L21, and Pond I4. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
HU
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
157.m.
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7) , 105.18a].

No Comment
No Comment
It appears the road adjacent to wetland M8 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to
be bored, and identify the bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to wetland M8 could be
further minimized by incorporating it into the bore. Revise the application to include boring under
wetland M8 and if this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to provide detailed
documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative to further avoid and
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(i), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(b)(3)].
No Comment

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands M12 and CC27 can be avoided and minimized by locating the
proposed pipelines on the North side of the Existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
HU 157.p.
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not fluffier avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Huntingdon

CC27

N

N/A

CA-237

40.3452, -77.8624

Huntingdon

L15

N

N/A

 

HU 92.

N/A

40.3452, -77.8669

 

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
HU 157.e.
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)].

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
HU 157.e.
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)].

CA-236



It appears that impacts to wetlands M12 and CC27 can be avoided and minimized by locating the
proposed pipelines on the North side of the Existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
HU 157.p.
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not fluffier avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
N/A
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P
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Y
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Y

Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N
N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N
N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N
N

Decreased Costs

N
N

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N
N

Optimal Pipeline Construction

 

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y

Decreased Land Fragementation

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Y

Other

Y

Endangered Species

Y

Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Educational/Scientific Value

N

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

 

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Practicable? (Y/N)



N/A
N/A

Decreased Costs

No Comment
No Comment

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N/A
N/A

Optimal Pipeline Construction

S-L22

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N
N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

L14
M6

Decreased Land Fragementation

Huntingdon
Huntingdon

Decreased Land Encumbrance

40.3331, -77.8275
40.3286, -77.8171

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

CA-239
CA-240

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

N/A

Technically Feasible (N/P)

S-JH4

Practicable (N/P)

N

Technically Feasible (N/P)

L13,
L12, L11

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

Huntingdon

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.3345, -77.8306

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Floodflow Alteration

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-238

It appears that impacts to wetland L12 could be avoided or minimized by locating the proposed
pipelines South of the existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid HU 157.q.
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

CA-242

40.3223, -77.7944

Huntingdon

M2

N

S-M2

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
HU 157.e.
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)].

CA-243

40.3218, -77.7911

Huntingdon

M1

N

S-M1

N/A

No Comment

N/A

It appears the road adjacent to wetland K72 and stream S-K96 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the
road is proposed to be bored, and identify the bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to
wetland K72 and stream S-K96 could be further minimized by incorporating them into the bore. Revise
the application to include boring under wetland K72 and stream S-K96 and if this is not practicable,
revise the alternatives analysis to provide detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a
practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(i),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(b)(3)]
HU 93.,
HU 157.r.
It appears that impacts to wetlands K72 and L10 and stream S-L21 and the floodway of stream S-K96
could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing Sunoco
pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7) , 105.18a].

P

N

N

N

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands K72 and L10 and stream S-L21 and the floodway of stream S-K96
could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing Sunoco
pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
HU
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7) , 105.18a].
157.r.,
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 states that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
paralleling the stream. Provide analysis, including reroutes and alternative designs, demonstrating
impact minimization for the following streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, SL53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, S-L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, SK82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, S-BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8.

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

The following pertain to the Alternatives Analysis' for wetlands L7, L8, L9,W332, and W333.The
analysis states that an alignment further South or North than that proposed would increase
undisturbed forest habitat including potentially other streams/wetlands. The proposed re-route around
wetland L7 will require additional forest clearing, and no justification and documentation has been
provided on why it is practicable in this instance and not in the rest. Revise the application accordingly
HU 157.s.
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details
and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CA-244

CA-245

CA-246

40.3198, -77.7818

40.3196, -77.7802

40.3160, -77.7633

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

K72

L10

L9

N

N

N

S-K96

S-L21

N/A

P
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Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

Y
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Y
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N

N
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Decreased Land Fragementation

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

Y

Decreased Costs

Y

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Y

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Other

Endangered Species

Uniqueness/Heritage

Visual/Aesthetics

Educational/Scientific Value

Recreation

Wildlife Habitat

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Production Export

Nutrient Removal

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Floodflow Alteration

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge



Technically Feasible (N/P)

N/A

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams
S-L16, SL18

Practicable (N/P)

N

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

Other Wetlands
L7, L8

Trenching-Proposed

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Huntingdon

Trenching-Alternative

Practicable (N/P)

40.3154, -77.7601

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-247

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, S- HU
BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)] 157.e.,
HU
The following pertain to the Alternatives Analysis' for wetlands L7, L8, L9,W332, and W333.The
157.s.,
analysis states that an alignment further South or North than that proposed would increase
HU
undisturbed forest habitat including potentially other streams/wetlands. The proposed re-route around 157.s.i
wetland L7 will require additional forest clearing, and no justification and documentation has been
provided on why it is practicable in this instance and not in the rest. Revise the application accordingly
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details
and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

HDD

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Bore

Functions and Values

It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland L8 and/or North of stream
S-L16 could avoid and minimize impacts and cross S-L16 in a more perpendicular manner.

CA-248

40.3148, -77.7572

Huntingdon

L6

N

N/A

CA-249

40.3145, -77.7558

Huntingdon

L5

N

N/A

CA-250

40.3143,
-77.7548

CA-252

40.3125, -77.7458

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

W332,
W333

K67

S-L13, SL14, S- N/A
L15

N

N

S-K90

N/A

It appears that locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing Sunoco Pipeline from the point
West of wetland L6 where the proposed pipelines rejoin the existing through stream crossing S-L13
HU
could avoid wetland impacts and avoid and minimize stream impacts and cross the streams in a more 157.s.ii
perpendicular manner.
No Comment
N/A
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, SL42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, SBB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]. HU
157.e.,
The following pertain to the Alternatives Analysis' for wetlands L7, L8, L9,W332, and W333.The
HU 157.s.
analysis states that an alignment further South or North than that proposed would increase
undisturbed forest habitat including potentially other streams/wetlands. The proposed re-route around
wetland L7 will require additional forest clearing, and no justification and documentation has been
provided on why it is practicable in this instance and not in the rest. Revise the application accordingly
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details
and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)6,0, 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

The Alternatives Analysis states that a combination of open cutting and HDD was determined to be the
most feasible alternative for crossing wetlands K67 and K68; however, no details, documentation, or
evidence has been provided on why this is the least damaging practicable alternative.Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
HU 157.t.
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should
include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts[25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

 



P

P
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Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

JU
101.d.,
JU
101.g.,
JU 56.

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Decreased Land Fragementation

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

HU 82,
HU 157.e.

Decreased Costs

Y

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Y

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Y

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y

Decreased Land Fragementation

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Practicable (N/P)

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Y

Other

Y

Endangered Species

N

Uniqueness/Heritage

P

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Educational/Scientific Value

N

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Production Export

HU 157.e.

Nutrient Removal

Y

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Y

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Y

Floodflow Alteration

Y

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Y

Principal Other

Y

Principal Endangered Species

Y

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Y

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Principal Recreation

Y

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

Principal Production Export

P

Principal Nutrient Removal

N

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

Principal Floodflow

N

Principal Groundwater

Practicable (N/P)

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Trenching-Proposed

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Trenching-Alternative

N

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

It appears the road adjacent to stream S-K88 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to
be bored, and identify the bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to wetland K66 and
stream S-K88 could be further minimized by incorporating them into the bore. Revise the application to
include boring under wetland K66 and stream S-K88 and if this is not practicable, revise the
alternatives analysis to provide detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable
alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(i), 105.14(b)(7,
105.18a(b)(3)]

CA-253

40.3108, -77.7390

Huntingdon

K66

N

S-K88,
S-K89

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands K65
and K66 by shifting the pipelines North or South would cause more disturbance of previously
undisturbed habitat, including potentially other wetlands and streams. However, no information or
detail has been provided on whether the possibility of alternatively shifting the alignment North or
South will actually impact any additional wetlands and streams or increase the quantity of impacts.
Revise the alternatives analysis to include specific details and quantification providing a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and, minimize impacts to wetlands and
streams which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts.
[25 Pa Code §§705.13(e)(1)(viia 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

HU 94.,
HU 157.e.





The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 states that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
paralleling the stream. Provide analysis, including reroutes and alternative designs, demonstrating
impact minimization for the following streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, SL53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, S-L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, SK82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, S-BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8.

CA-254

CA-255

40.3104, -77.7373

40.3074, -77.7260

Huntingdon

Huntingdon

K65

K63

N

N

S-K87

S-K83,
S-K84,
S-K82

N/A

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands K65
and K66 by shifting the pipelines North or South would cause more disturbance of previously
undisturbed habitat, including potentially other wetlands and streams. However, no information or
detail has been provided on whether the possibility of alternatively shifting the alignment North or
South will actually impact any additional wetlands and streams or increase the quantity of impacts.
Revise the alternatives analysis to include specific details and quantification providing a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and, minimize impacts to wetlands and
streams which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts.
[25 Pa Code §§705.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

It appears the temporary impacts to stream S-K83 from the temporary ROW could be avoided. Revise
the application to avoid the temporary impacts to this stream or revise the alternatives analysis to
discuss in detail why the temporary workspace is necessary. Note: the E&S plan ES-3.84 does not
depict any water obstructions or encroachments in the stream in this temporary ROW. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 states that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
paralleling the stream. Provide analysis, including reroutes and alternative designs, demonstrating
impact minimization for the following streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, SL53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, S-L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, SK82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, S-BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8.

P

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been rerouted to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-L12, and S-K69. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.15(a)].

CA-256

40.3031, -77.7051

Juniata

L3

N

S-L12, SL9, SL8, SK80

N/A

It appears that impacts to stream S-L12 and wetland L3 could be avoided and minimized by re-locating
the ROW further South, or locating the pipes South within the ROW. The alternatives analysis states
that additional forest habitat would be impacted, but does not identify what stream and/or wetland
impacts could be avoided or minimized through this alternative and it does not discuss locating the
pipes in a different location within the ROW. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)].
It appears the road adjacent to stream K-K80 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to
be bored, and identify the bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to stream S-K80 could be
further minimized by incorporating it into the bore. Revise the application to include boring under
stream S-K80 and if this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to provide detailed
documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative to further avoid and
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)].
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Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

Optimal Pipeline Construction



Decreased Cumulative Impacts

 

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N
N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N



N

N

N

N

N

P



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

N

N

N

N

Decreased Costs

N

Other

N

Endangered Species

Y

Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Visual/Aesthetics

Y

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Production Export

Y

Nutrient Removal

N

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N
N

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation




Y

Decreased Land Fragementation




Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

N

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact



Y

Y

Technically Feasible (Y/N)



Y

Y

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

N

Y

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

Y

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N

Y

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact



Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact



Trenching-Proposed

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Practicable (N/P)

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

 

Floodflow Alteration

Practicable (N/P)

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

It appears that the temporary impacts to wetland Q64 could be avoided by removing the temporary
ROW or locating additional ROW or ATWS south of the proposed ROW. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears that impacts to streams S-K73, S-K72, S-K69 and S-K70 and wetlands Q64 and K58 could
be further avoided and minimized by extending the HDD under these resources. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

CA-257

40.3009,
-77.6932

K58,
Q64

Juniata

S-K73,
S-K69,
S-K72,
S-K70

N

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been rerouted to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-L12, and S-K69. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.15(a)].

JU
101.h.,
JU 101.k.,
JU
101.d.,
JU 101.i.

P

It appears that impacts to stream S-K69 could be avoided and/or minimized by locating the proposed
ROW further North of the confluence of S-K69 and S-K70 or if this is not practicable by locating the
pipelines further North within the proposed ROW to avoid installation of a pipeline directly below and
paralleling a portion of S-K69. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)].

CA-259

40.2847, -77.6138

Perry

K55

WT Trib

N

CA-260

40.2844, -77.6128

Perry

K54

Wild Trout

N

CA-261
CA-262

40.2840, -77.6106
40.2825, -77.5998

Perry
Perry

K53
K52

WT Trib
WT Trib

N
N

CA-263

CA-264

40.2789, -77.5755

40.2785, -77.5730

Perry

Perry

Q63

W25e,
W26e, Wild Trout
W338

K49

N/A

No Comment

N/A

N/A

No Comment

N/A

N/A
N/A

No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis’ discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands 338,
W25e, and W26e states that HDD construction method is not feasible due to the difficult terrain;
however it does not provide details on the terrain and technology limitations. In addition, it appears that
other HDD locations are proposed for the overall project which contains similar steep terrain. It
appears that crossing some or all of wetlands 338, W25e, W26e, Q63 and streams S-Q-64, S-Q63, SQ65, S-Q66, and S-Q67 with the HDD construction method may be practicable. Revise the application PE 122.g.  
to cross some or all of these streams with the HDD method to avoid and minimize impacts. If this is not
practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to include specific details and quantification of why this is
not practicable, and provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and, potential and avoided impacts minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a(a)].

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis’ discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands 338,
W25e, and W26e states that HDD construction method is not feasible due to the difficult terrain;
however it does not provide details on the terrain and technology limitations. In addition, it appears that
other HDD locations are proposed for the overall project which contains similar steep terrain. It
appears that crossing some or all of wetlands 338, W25e, W26e, Q63 and streams S-Q-64, S-Q63, SQ65, S-Q66, and S-Q67 with the HDD construction method may be practicable. Revise the application PE 122.g.    
to cross some or all of these streams with the HDD method to avoid and minimize impacts. If this is not
practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to include specific details and quantification of why this is
not practicable, and provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and, potential and avoided impacts minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a(a)].

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland K49 could be further avoided and minimized by shifting or locating
the proposed pipelines to the Northern portion of the proposed ROW. The alternatives analysis does
not discuss this alternative. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
PE 122.h.
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

S-K50

S-K51

S-Q63,
S-Q64

N

Y

WT Trib

S-K52

S-Q65

S-Q67,
S-Q66

CA-265

40.2743, -77.5446

Perry

CA-266

40.2738, -77.5416

Perry

K50

N

N/A

CA-267

40.2730, -77.5364

Perry

W36d

N

N/A

CA-268

40.2627, -77.4921

Perry

J56

Wild Trout

N

S-J60

CA-269

40.2620, -77.4897

Perry

J57

Wild Trout

N

S-J62

S-J63











   



No Comment
N/A
It appears that impacts to wetland W3.6d could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed
ROW south of the existing Sunoco ROW. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and PE 122.i.
methods to avoid and minimize impacts.









P

N/A

No Comment

N/A

 



 



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

No Comment

N/A

 



 



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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40.2460, -77.4101

Cumberland

Cumberland

K15

K14

K13, K12

N

N

S-K16

S-K14

S-K11

N

N

S-K8

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands I64 and W33d could be avoided and minimized by relocating the
alignment to the North of the wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
CU 140.i
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands I64 and W33d could be avoided and minimized by relocating the
alignment to the North of the wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
CU 140.i
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland K16 and stream S-K14 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the North of the wetland and the multiple stream channels. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

CU 140.j



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands K14 and K15 could be avoided and minimized by re-locating the
alignment to the North of the wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
CU 140.k
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands K14 and K15 could be avoided and minimized by re-locating the
alignment to the North of the wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
CU 140.k
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

N

N

N

N



N

N

N

N



P

N

N



N

N

N

MOC ID
N/A

The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re-routed to avoid
installation of the pipes paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed
where the proposed pipes will parallel down the stream channel, where the stream flows in and along
the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW; however, no information has
been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts and which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the following
streams: S-M2, S-L16, S-L15, S-L13, S-L21, S-L51, S-L52, S-L53, S-Y19, S-JH2, S-BB106, S-L48, S- HU
L42 within wetland L24, S-L25, S-M17, S-L34, S-M9, M11, S-K82, and S-K85 S-M18, S-M20, S-M4, S- 157.e.,
BB97, S-M22, S-K89, and S-K8. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)] CU 140.l

Decreased Costs



N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland I62 could be avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment to
the South of the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide
a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
CU 140.h
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Other

Y

Endangered Species

Y

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

Visual/Aesthetics

P

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

N

Production Export

N

N/A

 

Nutrient Removal

N

No Comment

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

N

N/A

Floodflow Alteration

Y

Principal Other

N

Principal Recreation

P

 

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

N/A

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

No Comment

Principal Floodflow

N

N/A

Principal Groundwater

N

PADEP Comment ID

N

PADEP Comment

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

CA-280

40.2459, -77.4130

Cumberland

K16

N

S-I90

Y

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

CA-279

40.2460, -77.4151

Cumberland

W33d

N

Y

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-278

40.2467, -77.4273

Cumberland

I64

N

Y

Practicable (N/P)

CA-277

40.2476, -77.4301

Cumberland

I62

S-J43

Y

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-276

40.2478, -77.4306

Cumberland

N

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

CA-275

40.2489, -77.4347

Pond J4

S-J68, SJ69

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-274

N

Other Streams

Cumberland

HQ and EV Streams

40.2526, -77.4510

WT Trib

PFO Wetlands

CA-271

J69

Other Wetlands

County
Perry

EV Designation

Lat/Long
40.2587, -77.4774

EV Wetlands

Crossing Area
CA-270

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

It appears that impacts to wetland K12 and K13 could be avoided and minimized by re¬locating the
alignment to the South of the wetlands on the south side of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

CA-281

CA-282

CA-283

40.2456, -77.4012

40.2456, -77.3977

40.2455, -77.3962

Cumberland

Cumberland

Cumberland

K11

I54

I55, I56

N

N

N

S-K7, SK6

S-I81

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands K11 and stream S-K6 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the North of the wetland and the multiple stream channels confluence. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
CU 140.m
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland I54 could be avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment to
the North and cross the wetland at a narrower point, or further North or South to avoid the wetland.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
CU 140.n
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands I55, I56, and W22d could be avoided and minimized by re-locating
the alignment to the North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
CU 140.o
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
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Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

P

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

 

P

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

 

  

P

N

N

N

N

P

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

P



 


 

P

N

N

N

N

P

CU 140.w

P

N

N

N

N

P

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by
locating the proposed alignment and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
CU 140.w
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

P

N

N

N

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by
locating the proposed alignment and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
CU 140.w
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

P

N

N

N

N

S-K4

N/A

CA-289

40.2459, -77.3802

Cumberland

K9

N

N/A

CA-290

40.2458, -77.3761

Cumberland

K6

N

N/A

CA-291

40.2456, -77.3735

Cumberland

K5,
W19d

N

N/A

CA-292

40.2456, -77.3710

Cumberland

K3, K2

N

S-K2

N/A

CA-293

40.2453, -77.3620

Cumberland

K1

N

S-K1

N/A

CA-294

40.2450,
-77.3557

Cumberland

BB155

Y

SBB119

N/A

CA-296
CA-298

40.2452, -77.3376
40.2437, -77.3192

Cumberland
Cumberland

J36
J32

N
N

CA-301

40.2424, -77.3065

Cumberland

J27

N

N/A

CA-302

40.2426, -77.3020

Cumberland

J26

N

N/A

N/A
N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands K7 and K9, and stream S-K4 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the South of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
CU 140.r
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
N/A
It appears that impacts to wetlands K5 and W19d could be avoided and minimized by relocating the
alignment farther North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
CU 140.s
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears that impacts to wetlands K2 and K3, and stream S-K2 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the South or North to avoid wetland impacts and minimize stream impacts by
crossing the stream more perpendicular. Alternatively, if this is not practicable, it appears at least that
the pipelines could be located in the Northern portion of the proposed ROW to cross the stream more
CU 140.t
perpendicular. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
It appears that impacts to wetland BB155 could be avoided and minimized by continuing the proposed
pipeline alignment Farther West on the South side of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
No Comment
It appears that impacts to wetland J27 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther to
the East. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by
locating the proposed alignment and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.184.

N/A

CU 140.u

N/A
N/A
CU 140.v

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (N/P)
N

N

Other

N

K7

Endangered Species

N

Cumberland

 

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

40.2459, -77.3808



Visual/Aesthetics

N

CA-288

It appears that impacts to wetland I58 could be avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment
slightly to the East. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
CU 140.p
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears that impacts to wetlands I60 and I61 could be avoided and minimized by re¬locating the
alignment farther South. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide
a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
CU 140.q
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
It appears that impacts to wetlands K7 and K9, and stream S-K4 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the South of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
CU 140.r
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Recreation

Y

It appears that impacts to wetlands I55, I56, and W22d could be avoided and minimized by re-locating
the alignment to the North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
CU 140.o
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Wildlife Habitat

Y

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

P

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

N

Floodflow Alteration

N

Principal Other

N

Principal Recreation

N

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Practicable (N/P)

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Y

N/A

N

Principal Production Export

Y

S-I84

W14e

Principal Nutrient Removal

Y

N

Cumberland

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N

Principal Fish/Shellfish

P

Principal Floodflow

N

Principal Groundwater

N

PADEP Comment ID

N

N/A

PADEP Comment

N

I60

40.2428, -77.3006

Y

N

Cumberland

CA-304

Y

Y

40.2457, -77.3847

N

Y

N

CA-286

J25

Y

P

N

Cumberland

Y

N

I58

40.2427, -77.3011

Y

N

Cumberland

CA-303

Y

N

40.2456, -77.3855

S-J42

Y

N

N/A

CA-285

S-K3

Y

N

MOC ID

Other Streams
S-I83

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

Other Wetlands
W22d

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

Cumberland

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.2456, -77.3887

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-284

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

P

Y

Y

Y
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40.2420, -77.2824
40.2420, -77.2703
40.2419, -77.2690

Cumberland
Cumberland
Cumberland

I41, I42
I53
I52

N
N
N

CA-312

40.2417, -77.2592

Cumberland

I45, I46,
I48, I49,
J20

N

S-I75, SI76

N/A

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A
N/A

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y



 

N

N

N

N

N


 

 
 
 

P
N
N

N
N
N

P
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

 

N

N

N

N

 

N

N

N



 

N

N

 

 

N

 

 

P

N

N

N

P

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N



N

N

N

N

P
P
P

Decreased Costs

N

Other

Y
Y
Y

Endangered Species

P

N
N
N

Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Recreation

P

Wildlife Habitat

Y
Y

Production Export

N
N

Nutrient Removal

Fish and Shellfish Habitat



P
P

Y
Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y
Y

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y
Y

P

Floodflow Alteration

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y
Y

N
N

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Y
Y

N
N



Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Y
Y

N
N

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Y
Y

N
N

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Y
Y

N
N

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Y
Y

 
 

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

P
P

P

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

Y

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Y

N

It appears that impacts to wetlands J20, I48, and I49, and streams S-I77, S-I75, and S-I76 could be
avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment to the South to avoid and minimize stream impacts
by crossing the streams more perpendicular and crossing less area of wetlands. Alternatively, if this is
not practicable, it appears at least that the pipelines could be located in the Southern portion of the
proposed ROW to cross the stream more perpendicular. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to
avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
CU 140.y,
105.18a].
CU 140.z

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams
S-I80
S-I79

N/A
N/A
N/A

Y

N

It appears that impacts to wetland J21 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther
South. If this is not practicable, it appears impacts could be minimized by locating the proposed
S2-0085- pipelines farther South within the proposed ROW. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
CU 140.x
L-AP minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes; designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii, 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
S-I69

Practicable? (Y/N)

CA-309
CA-310
CA-311

Decreased Costs

N

Optimal Pipeline Operations

J21

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Cumberland

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

40.2419, -77.2895

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

CA-308

N/A
N/A

Decreased Land Fragementation

N
N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

J23
J22

Y

 

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

Cumberland
Cumberland

Y



It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by
locating the proposed alignment and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
CU 140.w
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment
N/A
No Comment
N/A

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

40.2425, -77.2973
40.2424, -77.2940

N/A

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-306
CA-307

S-J29

Practicable (N/P)

N

Technically Feasible (N/P)

J24

Practicable (N/P)

Cumberland

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.2426, -77.2981

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-305

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y
Y

It appears that impacts to wetlands I46, I45, and I44 could be avoided and minimized by locating the
proposed alignment and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(6)(7), 105.18a].

CA-313

40.2414, -77.2528

Cumberland

I44

N

S-I74

N/A

CA-314

40.2411, -77.2438

Cumberland

I43

N

S-I72

N/A

CA-315

40.2409, -77.2381

Cumberland

I39

N

S-I65

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands I46, I45, and I44 could be avoided and minimized by locating the
proposed alignment and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(6)(7), 105.18a].
No Comment

40.2406, -77.2200

Cumberland

I38

Y

CA-317

40.2443, -77.2003

Cumberland

BB15

N

CA-318

40.2444, -77.1999

Cumberland

J15

N

CA-319

40.2444, -77.1977

Cumberland

J14

N

S-I59

S2-0037It appears that impacts to wetland I38 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed
Rev3-AP
alignment and ROW on the South of the existing Sunoco pipeline and Maintenance Corridor. If this is
not practicable, it also appears that impacts to this wetland could be minimized by crossing the wetland
farther East and minimizing PFO conversion impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

S2-0039No Comment
AP
S2-0039No Comment
AP
S2-0039S-J21
No Comment
AP
S-J24

N/A

It appears that impacts to stream S-I65 could be avoided and minimized by locating the pipelines
farther south within the proposed ROW to cross the stream in a more perpendicular manner. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative CU
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
140.aa
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)].
It appears that the temporary impacts to the PFO portion of wetland I38 from the ATWS area could be
avoided. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

CA-316

CU 140.z

CU
140.bb,
CU
140.cc

N/A



N/A

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

N/A





N

N

N

N

N

P

P
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N

N

N

 

N

N









N
N
N



Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

N

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

P

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

N

Y

P

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

P
P

P

N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Practicable? (Y/N)

P

Decreased Costs

P

Decreased Costs

Y

Other

N

Endangered Species

P

Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Recreation

P

Wildlife Habitat

Y

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

N

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

N

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

Trenching-Proposed

Optimal Pipeline Construction

N/A

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Practicable (N/P)

CU
140.ee

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Practicable (N/P)

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

N

Floodflow Alteration

N

Principal Other

N

Principal Recreation

N

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

Principal Floodflow

N

Principal Groundwater

Technically Feasible (N/P)

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Trenching-Alternative

N

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

It appears that impacts to wetland J13 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther to
the South. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code 5C5C105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
The Alternatives Analysis' discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetland I36
and J13 states that the alignment originally paralleled Sunoco's existing ROW but has been relocated
further southeast. In addition, it states this is to avoid Mechanicsburg, PA. However, the proposed map CU
S2-0039- for I36 discussion doesn't depict the existing ROW, it appears the proposed Route is North of the
S-J20
140.dd,
AP
existing ROW, and this reroute does not avoid Mechanicsburg, PA. Provide detailed alternatives
CU 140.ff
analysis on this re-route, including other routes and impacts documenting that there is not practicable
alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification
which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

CA-320

40.2441, -77.1959

Cumberland

J13

N

CA-323

40.2410, -77.1835

Cumberland

J10

N

CA-325

40.2367, -77.1662

Cumberland

K41

N

CA-326

40.2357, -77.1538

Cumberland

Pond J3

N

CA-328

40.2161, -77.0791

Cumberland

BB129

N

CA-329

40.1958, -76.9711

Cumberland

BB43

N

CA-330

40.1960, -76.9691

Cumberland

BB44

N

CA-332

40.1922, -76.9330

Cumberland

H54

N

CA-333
CA-334
CA-336

40.1923, -76.8875
40.1924, -76.8720
40.1920, -76.8211

York
York
York

W3c, I23
I22
J63

N
N
Y

CA-337

40.1922, -76.8206

York

BB152

N

CA-338

40.1923, -76.8165

York

BB21

N

CA-340

40.1924, -76.8130

York

H50

N

CA-341

40.2073, -76.7675

Dauphin

B64

Y

CA-342
CA-345
CA-346
CA-347

40.2104, -76.7637
40.2137, -76.7473
40.2144, -76.7428
40.2145, -76.7362

Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin

N
N
N
N

CA-349

40.2205, -76.7208

Dauphin

Y

S-B69

CA-350
CA-353
CA-354
CA-355
CA-356
CA-357
CA-358
CA-359

40.2284, -76.6909
40.2356, -76.6664
40.2368, -76.6620
40.2411, -76.6457
40.2451, -76.6275
40.2476, -76.6165
40.2509, -76.6041
40.2527, -76.5969

Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin
Dauphin

B76
A16
A17
C28
B60,
B59,
BB39
B55
C27
B61
A22
A23
A25
K23
A27

SS2-0097
BB101
S2-0072AP
S2-0072AP
S-H69,
N/A
S-H70
S-I33
N/A
S-I31
N/A
N/A
SS2-0002BB118
Rev2
S2-0002S-BB18
Rev2
S2-0002S-H60
Rev2
S3-0036S-B75
Rev5-AP
S-B73
N/A
N/A
S-A21
N/A
N/A

CA-360

CA-361

40.2625, -76.5574

40.2637, -76.5514

Lebanon

Lebanon

B66

A2, A1

N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N

N

N

N/A

No Comment
It appears that impacts to wetland K41 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther to
the North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
S2-0040analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
Rev2-AP
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
N/A No Comment

S-B66
S-B71
S-A42
S-A45
S-A47

S-B77,
S-B76,
S-B78

S-A1, SA2A, SA3

N/A

 





 



 

P

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A
N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

No Comment

N/A

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

 

 


 

N
N
Y
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

P
P
P

N/A

No Comment

N/A



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment
No Comment

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
P
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

P

 

N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland B66 and streams S-B76, S-B77, S-B78, and S-B78a could be
avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment to the South. Revise the application accordingly to
avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
LE 114.g
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a].

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands A2 and Al, and streams S-A1, S-A2, and S-A3 could be avoided
and minimized by re-locating the alignment to the North and only cross streams S-A1 and S-A3 and in
a more perpendicular manner. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
LE114.h
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N

N

N

N

N

P

N










 

 


 








 





P
P
P
P
P

P
P

P
P
P
P

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

Y

Y

P

Y

P
P
P

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
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Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland A11 and stream S-A16 could be avoided and minimized by
extending the auger bore proposed underneath the roadway to also extend under this wetland and
stream. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

 

 

P

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

S-A17

N/A

CA-369

40.2896, -76.3809

Lebanon

BB154

N

S-A19

N/A

No Comment

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis states that re-routes north or south of wetland A19 are not feasible because
it will result in disturbance of previously undisturbed areas and additional pipeline. However, the
additional length of pipeline appears minimal and the area is in production agriculture. Therefore, it
appears that impacts to wetland A19 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines to the North
LE114.n
of the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(6)(7), 105.18a].

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis states that routes to the North or South of wetland W5c are not feasible due
to the proximity of residences and other undisturbed areas. However, other portions of the proposed
pipeline are near residences and the area appears to be predominately agricultural fields. No
information, documentation, or evidence has been provided to support this claim; therefore, it appears
that impacts to wetland W5c could be avoided by locating the pipelines to the North of the wetland or LE114.p
South of the wetland and existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N/A

The Alternatives Analysis states that re-routes north of wetland H4 are not feasible because it will
result in disturbance of previously undisturbed areas and additional pipeline. However, the additional
length of pipeline appears minimal and the area is in production agriculture. Therefore, it appears that
impacts to wetland H4 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines to the North of the wetland.
LE114.q
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland C17 and stream S-C37 could be avoided by utilizing trenchless
technology such as HDD or Auger Bore. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
LE114.r
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

CA-372

CA-373

CA-374

40.2861, -76.3149

40.2856, -76.2913

40.2846, -76.2696

Lebanon

Lebanon

Lebanon

W5c

H4

N

WT Trib

S-A23

N

WT Trib

N

C17

Y

S-H7

S-C37

N/A



 



 



 

 

 





 



P

P

P

Decreased Land Encumbrance

P

A13

WT Trib

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N

Lebanon

A19

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

N

Decreased Costs

N

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N

Optimal Pipeline Construction

 

Decreased Cumulative Impacts



LE114.k

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland A9 and streams S-A10, S-A11, and S-A12 could be avoided and
minimized by re-locating the alignment to the North and only cross streams S-A10 and S-A12 and in a
more perpendicular manner. Also, it appears installing the pipelines in the Northern portion of the
proposed ROW could minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
LE114.j
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y

Decreased Land Fragementation

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Y

40.2904, -76.4270

Lebanon

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Y

Other

Y

Endangered Species

Y

Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Visual/Aesthetics

Y

Educational/Scientific Value

N

Recreation

P

Wildlife Habitat

N

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

N

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands A3, A4, and A6, and streams S-A5, S-A5a, and S-A6 could be
avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment to the North and only cross streams S-A5 and SA6 and in a more perpendicular manner. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
LE114.i
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Floodflow Alteration

Y

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Y

Principal Other

Y

Principal Endangered Species

Y

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Y

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

CA-367

40.2870, -76.3600

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Y

Principal Recreation

Y

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Y

It appears the HDD construction installation of the pipeline's could be extended to also install the
pipeline's via HDD across wetlands A12 and A13 to minimize impacts. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs
and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].
LE114.l,
LE114.m
It appears the temporary access impacts across stream S-A17 could be avoided by accessing from
the other side off of Quentin Road. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts,
or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§1005.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)].

CA-370

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Y

Principal Production Export

N

Principal Nutrient Removal

P

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

Principal Floodflow

N

Principal Groundwater

N

PADEP Comment ID

N

PADEP Comment

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands A3, A4, and A6, and streams S-A5, S-A5a, and S-A6 could be
avoided and minimized by re-locating the alignment to the North and only cross streams S-A5 and SA6 and in a more perpendicular manner. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
LE114.i
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

MOC ID

HQ and EV Streams

Other Streams
S-A16

Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

A11

S-A10,
S-A12

Decreased Land Fragementation

Lebanon

N

S-A6

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

A9

N

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

Lebanon

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

County

EV Wetlands

A6

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.2843, -76.4597

Lebanon

N

Practicable (N/P)

40.2696, -76.5246

A3

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-366

40.2657, -76.5424

Lebanon

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

CA-365

40.2653, -76.5437

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-364

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-362

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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CA-377

CA-378

CA-381

CA-382

40.2842, -76.1815

40.2832, -76.1626

40.2828, -76.1469

40.2824, -76.1420

Lancaster

Lancaster

W8c

A52

BT Adj

Lancaster

Lancaster

B5

N

N

CA-383

40.2834, -76.1260

Lancaster

B7

N

CA-384
CA-385

40.2837, -76.1171
40.2839, -76.1111

Lancaster
Lancaster

B10
B11

N
N

CA-386

40.2864, -76.1011

Berks

B16, B18

N

CA-387

40.2903, -76.0928

Berks

CA-388

40.2931, -76.0873

Berks

A49

B21,
B22

WT Trib

S-A76

S-B83

S-B8

S-B11

S-B16

LA 109.n,
LA 109.o

It appears that impacts to wetland B5 and stream S-B8 could be avoided by locating the proposed
pipelines to the north around the wetland and stream along the newly constructed access road to
Sunoco's pump station. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
LA 109.p
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

N/A
N/A
N/A

No Comment

N/A

N

S-A73

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland A49 and stream S-A73 could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts,
or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these BE 112.h
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a).

N

S-B22,
S-B23

N/A

No Comment

N/A

CA-389

40.2952, -76.0829

Berks

B24

WT Trib

N

N/A

It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland B24 could avoid and
minimize impacts to the wetland and stream S-B25, that the forest may already be sparse in this area,
and no residences appear to be in close proximity. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
BE 112.i
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification
which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a).

CA-390

40.2962, -76.0808

Berks

K25

WT Trib

N

N/A

No Comment

N/A







 





Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

P

N

Y

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

Decreased Costs

Other

Endangered Species

Uniqueness/Heritage

N

 

Visual/Aesthetics

N

    

Recreation

N



Wildlife Habitat

N



Production Export

N



Nutrient Removal

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

N

Floodflow Alteration

N

Principal Other

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Educational/Scientific Value

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

N

It appears impacts to Wetland B7 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines and ROW south
of Wetland B7. Reroute or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to LA 109.q
avoid and minimize impacts.
No Comment
N/A
No Comment
N/A

N/A

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

N

Principal Recreation

N

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

N/A

N/A

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

It appears that locating the proposed pipelines and ROW to the south of the proposed crossing of SA76 and wetland A52 could avoid impacts to wetlands. The discussion mentions previously
undisturbed area and residences; however, the area is in active agricultural fields and the pipelines
appear to already be proposed adjacent to the residences. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
LA 109.i
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to
avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a].

The proposed Permanent ROW is greater than 50ft through wetland B74 and stream S-B83. It is
unclear why the ROW width is so large in this area. It appears that reducing the ROW width could
minimize impacts to this stream and wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Principal Production Export

N

N/A

N/A

Principal Nutrient Removal

 

The Alternatives Analysis states that the proposed project was co-located with an existing pipeline for
the majority of the route. However, there is a route deviation from the Lebanon County border to
wetland W8c that is away from the existing Sunoco pipeline proposed to occur within Lancaster
County. No information, details, or documentation on alternate route selection to avoid and minimize
LA 109.a
impacts has been provided. Provide a detailed alternatives analysis which contains evidence and
documentation on potential and avoided impacts for the existing alignment, proposed alignment, and
other potential route alignments which documents that impacts cannot be further avoided and
minimized [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b(7), 105.18a].

It appears that impacts to stream S-B83 and wetland B74 could be avoided and/or minimized by
locating the proposed pipelines and ROW north of Pond-B11A or between the existing Sunoco pipeline
and SR 897. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

N/A

Principal Fish/Shellfish

N

Principal Floodflow

N

Principal Groundwater

N

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

N

N

B74

S3-0043No Comment
Rev2-AP

S-A85

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

H28

 

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

Lancaster

LE114.s

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

40.2837, -76.1833

N/A

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-376

S-C35

Practicable (N/P)

Y

Technically Feasible (N/P)

C16

Practicable (N/P)

Lebanon

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.2850, -76.2532

HQ and EV Streams

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-375

It appears that impacts to wetland C16 and stream S-C35 could be avoided by utilizing trenchless
technology such as HDD or Auger Bore. In addition, it appears impacts to this stream and wetland
could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines to the South and South of the existing Sunoco
pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a].

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



 
 

N
P

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

P
P

P
P

N
N

Y
Y

P
P

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

 



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



 



N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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W48A Wild Trout

N

No Comment

N/A

No Comment

N/A
N/A



Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y





N

N

N

N

N



  

Y

N

N

N

N

P



 

N

N

N

N

N

P



  



Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y





 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

  

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

P

P

P

Decreased Land Encumbrance

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N





Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact



Decreased Costs

Y

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Y

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Y

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y

Decreased Land Fragementation

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Y

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Y

Other

Y

Endangered Species

N

Uniqueness/Heritage

P

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Educational/Scientific Value

N

Recreation

N

Wildlife Habitat

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Production Export

Nutrient Removal

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Floodflow Alteration

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

N







Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

S-B33

N/A

Practicable? (Y/N)

Berks

S-C31

Decreased Costs

40.2609, -75.9956

N

Optimal Pipeline Operations

CA-399

WT Trib

Optimal Pipeline Construction

C12

N



It appears that locating the proposed pipelines between wetlands B40 and J67, or East or West of
these wetlands could avoid impacts to them. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
S3-0045impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
BE 112.p
AP
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

Y





 



Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Berks



 

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

40.2984, -76.0239

N/A

It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment South of wetland B49 to overlap the
existing pipeline maintenance area of be South of it could avoid impacts to the wetland and minimize
disturbance of forested areas. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid BE 112.m 
or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. It is unclear why it is practicable to
clear forest in some route deviations of the existing pipeline but not others. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii, 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].





Decreased Forested Land Impact

B40

S-B50

N/A

It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland B44 could avoid and
minimize impacts to the wetland and that no wetlands would be impacted and the same amount of
area of stream would be impacted. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts,
or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
BE 112.l
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].



Decreased Forest Fragmentation

CA-398

N

N/A

It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland B43 could avoid and
minimize impacts to the wetland and stream S-B48 and that no streams or wetlands are identified in
this area. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize BE 112.k 
impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. It is unclear why it is practicable to clear forest in
some route deviations of the existing pipeline but not others. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii)
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].



Decreased Land Fragementation

Berks

S-B49

N/A

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

N

Wild Trout

40.2812, -76.0285

HQ and EV Streams

N

WT Trib

CA-396

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands

WT Trib

S-B47

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

B49

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County
Berks

B44

N

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.3160, -76.0423

Berks

B43

WT Trib

Practicable (N/P)

40.3048, -76.0640

Berks

B42

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-395

40.2997, -76.0738

Berks

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

CA-393

40.2969, -76.0795

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-392

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-391

It appears that impacts to wetland B42 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed
pipelines to overlap more with the existing Sunoco Pipeline Maintenance Corridor. The alternatives
analysis does not discuss this alternative. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
BE 112.j
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

It appears that impacts to wetland AM2 can be further minimized by removing the proposed temporary
ROW and associated impacts from the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a(a)].
CA-400

CA-401

40.2576, -75.9911

40.2471, -75.9825

Berks

Berks

AM2

C1

BT A/O

WT Trib

N

N

CA-402

40.2464, -75.9821

Berks

C2

WT Trib

N

CA-403

40.2368, -75.9701

Berks

C5

WT Trib

N

S5-001BE 112.r,
The alternatives analysis states in the discussion for wetlands AM2 and C6 that alternate routes
Rev2
BE 112.t
contains landowner constraints, but does not discuss what these are. In addition, other portions of the
proposed pipeline contain large deviations from the existing pipeline, beyond what is examined in the
analysis for these wetlands. Revise the alternatives analysis to identify the specific landowner
constraints mentioned. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis which documents and provides evidence that alternative routes around this wetland
complex area would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

S-C11

S-C1

S-C7





P

Y

N/A

It appears that shifting the proposed ROW and pipelines to the northeast of the existing pipeline and
maintenance corridor between wetland C1 and K26 could avoid and minimize impacts to streams S-C1
and S-C2 and wetlands C1and C2 and cross stream S-C1 in a more perpendicular fashion. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
BE 112.u
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

It appears that shifting the proposed ROW and pipelines to the northeast of the existing pipeline and
maintenance corridor between wetland Cl and K26 could avoid and minimize impacts to streams S-Cl
and S-C2 and wetlands Cl and C2 and cross stream S-Cl in a more perpendicular fashion. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
BE 112.u
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].



 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

No Comment

 

 

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N/A

Y
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No Comment

N/A

N

P

P

N

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y





N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

N

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 

P

N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y



N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y











Decreased Forested Land Impact

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

N

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N

 



Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

N

Decreased Costs

 

Optimal Pipeline Operations

 

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Y

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Y

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Y

Decreased Land Fragementation

Y

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Y

Other

Y

Endangered Species

P

Uniqueness/Heritage

Y

Visual/Aesthetics

N

Educational/Scientific Value

P

Recreation

P

Wildlife Habitat

N

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Production Export

N

Nutrient Removal

N

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

N

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

 

Floodflow Alteration



Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

Principal Other

Principal Endangered Species

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

Practicable? (Y/N)

N/A

Decreased Costs

S-H16

Optimal Pipeline Operations

N/A

Optimal Pipeline Construction

No Comment

Principal Recreation

Principal Wildlife Habitat

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Principal Production Export

Principal Nutrient Removal

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

Principal Fish/Shellfish

Principal Floodflow

Principal Groundwater

N/A

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

N

PADEP Comment ID

PADEP Comment

MOC ID

Other Streams

HQ and EV Streams
S-H13

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Berks

N



Decreased Land Fragementation

H21

S-H15

N



Decreased Land Encumbrance

Berks

N/A

It appears that locating the proposed ROW and pipelines northeast of the existing pipeline and
maintenance corridor would avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands H25, H26, and H23 and to
streams S-H23, S-H22. In this location it appears that the wetlands would be avoided and stream SH22 would be avoided. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a BE 112.x
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not either avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

S-H22

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

40.1966, -75.9058

N/A

It appears that locating the proposed ROW and pipelines northeast of the existing pipeline and
maintenance corridor would avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands H25, H26, and H23 and to
streams S-H23, S-H22. In this location it appears that the wetlands would be avoided and stream SH22 would be avoided. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a BE 112.x 
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not either avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

Technically Feasible (Y/N)

CA-409

N/A

Practicable? (Y/N/P)

W301

Wild
Trout, EV
Stream
WT Trib,
EV
Stream

S-H23

It appears the impacts to stream S-B30 could be minimized by locating the auger bore pit a sufficient
distance away from the stream to not open cut it and avoid impacts to its hydrology. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)].

BE 112.v,
BE 112.y

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

Berks

PFO Wetlands

Other Wetlands
H23

40.2000, -75.9117

40.1758, -75.8733

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetlands B27, B28, B29, B30, B31, and W302 and streams S-B27, S-B28,
and S-B29 could be minimized by utilizing trenchless technology such as HDD or micro-tunneling or
avoided through alternate routes Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
BE 112.w
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

S-B29,
S-B28,
S-B27

N

Wild Trout

Berks

CA-408

CA-410

WT Trib

S-B30

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

H25,
H26

EV Designation

EV Wetlands

County
Berks

N

Technically Feasible (N/P)

40.2087, -75.9253

Berks

B27,
B28,
B29,
B30,
B31,
W302

WT Trib

Practicable (N/P)

40.2090, -75.9258

B32,
B33

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-407

40.2288, -75.9562

Berks

Trenching-Proposed

Practicable (N/P)

CA-406

40.2347, -75.9651

Trenching-Alternative

Technically Feasible (N/P)

CA-405

Lat/Long

Crossing Area
CA-404

It appears that impacts to wetland B32 could be avoided by continuing the auger bore to fully pass
underneath wetland B32. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide
a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

It appears that impacts to wetland W35 can be further minimized by removing the proposed temporary
ROW and associated impacts from the wetland and from extending the auger bore to bore the
pipelines completely underneath wetland W35. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(6)(7),
105.18a(a).

W35

N

N/A

The proposed pipelines and ROW deviates from the existing ROW from west of stream S-Q90 to just
west of wetland W35. However, this will result in new reaches of stream and forest clearing. Revise the
alternatives analysis to discuss and analyze alternative routes to avoid and minimize impacts to
streams and wetlands, including but not limited to paralleling and overlapping the existing pipeline and
maintenance corridor and use of trenchless technology to maintain riparian habitat.. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

BE 112.s,
BE
112.bb,
BE
112.dd

 

It appears that impacts to wetland W35 and stream S-Q62 could be avoided by locating the proposed
pipelines and ROW South and outside of wetland W35. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to
avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a(a)].

CA-412

CA-413
CA-414

40.1647, -75.8550

40.1472, -75.8272
40.1436, -75.8210

N

N/A

It appears that impacts to wetland A45 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines and ROW
Southwest of wetland A45. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
BE 112.ff
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid
or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)].

Scenic;
EV
Stream

N

N/A

No Comment

N/A

EV
Stream

N

N/A

No Comment

N/A

Berks

A45

Chester

A46

Chester

B12,
B13,
B14

S-B14

 

P

P

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
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Decreased Land Fragementation

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Optimal Pipeline Operations

Decreased Costs

Practicable? (Y/N)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

No Comment

N/A
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N

N

N

N

P

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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No Comment
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Y

Y

Y
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N/A
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No Comment
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N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Chester

B19

N

Chester
Chester
Chester
Chester
Chester
Chester
Chester

H16
H15

N
Y
N
N
N
N
N

C48
C47
C42

CA-429

39.9119, -75.4563

Delaware

CA-432

39.8453, -75.4141

Delaware

I5

N

CA-433

39.8543, -75.3993

Delaware

H41

N

CA-435
CA-436

40.2302, -80.0220
40.2282, -80.0282

Washington
Washington

T27
T28

N
N

C23

Wild Trout

n/a
NA

N

S-B18,
S-B19
S-H9
S-C73
S-C96

S-C44

S-T34
S-T35

S-C72

It appears that continuing the proposed auger bore to bore beneath stream S-C33 and wetland C23 in
their entirety would avoid and minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
S3-0055minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid
BE 112.n
AP/S3and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
0001-AP
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), I05.14(b)(7),
105.18a(a)].
S6-029
S3-0001AP
N/A
N/A
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N
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N
N

N
N
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P

P

Y

P

Y

Y
P

P

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Decreased Land Encumbrance
Y

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts
P

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

Technically Feasible (Y/N)
Y

N

BT Adj
BT Adj

Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Practicable? (Y/N/P)
N

Decreased Costs

P

Optimal Pipeline Operations

P

Optimal Pipeline Construction

Avoid & Minimize Waterbody Impacts

N

Decreased Cumulative Impacts

Avoid & Minimize Wetland Impacts

N

Decreased Natural Resource Impact

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Decreased Forested Land Impact

Practicable (N/P)

N

Decreased Forest Fragmentation

Technically Feasible (N/P)

N

Decreased Land Fragementation

Practicable (N/P)

 

Decreased Land Encumbrance

Technically Feasible (N/P)

 

Other

N/A

Endangered Species

No Comment

Uniqueness/Heritage

N/A

Visual/Aesthetics

S-C58

Educational/Scientific Value

N

Recreation

Y

Wildlife Habitat

Y

Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

Y

Production Export

Y

Nutrient Removal

Y

Sediment/Toxicant Retention

Y

Fish and Shellfish Habitat

Y

Floodflow Alteration

Y

Groundwater Recharge/Discharge

P

Principal Other

Y

Principal Endangered Species

N

Principal Visual Quality/Aesthetics

P

Principal Uniqueness/Heritage

P

Principal Educational/Scientific Value

N

Principal Recreation

N

Principal Wildlife Habitat

N

C49

C40
C38

Principal Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization

N

Principal Production Export

N

Principal Nutrient Removal

40.1003, -75.7522
40.0996, -75.7511
40.0857, -75.7227
40.0844, -75.7205
40.0786, -75.7087
40.0776, -75.7068
40.0705, -75.6936

 

Principal Sediment/Toxicant

CA-420
CA-421
CA-423
CA-424
CA-425
CA-426
CA-427

 

Principal Fish/Shellfish

40.1028, -75.7572

N/A

Principal Floodflow

CA-419

No Comment

Principal Groundwater

Chester

N/A

PADEP Comment ID

40.1089, -75.7675

S-C56

PADEP Comment

CA-418

C35,
C34

MOC ID

Chester

Trenching-Proposed

Other Streams

40.1386, -75.8126

Trenching-Alternative

N

HQ and EV Streams

CA-416

EV
Stream
EV
Stream

PFO Wetlands

C33

Other Wetlands

County
Chester

EV Designation

Lat/Long
40.1392, -75.8135

EV Wetlands

Crossing Area
CA-415

HDD
Avoid Other (Non-Wetland) Significant Impact

Bore

Functions and Values

Y
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Y
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Y
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Y
Y

Y
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐002
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.266266, ‐80.266262

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (T1) and other waterbodies (S‐
T2, S‐T3) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (existing gas line) in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable.
This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing
avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested
ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife
species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore,
this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values, being minor and
temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (T1) in the CA. However, as this route deviation

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route appears to cross
other waterbodies (S‐T3).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (existing gas line), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐003
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.260646, ‐80.266085

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W42) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland is presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W42) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of} this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of the wetlands crossed..
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐004
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.262649, ‐80.264583

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the complexity of conducting a CAB in proximity to several utility lines
at the boundary of a station, and the additional ROW required. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased
construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA
was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A20A) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetlands is presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP existing pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as
the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A20A) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review and resources continuation lines noted during the in‐
field delineation, it appears this route likely does not completely avoid or further reduce the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP existing pipeline), and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to
Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐006
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.234084, ‐80.204762

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W5) and other waterbodies
(S8) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline; existing electric line; existing
utility line) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested,
and community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W5) and other waterbodies (S8) in the CA. However,
as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline; Existing electric line;
Existing utility line), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a
new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐008
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.230338, ‐80.148578

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W8) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S 14) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W8 ) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S 14) in the CA.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as
well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is
not confirmed, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐010

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.235575, ‐80.087871

COUNTY: Washington

PADEP COMMENT
County
Washington
Comment No.
WA 23.d.
It appears that utilizing the other side of the right‐of‐way in the area of Wetland W204 could avoid the need to place timber mats
in the area. Evaluate the feasibility of avoiding this impact. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W204) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W204 ) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but it is not confirmed, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of the wetland.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐011
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.230609, ‐80.069983

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W44) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S139) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W44) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S139) in the CA.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of the wetland
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐012
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.228407, ‐80.054205

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W12) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S19 and S20) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However,
this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W12) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S19 and S20) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐013
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.226878, ‐80.047843

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐013 and CA‐014) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐013 includes “Other” wetlands
(W37), and CA‐014 includes “Other” wetlands (W13) and other waterbodies (S22).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W37 and W13) and other
waterbodies (S22) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐013 and CA‐014) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐013 includes “Other” wetlands
(W37), and CA‐014 includes “Other” wetlands (W13) and other waterbodies (S22).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W37 and W13) and other waterbodies (S22) in the
CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially,
but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐014
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.227906, ‐80.046412

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐013 and CA‐014) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐013 includes “Other” wetlands
(W37), and CA‐014 includes “Other” wetlands (W13) and other waterbodies (S22).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W37 and W13) and other
waterbodies (S22) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐013 and CA‐014) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐013 includes “Other” wetlands
(W37), and CA‐014 includes “Other” wetlands (W13) and other waterbodies (S22).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W37 and W13) and other waterbodies (S22) in the
CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐015
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.231177, ‐80.017744

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W14) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are
minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W14) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
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extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed..
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐017
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.229921, ‐79.947878

Allegheny

Comment No.

COUNTY: Allegheny

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W62) and other waterbodies
(S143 and S219) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route
and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W62) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐018

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.230477, ‐79.936729

COUNTY: Allegheny

PADEP COMMENT
County
Allegheny
Comment No.
AL 14.g.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to
avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3), and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W63) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions
were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along
the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP Existing Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W63) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
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width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of the wetland crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP Existing Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to
Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐019
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.222663, ‐79.835644

Allegheny

Comment No.

COUNTY: Allegheny

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W46‐1) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with this wetland is presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Duquesne Light Holdings Transmission, SPLP 12‐inch
Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and
environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W46‐1) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
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route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of the wetland crossed.

This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Duquesne Light Holdings Transmission, SPLP 12‐inch
Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐020
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.223834, ‐79.77602

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CS1) and other waterbodies (S‐
CS1) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CS1) and other waterbodies (S‐CS1) in the CA.
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However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐024
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.237261, ‐79.752672

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (SZ6) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Dominion – TL‐342 24‐inch, Dominion – TL‐591, SPLP
12‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield”
routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on
previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (SZ6) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
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width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Dominion – TL‐342 24‐inch, Dominion – TL‐591, SPLP
12‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a
new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐025

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24335, ‐79.735996

COUNTY: Westmoreland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Westmoreland
Comment No.
BE 112.q
It appears that locating the proposed ROW and pipelines slightly more to the East could avoid impacts to wetland W48. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W48) and other waterbodies
(S173) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W48) and other waterbodies (S173) in the CA.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐026
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245784, ‐79.727536

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W49) and other waterbodies
(S175) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W49) and other waterbodies (S175) in the CA.
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However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed..
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐028
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.277915, ‐79.677903

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetland (W71) and other waterbodies
(S235) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetland (W71) and other waterbodies (S235) in the CA.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
9and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐029
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.296589, ‐79.657149

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W52) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W52) in the CA. However, as this route deviation

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it
is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐032
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.305924, ‐79.642261

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W54) and other waterbodies
(S188) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W54) and other waterbodies (S188) in the CA.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐033

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.350145, ‐79.627711

COUNTY: Westmoreland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Westmoreland
Comment No.
WE 23.f
f. It appears that the utilization of the other side of the right‐of‐way in the area of Wetland W58 could avoid the need to place
timber mats in the area. Evaluate the feasibility of avoiding this impact. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐033, and CA‐034) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐033 includes “Other” wetlands
(W58), and CA‐034 includes “Other” wetlands (W57). The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface
impacts to “Other” wetlands (W58) in CA‐034, and “Other” wetlands (W57) in CA‐034. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D
and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Dominion TL‐591, Dominion TL‐342 24‐inch Pipeline,
SPLP Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and
environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐033, and CA‐034) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐033 includes “Other” wetlands
(W58), and CA‐034 includes “Other” wetlands (W57). The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route
deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands
(W58) in CA‐033, and “Other” wetlands (W57) in CA‐034. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland delineation data are not available along the full width of the route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Dominion TL‐591, Dominion TL‐342 24‐inch Pipeline,
SPLP Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐034
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.349779, ‐79.627623

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐033, and CA‐034) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐033 includes “Other” wetlands
(W58), and CA‐034 includes “Other” wetlands (W57). The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface
impacts to “Other” wetlands (W58) in CA‐034, and “Other” wetlands (W57) in CA‐034. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D
and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Dominion TL‐591, Dominion TL‐342 24‐inch Pipeline,
SPLP Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and
environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐033, and CA‐034) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐033 includes “Other” wetlands
(W58), and CA‐034 includes “Other” wetlands (W57). The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route
deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands
(W58) in CA‐033, and “Other” wetlands (W57) in CA‐034. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland delineation data are not available along the full width of the route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Dominion TL‐591, Dominion TL‐342 24‐inch Pipeline,
SPLP Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐035

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.377026, ‐79.625425

COUNTY: Westmoreland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Westmoreland
Comment No.
WE 15.o.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect this wetland, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to avoid
or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to the wetland. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W69, W70) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline, Dominion TL‐591 24‐inch
Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W69, W70) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and delineation data are not available along this

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline, Dominion TL‐591 24‐inch
Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐036
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.386, ‐79.621834

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to, sufficiency of additional temporary workspace
required for implementation of the CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared
to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable,
and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W60) and other waterbodies
(S210) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W60) and other waterbodies (S210) in the CA.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐037
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.395682, ‐79.613442

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond XX16) and other
waterbodies (S205 and S204) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond XX16) and other waterbodies (S205 and S204)
in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐038
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.428493, ‐79.572177

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P25) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P41) and other waterbodies (S‐P42) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P25) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P41)
and other waterbodies (S‐P42) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐039
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.427771, ‐79.565704

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P28) and other waterbodies (S‐
P43), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P28), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐040
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.427557, ‐79.564717

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐040 and CA‐041) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐040 includes “Other” wetlands
(P29), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45) and CA‐41 includes “Other” wetlands (P30).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P29), HQ and EV waterbodies
(S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45), in CA‐40 and “Other” wetlands (P30) in CA‐41. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐040 and CA‐041) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐040 includes “Other” wetlands
(P29), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45) and CA‐41 includes “Other” wetlands (P30).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P29) in CA‐40 and “Other” wetlands in
CA‐41. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not
confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. Additionally, CA‐40 alternative
route appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45). CA‐41 alternative route does not cross
additional waterbodies.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐041
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.427537, ‐79.564186

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐040 and CA‐041) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐040 includes “Other” wetlands
(P29), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45) and CA‐41 includes “Other” wetlands (P30).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P29), HQ and EV waterbodies
(S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45), in CA‐40 and “Other” wetlands (P30) in CA‐41. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐040 and CA‐041) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐040 includes “Other” wetlands
(P29), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45) and CA‐41 includes “Other” wetlands (P30).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P29) in CA‐40 and “Other” wetlands in
CA‐41. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not
confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. Additionally, CA‐40 alternative
route appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P44), and other waterbodies (S‐P45). CA‐41 alternative route does not cross
additional waterbodies.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐042
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.426219, ‐79.55512

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P35 and P33) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P50) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.002 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P35 and P33) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P50) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐045
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.427265, ‐79.526206

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐045 and CA‐046) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐045 includes “Other” wetlands
(M78) and other waterbodies (S‐M106), and CA‐046 includes “Other” wetlands (M77).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M78 and M77) and other
waterbodies (S‐M106) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐045 and CA‐046) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐045 includes “Other” wetlands
(M78) and other waterbodies (S‐M106), and CA‐046 includes “Other” wetlands (M77).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts “Other” wetlands (M78 and M77) and other waterbodies (S‐
M106) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐046
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.427679, ‐79.523879

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐045 and CA‐046) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐045 includes “Other” wetlands
(M78) and other waterbodies (S‐M106), and CA‐046 includes “Other” wetlands (M77).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M78 and M77) and other
waterbodies (S‐M106) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐045 and CA‐046) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐045 includes “Other” wetlands
(M78) and other waterbodies (S‐M106), and CA‐046 includes “Other” wetlands (M77).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts “Other” wetlands (M78 and M77) and other waterbodies (S‐
M106) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐049
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.428689, ‐79.518129

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M75) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐M102) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts “Other” wetlands (M75) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐M102)
in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely
avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐050
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430171, ‐79.50872

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐050, CA‐051, and CA‐052) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐050 includes “Other” wetlands
(P26 and P27) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36), CA‐051 includes “Other” wetlands (M73), and CA‐052 includes “Other”
wetlands (M72).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P26, P27, M73, and M72) and
HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐050, CA‐051, and CA‐052) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐050 includes “Other” wetlands
(P26 and P27) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36), CA‐051 includes “Other” wetlands (M73), and CA‐052 includes “Other”
wetlands (M72).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P26, P27, M73, and M72) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P36) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐051
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430606, ‐79.506796

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐050, CA‐051, and CA‐052) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐050 includes “Other” wetlands
(P26 and P27) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36), CA‐051 includes “Other” wetlands (M73), and CA‐052 includes “Other”
wetlands (M72).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P26, P27, M73, and M72) and
HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐050, CA‐051, and CA‐052) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐050 includes “Other” wetlands
(P26 and P27) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36), CA‐051 includes “Other” wetlands (M73), and CA‐052 includes “Other”
wetlands (M72).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P26, P27, M73, and M72) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P36) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐052
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430821, ‐79.506035

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐050, CA‐051, and CA‐052) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐050 includes “Other” wetlands
(P26 and P27) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36), CA‐051 includes “Other” wetlands (M73), and CA‐052 includes “Other”
wetlands (M72).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P26, P27, M73, and M72) and
HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐050, CA‐051, and CA‐052) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐050 includes “Other” wetlands
(P26 and P27) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P36), CA‐051 includes “Other” wetlands (M73), and CA‐052 includes “Other”
wetlands (M72).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P26, P27, M73, and M72) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P36) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐053
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.431802, ‐79.500578

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐053 and CA‐054) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐053 includes “Other” wetlands
(M71), and CA‐054 includes to “Other” wetlands (M69) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐M99 and S‐M100).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M71 and M69) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐M99 and S‐M100) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐053 and CA‐054) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐053 includes “Other” wetlands
(M71), and CA‐054 includes to “Other” wetlands (M69) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐M99 and S‐M100).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (M71 and M69) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐
M99 and S‐M100) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐054
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432032, ‐79.498687

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐053 and CA‐054) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐053 includes “Other” wetlands
(M71), and CA‐054 includes to “Other” wetlands (M69) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐M99 and S‐M100).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M71 and M69) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐M99 and S‐M100) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐053 and CA‐054) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐053 includes “Other” wetlands
(M71), and CA‐054 includes to “Other” wetlands (M69) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐M99 and S‐M100).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (M71 and M69) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐
M99 and S‐M100) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐055
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.434885, ‐79.480647

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐055 and CA‐056) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐055 includes “Other” wetlands
(N81), and CA‐056 includes “Other” wetlands (N82) and other waterbodies (S‐N119).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N81 and N82) and other
waterbodies (S‐N119) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐055 and CA‐056) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐055 includes “Other” wetlands
(N81), and CA‐056 includes “Other” wetlands (N82) and other waterbodies (S‐N119).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (N81 and N82) and other waterbodies (S‐N119) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely
avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐056
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.435114, ‐79.478425

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐055 and CA‐056) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐055 includes “Other” wetlands
(N81), and CA‐056 includes “Other” wetlands (N82) and other waterbodies (S‐N119).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N81 and N82) and other
waterbodies (S‐N119) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐055 and CA‐056) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐055 includes “Other” wetlands
(N81), and CA‐056 includes “Other” wetlands (N82) and other waterbodies (S‐N119).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (N81 and N82) and other waterbodies (S‐N119) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely
avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐057
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.435274, ‐79.471509

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface to “Other” wetlands (M67) and other waterbodies (S‐M97)
in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated
workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to
the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact
Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetland (M67) and other waterbodies (S‐M97) in the CA.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal
extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐059
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.43638, ‐79.454159

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P22) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐P31 and S‐P32) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P22) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐P31 and S‐
P32) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on State Game Land 119 by creating new land disturbance outside the existing utility corridor.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐060
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.438173, ‐79.428285

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P18 and P20) and other
waterbodies (S‐P27) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P18 and P20) and other waterbodies (S‐P27) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
crossed.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on State Game Land 119 by creating new land disturbance outside the existing utility corridor.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐061
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.438896, ‐79.419382

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐061 and CA‐062) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐061 includes “Other” wetlands
(N80), and CA‐062 includes “Other” wetlands (N79) and other waterbodies (S‐N114 and S‐N113).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N80 and N79) and other
waterbodies (S‐N114 and S‐N113) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐061 and CA‐062) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐061 includes “Other” wetlands
(N80), and CA‐062 includes “Other” wetlands (N79) and other waterbodies (S‐N114 and S‐N113).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (N80 and N79) and other waterbodies (S‐N114
and S‐N113) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐062
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.439178, ‐79.417036

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐061 and CA‐062) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐061 includes “Other” wetlands
(N80), and CA‐062 includes “Other” wetlands (N79) and other waterbodies (S‐N114 and S‐N113).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N80 and N79) and other
waterbodies (S‐N114 and S‐N113) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐061 and CA‐062) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐061 includes “Other” wetlands
(N80), and CA‐062 includes “Other” wetlands (N79) and other waterbodies (S‐N114 and S‐N113).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (N80 and N79) and other waterbodies (S‐N114
and S‐N113) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐063
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.440137, ‐79.403643

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N78) and other waterbodies
(S‐N112) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (N78) and other waterbodies (S‐N112) in the CA.
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However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐064
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.440093, ‐79.394605

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetland (N76) and other waterbodies (S‐
N108) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N76) and other waterbodies (S‐N108) in
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the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐065

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.440129, ‐79.390533

COUNTY: Westmoreland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Westmoreland
Comment No.
WE 23.g.i
If this resource is proposed to be open cut, evaluate the feasibility of extending the bore to avoid open cutting of the resource.
25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on “Other” wetlands (N72),
as well as other waterbodies (S‐N104). This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information,
an approximately 150‐foot‐long extension of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid these resources, and
was determined not to be technically feasible. Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies, this assessment identified certain logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation
of a CAB extension across this CA. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to, the topography not conducive to
a CAB and insufficient additional temporary workspace available. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased
construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, extension of the CAB construction method in this CA was
considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N72) and other waterbodies
(S‐N104) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N72) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also crosses other
waterbodies (S‐N104).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐066
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.440175, ‐79.372262

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P16) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P16) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
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extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐067
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.440386, ‐79.367032

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐067 and CA‐068) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐067 includes “Other” wetlands
(P17) and CA‐068 includes “Other” wetlands (P15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P17 and P15) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐067 and CA‐068) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐067 includes “Other” wetlands
(P17) and CA‐068 includes “Other” wetlands (P15).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P17 and P15) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐068

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.440713, ‐79.365232

COUNTY: Westmoreland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Westmoreland
Comment No.
WE 23.h
Evaluate the feasibility of extending the HDD that is near the crossing of wetland P15 to avoid conversion of the PFO wetland. 25
Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further evaluate
the potential extension of this HDD to further avoid or minimize impacts on “Other” wetlands (P15). This assessment determined
that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 1600‐foot long extension of the proposed HDD
across this CA would be required to avoid this resource, and was determined not to be technically feasible. Although an HDD
would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands, the logistical constraints (related to topography and
elevation changes, potential insufficiency of HDD pullback and additional temporary work space area and insufficient access) and
construction costs associated with extension of the HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore
was not adopted as part of the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐067 CA‐068) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the overall
area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐067 includes “Other” wetlands (P17) and
CA‐068 includes “Other” wetlands (P15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (P17 and P15) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐067 and CA‐068) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐067 includes “Other” wetlands
(P17), CA‐068 includes “Other” wetlands (P15), and CA‐069 includes “Other” wetlands (P14).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route and deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (P17 and P15) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐073
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.443329, ‐79.306108

Westmoreland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Westmoreland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0103‐E‐Rev5

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels north through forested greenfield west of Westinghouse Road before
co‐locating with the road and rejoining the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor. Although the greenfield segment is
not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of a larger MOC, which necessarily deviates from
an existing corridor to the north in order to avoid a hazardous waste (RCRA/TRI) site through which this corridor passes.
Accordingly, co‐location was considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints. This routing minimizes site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental, land, and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q92) and other waterbodies (S‐Q100), in the
subject CAs. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. This route and associated
workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as
much as practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the
wetland are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands (Q92) by narrowing the workspace
adjacent to it. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is
necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. Alignment farther east is constrained by Westinghouse Road
and would result in new impacts to PFO wetland (Q94) and new to waterbody (S‐Q80). Alignment farther west would result in
new impacts to two additional PFO wetlands (Q73, Q93), as well as Pond‐P2.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type
conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the east of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The Trenching‐Alternative
route travels east through forested greenfield across Westinghouse Road before moving north along the east side of
Westinghouse Road and an existing transmission line corridor and rejoining the east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor. The
majority of the Trenching‐Alternative route is co‐located with a road and existing utility corridor in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. This route is part of a larger MOC, which necessarily deviates from an existing corridor to the north
in order to avoid a hazardous waste (RCRA and TRI) site through which the existing corridor passes.
The Trenching‐Alternative route avoids surface impacts to "Other" wetlands (Q92). Site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data is available for this route, and based on this data it appears that this alignment may reduce the areal extent of
wetlands crossed, including PFO cover type conversion. However, compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐
Alternative route would clearly and substantively impact wetland (Q88) and waterbodies (S‐R97, S‐R99, S‐R101 and S‐Q101).
Similar to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would also continue to impact other waterbodies (S‐
Q100). In addition, this route deviates from the USACE property west of Westinghouse Road and lengthens the pipeline, resulting
in site‐specific and cumulative Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation, and increased cost.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. The Trenching‐Alternative route may further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and
temporary impacts on wetland and waterbody resources, including minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the
Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new, permanent,
site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and thus was not selected as
the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐076

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.448199, ‐79.2853

COUNTY: Indiana

PADEP COMMENT
County
Indiana
Comment No.
IN 6.j
The HDD crossing leading up to the crossing of Wetland P1 (shown on plan 3/38) appears to end right at the resource. Evaluate
extending the HDD crossing method through the resource to reduce surface impacts and disturbance to the resource. 25 Pa. Code
§105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0074

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further evaluate
the potential extension of this HDD to further avoid or minimize impacts on “Other” wetlands (P1). This assessment determined
that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 1900‐foot‐long extension of the proposed HDD
across this CA would be required to avoid this resource, and was determined to be potentially technically feasible. Although an
HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), the logistical constraints (related
to the location of the existng HDD exit and existing block valve location) as well as construction costs associated with extension of
the HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed
construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is partially co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline maintenance
corridor but deviates northeast along the length of the HDD and further northeast. The proposed HDD (immediately southwest of
the subject CA) avoids surface impacts and achieves a practicable continuation of the proposed route across a private airport
runway (Blairsville/Jim Shearer South Airport), a railroad, Newport Road, and wetlands.
When compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids wetland (J50)
and portions of J51 including one (1) PFO wetland area (portion of J51) to the southwest (PEM portion shown) across the subject
CA. Additionally, this route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on stream (S‐J57). Potential realignment of this
route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability
constraints. Specifically, this route is a continuation of the proposed route from the southwest, and is the proposed exit site of
the proposed HDD; from this interconnection point, the Trenching‐Proposed route immediately continues to the northeast and
immediately and unavoidably crosses the subject wetland (P1). The Trenching‐Proposed route is also constrained to the west by
Newport Road, a railroad, a private airport, as well as scrub shrub wetland (portion of J50) and forested lands; and potentially to
the east by the proposed block valve station for the Project (Conemaugh River East block valve), which would require relocation if
the HDD exit location were moved. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route avoids and minimizes impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the
maximum extent practicable, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and temporary, and thus
was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route begins at the entry site of the proposed HDD point and continues along the proposed route south
and east of the proposed HDD, then continues to deviate northeast from co‐location with the existing SPLP 8‐inch corridor.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would clearly and substantively impact wetland (P1),
portions of wetland J50 (including PFO portions), portions of wetland J51 (including PSS portions), and waterbodies (S‐J57) across
the subject CA. This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands (and waterbodies) to the maximum extent
practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐078
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452827, ‐79.261506

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0077‐Rev2

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels east through an open field north of High Rise Drive, before crossing
Lear Road where it enters forested lands and interconnects with the proposed alignment at Wetland N71 (OH‐079). The
Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this greenfield route is not in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of a larger MOC, which necessarily deviates from existing corridors
to the southwest in order to avoid populated areas of Blairsville and joins an existing utility corridor to the east (TETCO 24‐inch
pipeline). Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental, land, and community
resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CC30), as well as waterbodies (S‐P5), in the subject
CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as much as
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on “Other” wetlands (CC30) by narrowing the workspace adjacent to it. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints.
Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on other non‐wetland resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a an oil pump and associated distribution lines located on PA‐IN‐
0012.0000 and to the south by a leech field located on PA‐IN‐0013.0000 and an archaeological site (36IN0358) located on PA‐IN‐
0014.0000.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The Trenching‐Alternative
route travels east through an open field adjacent to High Rise Drive, before crossing Lear Road and entering forested lands, where
it interconnects with the proposed alignment at Wetland N71 (OH‐079). The Trenching‐Alternative route is not co‐located with
an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, however, this route is part of a larger MOC,
which necessarily deviates from existing corridors to the southwest in order to avoid populated areas of Blairsville and joins an
existing utility corridor to the east (TETCO 24‐inch pipeline). Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was
considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
The Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids or
minimizes surface impacts to wetland CC30 in the subject CA. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is at least
partially available for this route, and based on this data, as well as aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears the route deviation does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed. Compared to the
Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would clearly and substantively impact wetland P4, wetland N71 and
waterbodies (S‐P5) across the subject CAs.
In addition to impacts on wetland and waterbody resources, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant
impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant
impacts on a known archaeological site (36IN0358), through which this alignment passes, as well as a leech field directly adjacent
to Lear Road.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum
extent practicable, it has the potential to impact culturally significant resources and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐079
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.453359, ‐79.248351

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0077‐Rev2

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels east through an open field north of High Rise Drive, before crossing
Lear Road where it enters forested lands and interconnects with the proposed subject alignment at Wetland N71. The Trenching‐
Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this greenfield route is not in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of a larger MOC, which necessarily deviates from existing corridors to the
southwest in order to avoid populated areas of Blairsville and joins an existing utility corridor to the east (TETCO 24‐inch pipeline).
Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental, land, and community
resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” (N71) as well as waterbodies (S‐N103), in the subject CAs.
The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as much as
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on “Other” wetlands (N71) by narrowing the workspace adjacent to it. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints.
Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on other non‐wetland resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a an oil pump and associated distribution lines located on PA‐IN‐
0012.0000 and to the south by a leech field located on PA‐IN‐0013.0000 and an archaeological site (36IN0358) located on PA‐IN‐
0014.0000.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
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practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The Trenching‐Alternative
route travels east through an open field adjacent to High Rise Drive, before crossing Lear Road and entering forested lands, where
it interconnects with the proposed subject alignment at Wetland N71. The Trenching‐Alternative route is not co‐located with an
existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, however, this route is part of a larger MOC,
which necessarily deviates from existing corridors to the southwest in order to avoid populated areas of Blairsville and joins an
existing utility corridor to the east (TETCO 24‐inch pipeline). Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was
considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints.

The Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids or
minimizes surface impacts to wetland N71 in the subject CA. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is at least
partially available for this route, and based on this data, as well as aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears the route deviation does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed. Compared to the
Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would clearly and substantively impact wetland P4, and continue to
impact wetland N71 and waterbodies S‐N103 across the subject CAs.

In addition to impacts on wetland and waterbody resources, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant
impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant
impacts on a known archaeological site (36IN0358), through which this alignment passes, as well as a leech field directly adjacent
to Lear Road.

When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum
extent practicable, it has the potential to impact culturally significant resources and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐080
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.453783, ‐79.244323

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N70) and other waterbodies
(S‐N101) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 5. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route interconnects from an adopted MOC S2‐0077 which
necessarily deviates slightly northeast from the nearest existing utility corridor (TW Phillips Pipeline, Keyrock Pipeline, Keyrock
Energy Water Utility) to avoid an existing leech field, oil pump and distribution lines, and because of landowner concerns.
Ultimately, this route parallels and co‐locates with Texas Eastern Transmission/Spectra Energy lines. Accordingly, co‐location with
the nearest existing corridor was considered incorporated to the extent practicable due to these subject routing constraints.

On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested
land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and
availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to Project‐
wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route, is a continuation from MOC S2‐0077
which necessarily avoids routing constraints with regard current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐
Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to
significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum extent practicable.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and temporary, and thus was
selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N70) and other waterbodies (S‐N101) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐N102) in the CA.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐
specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and
increased cost. The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and
temporary impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the
above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased
new, permanent, site‐specific and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources; as well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐081
PADEP COMMENT
County

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.454086, ‐79.234633

Indiana

COUNTY: Indiana

Comment No.

IN 6.k.
IN 6.k.i
6.k. It appears that the proposed timber mat crossings of the following resources could be avoided by using the opposite side of
the right‐of‐way for access 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii):
i. Wetland N69
ii. Wetland N65
iii. Wetland N55 and Stream N84
iv. Wetland N45

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N69) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland (presented in Table 7) are minimal to none as it is also identified as a drainage ditch
located in between farmed croplands. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetlands is minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D
and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (Spectra Energy/Texas Eastern transmission lines) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental,
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N69), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetland crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (Spectra Energy/Texas Eastern transmission lines), and
thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield”
routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐084
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.448703, ‐79.206803

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N60) and other waterbodies
(S‐N93) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Transmission) in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N60) and other waterbodies (S‐N93) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely
avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Transmission), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐085
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.439535, ‐79.167895

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to EV wetlands (O74) and other waterbodies (S‐
O111) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) impacts the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to EV wetlands (O74) and other waterbodies (S‐O111) in the CA. However, as
this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review,it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on State Game Land 276 by creating new land disturbance outside the existing utility corridor.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐086
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.438832, ‐79.147485

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O72) and other waterbodies
(S‐O102) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O72) and other waterbodies (S‐O102) in
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the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐088
PADEP COMMENT
County

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.437191, ‐79.121391

Indiana

COUNTY: Indiana

Comment No.

IN 6.k.
IN 6.k.iii
6.k. It appears that the proposed timber mat crossings of the following resources could be avoided by using the opposite side of
the right‐of‐way for access 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii):
i. Wetland N69
ii. Wetland N65
iii. Wetland N55 and Stream N84
iv. Wetland N45

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐088 and CA‐089) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐088 includes “Other” wetlands
(N55) and other waterbodies (S‐N84), and CA‐089 includes “Other” wetlands (N54).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N55 and N54) and other
waterbodies (S‐N84) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
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For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐088 and CA‐089) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐088 includes “Other” wetlands
(N55) and other waterbodies (S‐N84), and CA‐089 includes “Other” wetlands (N54).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N55 and N54) and other waterbodies (S‐
N84) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐089
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.436989, ‐79.120532

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐088 and CA‐089) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐088 includes “Other” wetlands
(N55) and other waterbodies (S‐N84), and CA‐089 includes “Other” wetlands (N54).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N55 and N54) and other
waterbodies (S‐N84) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐088 and CA‐089) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐088 includes “Other” wetlands
(N55) and other waterbodies (S‐N84), and CA‐089 includes “Other” wetlands (N54).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N55 and N54) and other waterbodies (S‐
N84) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐090
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.43687, ‐79.118015

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N53) and other waterbodies
(S‐N83) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N53) and other waterbodies (S‐N83) in
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the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely
avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐091
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.436537, ‐79.115722

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N52) and other waterbodies
(S‐N81) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N52) and other waterbodies (S‐N81) in
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the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐092
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.434482, ‐79.095442

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N50) and other waterbodies
(S‐N78) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetland (N50) and other waterbodies (S‐N78) in
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the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐093
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.434357, ‐79.094698

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N49) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N49) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐094
PADEP COMMENT
County

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.434359, ‐79.092258

Indiana

COUNTY: Indiana

Comment No.

IN 6.k.
IN 6.k.iv
6.k. It appears that the proposed timber mat crossings of the following resources could be avoided by using the opposite side of
the right‐of‐way for access 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii):
i. Wetland N69
ii. Wetland N65
iii. Wetland N55 and Stream N84
iv. Wetland N45

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N47 and N45) and other
waterbodies (S‐N77) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) impacts the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface to “Other” wetlands (N47 and N45) and other waterbodies (S‐N77) in the CA.
However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal
extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐096
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.43365, ‐79.083472

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O71) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O71) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐097
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.433366, ‐79.078666

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O70) and other waterbodies
(S‐O100 and S‐O101) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O70) and other waterbodies (S‐O100 and
S‐O101) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐098

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432479, ‐79.069536

COUNTY: Indiana

PADEP COMMENT
County
Indiana
Comment No.
IN 6.l
l. The proposed pipeline route appears to physically turn into and impacts Wetland O68. Evaluate avoiding these wetlands. 25 Pa.
Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0034‐Rev2

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐098 and CA‐099) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐098 includes ”Other” wetlands
(O57) and CA‐099 includes “Other” wetlands (O68).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located on the north side of the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline
corridor. The proposed route turns sharply south, crossing the existing corridor and the existing Texas Eastern Pipeline, before
turning east and continuing south of the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline to Bethel Cemetery and Clay Pike Roads, where boring
construction is implemented. The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with
state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable.
This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O57 and O68) in the CAs. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources as much as practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure
D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on both wetlands by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted by physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐
Proposed route is constrained to the west by a pond. Movement to the west would also result in impacts to wetland (O67),
which is avoided entirely by this proposed route. Movement south would require deviation from the nearest existing corridor
and the disturbance of additional forested greenfield, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance.
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on non‐wetland
resources. Specifically, this route is aligned south of the Bethel Road Cemetery, located north of the existing SPLS 8‐inch Pipeline
corridor. Alignment of the route closer to the cemetery in order to avoid wetland (O67) increases the likelihood of impacting
marked graves and potential unmarked graves. The Trenching‐Proposed route mitigates potential direct and indirect impacts to
the Bethel Road Cemetery.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on cultural and
community resources. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and
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permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the
maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐098 and CA‐099) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐098 includes ”Other” wetlands
(O57) and CA‐099 includes “Other” wetlands (O68).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The route is co‐located on
the north side of the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor for its entire length in accordance with state and federal co‐
location guidance.
Although the Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids
surface impacts to wetland (O68) in the CA, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant impacts to
other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts, including viewshed changes, to the Bethel Road Cemetery on the north side of the existing utility corridor. This
cemetery has been determined as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative
route would result in similar impacts to wetland (O57) as the Trenching‐Proposed route.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. Although this route has the potential to avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands, it would
necessarily impact, directly and indirectly, culturally significant resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐099
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432529, ‐79.065474

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0034‐Rev2

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐098 and CA‐099) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐098 includes ”Other” wetlands
(O57) and CA‐099 includes “Other” wetlands (O68).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located on the north side of the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline
corridor. The proposed route turns sharply south, crossing the existing corridor and the existing Texas Eastern Pipeline, before
turning east and continuing south of the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline to Bethel Cemetery and Clay Pike Roads, where boring
construction is implemented. The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with
state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable.
This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O57 and O68) in the CAs. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources as much as practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure
D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on both wetlands by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted by physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐
Proposed route is constrained to the west by a pond. Movement to the west would also result in impacts to wetland O67, which
is avoided entirely by this proposed route. Movement south would require deviation from the nearest existing corridor and the
disturbance of additional forested greenfield, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. Moreover,
the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on non‐wetland resources.
Specifically, this route is aligned south of the Bethel Road Cemetery, located north of the existing SPLS 8‐inch Pipeline corridor.
Alignment of the route closer to the cemetery in order to avoid wetland (O67) increases the likelihood of impacting marked
graves and potential unmarked graves. The Trenching‐Proposed route mitigates potential direct and indirect impacts to the
Bethel Road Cemetery.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on cultural and
community resources. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and
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permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the
maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐098 and CA‐099) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐098 includes ”Other” wetlands
(O57) and CA‐099 includes “Other” wetlands (O68).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The route is co‐located on
the north side of the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor for its entire length in accordance with state and federal co‐
location guidance.
Although the Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids
surface impacts to wetland (O68) in the CA, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant impacts to
other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts, including viewshed changes, to the Bethel Road Cemetery on the north side of the existing utility corridor. This
cemetery has been determined as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative
route would result in similar impacts to wetland (O57) as the Trenching‐Proposed route.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. Although this route has the potential to avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands, it would
necessarily impact, directly and indirectly, culturally significant resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐100
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432126, ‐79.057462

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O58 and O59) and other
waterbodies (S‐O84 and S‐O86) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O58 and O59) and other waterbodies (S‐
O84 and S‐O86) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but it is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐101
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432176, ‐79.055775

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐101, CA‐102, and CA‐103) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐101 includes “Other” wetlands
(O60) and other waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, and S‐O88), CA‐102 includes “Other” wetlands (O61) and other waterbodies (S‐O91),
and CA‐103 includes “Other” wetlands (O62) and other waterbodies (S‐O92).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O60, O61, and O62) and other
waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, S‐O88, S‐O91, and S‐O92) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐101, CA‐102, and CA‐103) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐101 includes “Other” wetlands
(O60) and other waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, and S‐O88), CA‐102 includes “Other” wetlands (O61) and other waterbodies (S‐O91),
and CA‐103 includes “Other” wetlands (O62) and other waterbodies (S‐O92).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O60, O61, and O62) and other
waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, S‐O88, S‐O91, and S‐O92) in the CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the
survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial
photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐102
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432176, ‐79.055775

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐101, CA‐102, and CA‐103) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐101 includes “Other” wetlands
(O60) and other waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, and S‐O88), CA‐102 includes “Other” wetlands (O61) and other waterbodies (S‐O91),
and CA‐103 includes “Other” wetlands (O62) and other waterbodies (S‐O92).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O60, O61, and O62) and other
waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, S‐O88, S‐O91, and S‐O92) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐101, CA‐102, and CA‐103) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐101 includes “Other” wetlands
(O60) and other waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, and S‐O88), CA‐102 includes “Other” wetlands (O61) and other waterbodies (S‐O91),
and CA‐103 includes “Other” wetlands (O62) and other waterbodies (S‐O92).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O60, O61, and O62) and other
waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, S‐O88, S‐O91, and S‐O92) in the CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the
survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial
photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐103
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432077, ‐79.05359

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐101, CA‐102, and CA‐103) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐101 includes “Other” wetlands
(O60) and other waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, and S‐O88), CA‐102 includes “Other” wetlands (O61) and other waterbodies (S‐O91),
and CA‐103 includes “Other” wetlands (O62) and other waterbodies (S‐O92).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O60, O61, and O62) and other
waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, S‐O88, S‐O91, and S‐O92) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐101, CA‐102, and CA‐103) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐101 includes “Other” wetlands
(O60) and other waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, and S‐O88), CA‐102 includes “Other” wetlands (O61) and other waterbodies (S‐O91),
and CA‐103 includes “Other” wetlands (O62) and other waterbodies (S‐O92).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O60, O61, and O62) and other
waterbodies (S‐O90, S‐O87, S‐O88, S‐O91, and S‐O92) in the CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the
survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial
photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐104
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.431703, ‐79.039356

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐104 and CA‐105) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐104 includes “EV” wetlands (O63,
O66) and other waterbodies (S‐O94, S‐O96), and CA‐105 includes “EV” wetlands (N43) and other waterbodies (S‐N76).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O63, O66, and N43) and other
waterbodies (S‐O94, S‐O96, and S‐N76) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐104 and CA‐105) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐104 includes “EV” wetlands (O63,
O66) and other waterbodies (S‐O94, S‐O96), and CA‐105 includes “EV” wetlands (N43) and other waterbodies (S‐N76).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O63, O66, and N43) and other waterbodies
(S‐O94, S‐O96, and S‐N76) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐105
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.431375, ‐79.037032

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐104 and CA‐105) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐104 includes “EV” wetlands (O63,
O66) and other waterbodies (S‐O94, S‐O96), and CA‐105 includes “EV” wetlands (N43) and other waterbodies (S‐N76).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O63, O66, and N43) and other
waterbodies (S‐O94, S‐O96, and S‐N76) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐104 and CA‐105) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐104 includes “EV” wetlands (O63,
O66) and other waterbodies (S‐O94, S‐O96), and CA‐105 includes “EV” wetlands (N43) and other waterbodies (S‐N76).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O63, O66, and N43) and other waterbodies
(S‐O94, S‐O96, and S‐N76) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute tosignificant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐106
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430426, ‐79.0265

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐00017‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and necessarily deviates
slightly south (MOC # S2‐00017‐AP) to avoid residences and structures, resulting in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (N41) and
other waterbodies (S‐N75) in the CA. As a result, the Trenching‐Proposed route and associated workspace is located as close as
practicable to the development and immediately south of a residence and associated infrastructure. In addition, this route and
the associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject alignment, and with implementation of the Project‐proposed best management
practices, the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary.
Compared to any potential Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids the
residences/structures to the north within SPLP’s 8‐inch Pipeline corridor. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. Specifically,
the Trenching‐Proposed route is also necessarily constrained to the north by additional residences/structures, and to the south by
associated contiguous forested riparian zone. Accordingly, the Trenching‐Proposed route avoids and minimizes impacts on
wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with SPLP’s 8‐inch Pipeline maintenance corridor, in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. As detailed in Section 5.0, this co‐location also results in a shorter pipeline route that facilitates site‐specific and
cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide optimal pipeline construction and operation and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route shown (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The route is co‐
located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor for its entire length in accordance with state and federal co‐location
guidance.
Although the Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids
surface impacts to "EV" wetland N41 in the CA, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant impacts to
other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts to the residences and structures within the existing utility corridor to the north, and similar impacts as the
Trenching‐Proposed Alternative to other waterbodies (S‐N75). Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would not likely
cross stream S‐N75 at a more perpendicular angle as the Trenching‐Proposed route.
The Trenching‐Alternative route would not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent
practicable. For the reasons mentioned above, the Trenching‐Alternative route was not selected as the proposed route, would
result in the same impacts on wetlands (and waterbodies) as well as other non‐wetland resources and is not practicable, and thus
was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐107
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430486, ‐79.018663

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N39) and other waterbodies
(S‐N73) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N39) and other waterbodies (S‐N73) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minmize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐108
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430322, ‐79.014913

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐108 and CA‐109) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐108 includes “Other” wetlands
(N38) and other waterbodies (S‐N71), and CA‐109 includes “Other” wetlands (N37) and other waterbodies (S‐N69).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N38 and N37) and other
waterbodies (S‐N71 and S‐N69) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐108 and CA‐109) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐108 includes “Other” wetlands
(N38) and other waterbodies (S‐N71), and CA‐109 includes “Other” wetlands (N37) and other waterbodies (S‐N69).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N38 and N37) and other waterbodies (S‐
N71 and S‐N69) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation potentially may but is not confirmed to avoid or further minmize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐109
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430422, ‐79.013057

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐108 and CA‐109) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐108 includes “Other” wetlands
(N38) and other waterbodies (S‐N71), and CA‐109 includes “Other” wetlands (N37) and other waterbodies (S‐N69).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N38 and N37) and other
waterbodies (S‐N71 and S‐N69) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐108 and CA‐109) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐108 includes “Other” wetlands
(N38) and other waterbodies (S‐N71), and CA‐109 includes “Other” wetlands (N37) and other waterbodies (S‐N69).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N38 and N37) and other waterbodies (S‐
N71 and S‐N69) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation potentially may but is not confirmed to avoid or further minmize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐110
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430402, ‐79.010562

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond N6) and other
waterbodies (S‐N68) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond N6) and other waterbodies (S‐N68)
in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minmize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐111

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430228, ‐78.996122

COUNTY: Indiana

PADEP COMMENT
County
Indiana
Comment No.
IN 6.m
m. Evaluate why the pipeline cannot remain straight to avoid impacting Wetland O55. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0063‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch corridor and necessarily deviates
southeast (MOC # S2‐0063‐AP) to avoid an intersection and other structures resulting in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (O55)
and other waterbodies (S‐O78) in the CA. As a result, the Trenching‐Proposed route and associated workspace is located as close
as practicable to the south of residences and other structures. In addition, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject alignment, and with implementation of the Project‐proposed best management practices, the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary.
Compared to any potential Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids the
intersection and residences/structures to the north within SPLP’s 8‐inch Pipeline corridor. Potential realignment of this route to
further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted by physical and practicability constraints.
Specifically, the Trenching‐Proposed route is also necessarily constrained to the north by additional residences/structures, and to
the south by additional contiguous forested riparian areas. Accordingly, the Trenching‐Proposed route avoids and minimizes
impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with SPLP’s 8‐inch Pipeline maintenance corridor, in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. As detailed in Section 5.0, this co‐location also results in a shorter pipeline route that facilitates site‐specific and
cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide optimal pipeline construction and operation and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route shown (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The route is co‐
located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor and appears to avoid surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (O55) and other
waterbodies (S‐O76) in the CA for its entire length, in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Co‐location with this existing corridor was considered not practicable due to potentially significant
impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct
and indirect impacts to the roadways, intersection, residences, and structures within the existing utility corridor. The Trenching‐
Alternative route, if it were to remain straight (per PADEP comment), would result in traffic/access impacts as it would directly
cross the intersection, resulting in traffic/access impacts to Pennsylvania State Route 400, Grange Hall Road, and Stutzman Road
and would directly impact an existing residence.
The Trenching‐Alternative route to the north would also likely continue to impact wetland (O55) (based on resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation) and a new stream across the subject CA and would result in the same impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies. For the reasons mentioned above, the Trenching‐Alternative route was not selected as the proposed
route, was determined not practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐112
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.433601, ‐78.98382

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0026‐Rev2‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐112 and CA‐113) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐112 includes “Other” wetlands
(O51), and CA‐113 includes “EV” wetlands (O48) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐066).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O48), “Other” wetlands (O51),
and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐066) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Enterprise Products Partners, Teppco northern
Region Transmission; Buckeye Partners, Bh718CoTransmission) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By
definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution
to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐112 and CA‐113) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐112 includes “Other” wetlands
(O51), and CA‐113 includes “EV” wetlands (O48, designated as WT tributary) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐066).
This route is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor and appears to avoid surface impacts to "EV" wetlands
(O48), “Other:” wetlands (O51), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O66) in the CA for its entire length, in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Co‐location with this existing corridor was considered not
practicable due to potentially significant impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in
permanent, and potentially significant direct and indirect impacts to multiples residences and structures within the existing utility
corridor when compared to Trenching‐Proposed route. The Trenching‐Alternative route, if it were to co‐locate with SPLP’s
existing 8‐inch Pipeline corridor would also include two (2) roadway crossings at Deyarmin Road and Griffith Road, increasing
traffic/access impacts to residents in the area.
The Trenching‐Alternative route to the south would also likely continue to impact other waterbodies (S‐O66). For the reasons
mentioned above, the Trenching‐Alternative route was not selected as the proposed route, was determined not practicable, and
thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐113

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.433365, ‐78.982565

COUNTY: Indiana

PADEP COMMENT
County
Indiana
Comment No.
IN 6.i.i
6.i.i.The area that deviates from the existing "maintenance corridor" proposes to impact EV wetlands. Revise your alternatives
analysis to specifically discuss the routing alternatives that were considered that would avoid impacting EV wetlands in this area.
25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)
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MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐112 and CA‐113) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐112 includes “Other” wetlands
(O51), and CA‐113 includes “EV” wetlands (O48) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐066).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O48), “Other” wetlands (O51),
and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐066) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Enterprise Products Partners, Teppco northern
Region Transmission; Buckeye Partners, Bh718CoTransmission) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By
definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution
to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐112 and CA‐113) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐112 includes “Other” wetlands
(O51), and CA‐113 includes “EV” wetlands (O48, designated as WT tributary) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐066).
This route is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor and appears to avoid surface impacts to "EV" wetlands
(O48), “Other:” wetlands (O51), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O66) in the CA for its entire length, in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Co‐location with this existing corridor was considered not
practicable due to potentially significant impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in
permanent, and potentially significant direct and indirect impacts to multiples residences and structures within the existing utility
corridor when compared to Trenching‐Proposed route. The Trenching‐Alternative route, if it were to co‐locate with SPLP’s
existing 8‐inch Pipeline corridor would also include two (2) roadway crossings at Deyarmin Road and Griffith Road, increasing
traffic/access impacts to residents in the area.
The Trenching‐Alternative route to the south would also likely continue to impact other waterbodies (S‐O66). For the reasons
mentioned above, the Trenching‐Alternative route was not selected as the proposed route, was determined not practicable, and
thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐114

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.432468, ‐78.974628

COUNTY: Indiana

PADEP COMMENT
County
Indiana
Comment No.
IN 6.i.i
6.i.i.The area that deviates from the existing "maintenance corridor" proposes to impact EV wetlands. Revise your alternatives
analysis to specifically discuss the routing alternatives that were considered that would avoid impacting EV wetlands in this area.
25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)
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Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” and PFO wetlands (O‐46) and other
waterbodies (S‐O64, S‐O63) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However,
this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Enterprise Products Partners, Teppco Northern
Region Transmission; Buckeye 18‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this
route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and
permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
This route is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor to the south and appears to avoid surface impacts to "EV"
wetlands (O46), “Other” waterbodies (S‐O64 and S‐O63) in the CA for its entire length, in accordance with state and federal co‐
location guidance. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Co‐location with this existing corridor was considered not
practicable due to potentially significant impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in
permanent, and potentially significant direct and indirect impacts to multiples residences and structures within the existing utility
corridor when compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route. The Trenching‐Alternative route, if it were to co‐locate with SPLP’s
existing 8‐inch Pipeline corridor would also include roadway crossings at May Lane and Thomas Road, increasing traffic/access
impacts to residents in the area.
For the reasons mentioned above, the Trenching‐Alternative route was not selected as the proposed route, was determined not
practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐115
PADEP COMMENT
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from Thomas Road across an open greenfield, then turns
southeast to join the south side of the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor, moving eastward to wetland W134 (CA‐
115). The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with the SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (O52 and W134), HQ and "EV" waterbodies (S‐O69),
and other waterbodies (S‐O70) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and
waterbody resources as much as practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to the wetland are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid
or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted by physical and practicability constraints. Movement
to the north of the existing utility corridor would result in impacts to PFO wetland O53, which is avoided entirely by this proposed
route. Movement south would require deviation from the nearest existing corridor and the disturbance of additional forested
greenfield, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing
was aligned to avoid potentially significant impacts on non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route is aligned south of a grave
site identified on the north side of the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor. Alignment of the route closer to this grave site in
order to avoid wetland and waterbody resources increases the likelihood of encountering and impacting human burials.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard to current technology, cost,
and logistics. Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on an identified
grave site. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. This route travels southeast
from Thomas Road to join the north side of the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor, then travels east to wetland
W134. The majority of the Trenching‐Alternative route is co‐located with the existing pipeline corridor in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance.
Although the Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids
surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (O52 and W134), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O69), and other waterbodies (S‐O70) in the subject
CA, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically,
this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts to a known grave site on the north side of the
existing utility corridor. Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would potentially result in impacts to PFO wetland O53,
which is avoided by the Trenching‐Proposed route.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. Although this route has the potential to avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, it would necessarily impact a known grave site and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐116
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430018, ‐78.957865

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (W135) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (W135) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minmize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐117
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.429679, ‐78.955388

Indiana

Comment No.

COUNTY: Indiana

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W136) and other waterbodies (S‐
O73) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
For this analysis, CA‐117 includes "EV" wetlands (W136) and other waterbodies (S‐O73). The Trenching‐Alternative route (in
purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids or
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minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W136) and other waterbodies (S‐O73) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely
does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐119
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.427065, ‐78.944715

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐119 and CA‐120) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐119 includes “EV” wetland (W139)
and other waterbodies (S‐N63), and CA‐120 includes “EV” wetlands (W140) and other waterbodies (S‐N62).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (W139 and W140) and other
waterbodies (S‐N63 and S‐N62) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐119 and CA‐120) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐119 includes “EV” wetland (W139)
and other waterbodies (S‐N63), and CA‐120 includes “EV” wetlands (W140) and other waterbodies (S‐N62).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (W139 and W140) and other waterbodies (S‐
N63 and S‐N62) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐120
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.426934, ‐78.943872

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐119 and CA‐120) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐119 includes “EV” wetland (W139)
and other waterbodies (S‐N63), and CA‐120 includes “EV” wetlands (W140) and other waterbodies (S‐N62).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (W139 and W140) and other
waterbodies (S‐N63 and S‐N62) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐119 and CA‐120) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐119 includes “EV” wetland (W139)
and other waterbodies (S‐N63), and CA‐120 includes “EV” wetlands (W140) and other waterbodies (S‐N62).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (W139 and W140) and other waterbodies (S‐
N63 and S‐N62) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐121
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.422224, ‐78.906055

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (N33), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐
N54), and other waterbodies (S‐N53) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (N33), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N54), and
other waterbodies (S‐N53) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available
database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on the Gallitzin State Forest by creating new land disturbance outside the existing utility corridor.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐122
PADEP COMMENT
County
No comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.42105, ‐78.89781

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

n/a

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (N30), “Other” wetlands (N31),
and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N52) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (N30), “Other” wetlands (N31), and HQ and
EV waterbodies (S‐N52) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on the Gallitzin State Forest by creating new land disturbance outside the existing utility corridor.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐123

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.41946, ‐78.88456

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 14.k.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to
avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” and PFO wetlands (N29) and other
waterbodies (S‐N45) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2) with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.012 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” and PFO wetlands (N29) and other waterbodies (S‐
N45) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on the Gallitzin State Forest by creating new land disturbance outside the existing utility corridor.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Gallitzin State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐127
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.417436, ‐78.849918

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐127, CA‐128, and CA‐129) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐127 includes “Other” wetlands
(O27) and waterbodies (S‐O40), CA‐128 includes “Other” wetlands (O25) and CA‐129 includes “Other” wetlands (O24). The
Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O27) and other waterbodies (S‐
O40) in CA‐127, “Other” wetlands (O25) in CA‐128 and “Other” wetlands (O24) in CA‐129. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are
minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐127, CA‐128, and CA‐129) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐127 includes “Other” wetlands
(O27) and waterbodies (S‐O40), CA‐128 includes “Other” wetlands (O25) and CA‐129 includes “Other” wetlands (O24). The
Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O27) in CA‐127, “Other” wetlands (O25) in CA‐
128 and “Other” wetlands (O24) in CA‐129. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐128
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.41776, ‐78.848406

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐127, CA‐128, and CA‐129) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐127 includes “Other” wetlands
(O27) and waterbodies (S‐O40), CA‐128 includes “Other” wetlands (O25) and CA‐129 includes “Other” wetlands (O24). The
Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O27) and other waterbodies (S‐
O40) in CA‐127, “Other” wetlands (O25) in CA‐128 and “Other” wetlands (O24) in CA‐129. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are
minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐127, CA‐128, and CA‐129) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐127 includes “Other” wetlands
(O27) and waterbodies (S‐O40), CA‐128 includes “Other” wetlands (O25) and CA‐129 includes “Other” wetlands (O24). The
Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O27) in CA‐127, “Other” wetlands (O25) in CA‐
128 and “Other” wetlands (O24) in CA‐129. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐129
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.418429, ‐78.846357

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐127, CA‐128, and CA‐129) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐127 includes “Other” wetlands
(O27) and waterbodies (S‐O40), CA‐128 includes “Other” wetlands (O25) and CA‐129 includes “Other” wetlands (O24). The
Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O27) and other waterbodies (S‐
O40) in CA‐127, “Other” wetlands (O25) in CA‐128 and “Other” wetlands (O24) in CA‐129. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are
minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐127, CA‐128, and CA‐129) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐127 includes “Other” wetlands
(O27) and waterbodies (S‐O40), CA‐128 includes “Other” wetlands (O25) and CA‐129 includes “Other” wetlands (O24). The
Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O27) in CA‐127, “Other” wetlands (O25) in CA‐
128 and “Other” wetlands (O24) in CA‐129. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐130
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.419395, ‐78.841335

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐130 and CA‐131) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐130 includes “Other” wetlands
(O23) and other waterbodies (S‐O38), and CA‐131 includes “Other” wetlands (O21).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O23 and O21) and other
waterbodies (S‐O38) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐130 and CA‐131) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐130 includes “Other” wetlands
(O23) and other waterbodies (S‐O38), and CA‐131 includes “Other” wetlands (O21).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O23 and O21) and other waterbodies (S‐
O38) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of
new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐131
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.41964, ‐78.840266

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐130 and CA‐131) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐130 includes “Other” wetlands
(O23) and other waterbodies (S‐O38), and CA‐131 includes “Other” wetlands (O21).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O23 and O21) and other
waterbodies (S‐O38) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐130 and CA‐131) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐130 includes “Other” wetlands
(O23) and other waterbodies (S‐O38), and CA‐131 includes “Other” wetlands (O21).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O23 and O21) and other waterbodies (S‐
O38) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of
new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐132

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.42084, ‐78.834954

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 22.f
The proposed right‐of‐way appears to turn towards Wetland O20. Discuss alternatives that were considered that necessitated
this alignment. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (O20) and HQ and "EV"
waterbodies (S‐O37) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (O20) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. Additionally, this route
crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O37).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐133
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.423057, ‐78.82385

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O42) and other waterbodies (S‐
O56) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O42) and other waterbodies (S‐O56) in the
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CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐134
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.425032, ‐78.816039

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O37, O16) and other waterbodies
(S‐O48, S‐O31, S‐O45, S‐O30) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (O37, O16, both designated as a WT
tributary) and other waterbodies (S‐O48, S‐O31, S‐O45, S‐O30) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely
beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on
aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field
delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐136
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.433136, ‐78.78176

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC7 and CC6), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐CC4), and other waterbodies (S‐CC5 and S‐CC6) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these
wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC7 and CC6), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐
CC4), and other waterbodies (S‐CC5, S‐CC6) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐137
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.434605, ‐78.774907

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐137, CA‐138, and CA‐139) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐137 includes “EV” wetlands
(CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20), CA‐138 includes “Other” wetlands (CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16), and CA‐139 includes
“Other” wetlands (CC12).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC21) and “Other” wetlands
(CC20, CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16, and CC12) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐137, CA‐138, and CA‐139) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐137 includes “EV” wetlands
(CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20), CA‐138 includes “Other” wetlands (CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16), and CA‐139 includes
“Other” wetlands (CC12).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20, CC18,
CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16, and CC12) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type
conversion.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐138

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.435112, ‐78.772591

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 14.k.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to
avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐137, CA‐138, and CA‐139) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐137 includes “EV” wetlands
(CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20), CA‐138 includes “Other” wetlands (CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16), and CA‐139 includes
“Other” wetlands (CC12).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC21) and “Other” wetlands
(CC20, CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16, and CC12) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐137, CA‐138, and CA‐139) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐137 includes “EV” wetlands
(CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20), CA‐138 includes “Other” wetlands (CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16), and CA‐139 includes
“Other” wetlands (CC12).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20, CC18,
CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16, and CC12) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type
conversion.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐139
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.434879, ‐78.77319

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐137, CA‐138, and CA‐139) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐137 includes “EV” wetlands
(CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20), CA‐138 includes “Other” wetlands (CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16), and CA‐139 includes
“Other” wetlands (CC12).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC21) and “Other” wetlands
(CC20, CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16, and CC12) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐137, CA‐138, and CA‐139) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐137 includes “EV” wetlands
(CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20), CA‐138 includes “Other” wetlands (CC18, CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16), and CA‐139 includes
“Other” wetlands (CC12).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC21) and “Other” wetlands (CC20, CC18,
CC15, CC13, CC19, CC16, and CC12) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type
conversion.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐140
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.436775, ‐78.764987

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC4) in the CA. The functions and
values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (CC4) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐141
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.437354, ‐78.761651

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CC2) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CC2) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐142
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.44034, ‐78.752288

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "Other" wetlands (O15) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O15) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐143
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.444959, ‐78.730488

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O12) and other waterbodies
(S‐O21 and S‐O23) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route
and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O12) and other waterbodies (S‐O21 and
S‐O23) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐144
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.446513, ‐78.723312

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐144 and CA‐145) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐144 includes “Other” wetlands (O10
and O9) and other waterbodies (S‐O20, S‐O19, and S‐O18), and CA‐145 includes “Other” wetlands (O8).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O10, O9, and O8) and other
waterbodies (S‐O20, S‐O19, and S‐O18) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐144 and CA‐145) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐144 includes “Other” wetlands (O10
and O9) and other waterbodies (S‐O20, S‐O19, and S‐O18), and CA‐145 includes “Other” wetlands (O8).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O10, O9, and O8) and other waterbodies
(S‐O20, S‐O19, S‐O18) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available
database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐145
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.447048, ‐78.721253

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐144 and CA‐145) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐144 includes “Other” wetlands (O10
and O9) and other waterbodies (S‐O20, S‐O19, and S‐O18), and CA‐145 includes “Other” wetlands (O8).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O10, O9, and O8) and other
waterbodies (S‐O20, S‐O19, and S‐O18) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐144 and CA‐145) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐144 includes “Other” wetlands (O10
and O9) and other waterbodies (S‐O20, S‐O19, and S‐O18), and CA‐145 includes “Other” wetlands (O8).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O10, O9, and O8) and other waterbodies
(S‐O20, S‐O19, S‐O18) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available
database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐147
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.449786, ‐78.708579

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N2) and other waterbodies (S‐
N4) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N2) and other waterbodies (S‐N4) in the
CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐148
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.450899, ‐78.704365

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐148 and CA‐149) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐148 includes “EV” wetlands (N4),
and other waterbodies (S‐N10), and CA‐149 includes “Other” wetlands (N6, N5) and other waterbodies (S‐N13 and S‐N14).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetland (N4), “Other” wetlands (N6, N5),
and other waterbodies (S‐N10, S‐N13, and S‐N14) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐148 and CA‐149) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐148 includes “EV” wetlands (N4),
and other waterbodies (S‐N10), and CA‐149 includes “Other” wetlands (N6, N5) and other waterbodies (S‐N13 and S‐N14).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetland (N4), “Other” wetlands (N6, N5), and other
waterbodies (S‐N10, S‐N13, and S‐N14) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor,
site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐149
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.451767, ‐78.70057

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐148 and CA‐149) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐148 includes “EV” wetlands (N4),
and other waterbodies (S‐N10), and CA‐149 includes “Other” wetlands (N6, N5) and other waterbodies (S‐N13 and S‐N14).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetland (N4), “Other” wetlands (N6, N5),
and other waterbodies (S‐N10, S‐N13, and S‐N14) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐148 and CA‐149) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐148 includes “EV” wetlands (N4),
and other waterbodies (S‐N10), and CA‐149 includes “Other” wetlands (N6, N5) and other waterbodies (S‐N13 and S‐N14).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetland (N4), “Other” wetlands (N6, N5), and other
waterbodies (S‐N10, S‐N13, and S‐N14) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor,
site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐152
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452548, ‐78.679091

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N17) and other waterbodies
(S‐N33) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N17) and other waterbodies (S‐N33) in
the CA. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐153
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452559, ‐78.671379

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N15) and other waterbodies
(S‐N30 and S‐N29) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route
and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2) with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.018 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N15) and other waterbodies (S‐N30 and
S‐N29) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐154
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452472, ‐78.669058

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐154 and CA‐155) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐154 includes “Other” wetlands
(N14), and CA‐155 includes “Other” wetlands (N12) and other waterbodies (S‐N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N14 and N12) and other
waterbodies (S‐N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐154 and CA‐155) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐154 includes “Other” wetlands
(N14), and CA‐155 includes “Other” wetlands (N12) and other waterbodies (S‐N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N14 and N12) and other waterbodies (S‐
N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐155
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.45247, ‐78.666566

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐154 and CA‐155) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐154 includes “Other” wetlands
(N14), and CA‐155 includes “Other” wetlands (N12) and other waterbodies (S‐N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N14 and N12) and other
waterbodies (S‐N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐154 and CA‐155) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐154 includes “Other” wetlands
(N14), and CA‐155 includes “Other” wetlands (N12) and other waterbodies (S‐N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N14 and N12) and other waterbodies (S‐
N28, S‐N27, S‐N25, and S‐N26) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the
areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐156
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452503, ‐78.662466

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐156, CA‐157, and CA‐158) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐156 includes “Other” wetlands
(N11), CA‐157 includes “Other” wetlands (N10), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22), and CA‐158
includes “Other” wetlands (N9).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N11, N10, and N9), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐156, CA‐157, and CA‐158) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐156 includes “Other” wetlands
(N11), CA‐157 includes “Other” wetlands (N10), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22), and CA‐158
includes “Other” wetlands (N9).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N11, N10, and N9), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐N21), and “Other” wetlands (N9) in the CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. The alternative route for CA‐157 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐N22).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐157
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452445, ‐78.661085

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐156, CA‐157, and CA‐158) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐156 includes “Other” wetlands
(N11), CA‐157 includes “Other” wetlands (N10), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22), and CA‐158
includes “Other” wetlands (N9).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N11, N10, and N9), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐156, CA‐157, and CA‐158) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐156 includes “Other” wetlands
(N11), CA‐157 includes “Other” wetlands (N10), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22), and CA‐158
includes “Other” wetlands (N9).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N11, N10, and N9), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐N21), and “Other” wetlands (N9) in the CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. The alternative route for CA‐157 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐N22).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐158
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452655, ‐78.659271

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐156, CA‐157, and CA‐158) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐156 includes “Other” wetlands
(N11), CA‐157 includes “Other” wetlands (N10), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22), and CA‐158
includes “Other” wetlands (N9).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N11, N10, and N9), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐156, CA‐157, and CA‐158) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐156 includes “Other” wetlands
(N11), CA‐157 includes “Other” wetlands (N10), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐N21), and other waterbodies (S‐N22), and CA‐158
includes “Other” wetlands (N9).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N11, N10, and N9), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐N21), and “Other” wetlands (N9) in the CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. The alternative route for CA‐157 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐N22).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐159
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452588, ‐78.656602

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N8) and other waterbodies (S‐
N18) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (N8), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. Additionally, this route crosses other waterbodies (S‐N18).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐160
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452653, ‐78.650696

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O6) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O6) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route may
potentially, but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐161
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452598, ‐78.647362

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O5), HQ and EV waterbodies
(S‐011), and other waterbodies (S‐O12) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O5) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to
avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route crosses other HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐O11) and other waterbodies (S‐O12).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐162
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452759, ‐78.642775

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O4) and other waterbodies (S‐
O9 and S‐O7) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "Other” wetlands (O4) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also crosses other
waterbodies (S‐O9 and S‐O7).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐163
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452972, ‐78.639847

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐163, CA‐164, and CA‐165) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐163 includes “Other” wetlands
(O3) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O6); CA‐164 includes “Other” wetlands (Pond‐O1); and CA‐165 includes “Other” wetlands
(O2), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O5), and other waterbodies (S‐O4).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O3, Pond‐01, and 02) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐O6, S‐O5) and other waterbodies (S‐O4) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these
wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐163, CA‐164 and CA‐165) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐163 includes “Other” wetlands
(O3) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O6); CA‐164 includes “Other” wetlands (Pond‐O1); and CA‐165 includes “Other” wetlands
(O2), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O5), and other waterbodies (S‐O4).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O3, Pond‐01, and 02). However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal
extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The alternative route for CA‐163 also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O6), the
alternative route for CA‐165 also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O5) and other waterbodies (S‐O4) and the alternative route
for CA‐164 crosses no additional waterbodies.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐165

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.45295, ‐78.637713

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 14.k.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to
avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐163, CA‐164, and CA‐165) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐163 includes “Other” wetlands
(O3) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O6); CA‐164 includes “Other” wetlands (Pond‐O1); and CA‐165 includes “Other” wetlands
(O2), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O5), and other waterbodies (S‐O4).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O3, Pond‐01, and 02) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐O6, S‐O5) and other waterbodies (S‐O4) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these
wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐163, CA‐164 and CA‐165) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐163 includes “Other” wetlands
(O3) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O6); CA‐164 includes “Other” wetlands (Pond‐O1); and CA‐165 includes “Other” wetlands
(O2), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O5), and other waterbodies (S‐O4).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O3, Pond‐01, and 02). However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal
extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The alternative route for CA‐163 also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O6), the
alternative route for CA‐165 also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐O5) and other waterbodies (S‐O4) and the alternative route
for CA‐164 crosses no additional waterbodies.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐166
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.453668, ‐78.627451

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O1) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (O1) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐167
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.454189, ‐78.617301

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K27) in the CA. The functions and
values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (K27) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐168
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452844, ‐78.613023

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐168 and CA‐169) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐168 includes “Other” wetlands
(K28), and CA‐169 includes “Other” wetlands (K30) and other waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, and S‐K31).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K28 and K30) and other
waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, AND S‐K31) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐168 and CA‐169) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐168 includes “Other” wetlands
(K28), and CA‐169 includes “Other” wetlands (K30) and other waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, and S‐K31).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to ““Other” wetlands (K28 and K30) in the CAs. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this route deviation likely does not further avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The alternative route for CA‐169 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, and
S‐K31) .
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐169

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.452385, ‐78.611781

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 14.k.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to
avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐168 and CA‐169) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐168 includes “Other” wetlands
(K28), and CA‐169 includes “Other” wetlands (K30) and other waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, and S‐K31).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K28 and K30) and other
waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, AND S‐K31) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐168 and CA‐169) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐168 includes “Other” wetlands
(K28), and CA‐169 includes “Other” wetlands (K30) and other waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, and S‐K31).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to ““Other” wetlands (K28 and K30) in the CAs. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation it appears this route deviation likely does not further avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The alternative route for CA‐169 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K27, S‐K29, S‐K30, and
S‐K31) .
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐170

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.443456, ‐78.595715

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 22.k
The proposed right‐of‐way appears to turn into wetlands BB148 and S‐M94. Discuss alternatives that were considered that
necessitated this alignment. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0042‐Rev2‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with existing utility corridors. This route moves
east along the south side of William Penn Highway (US‐22), then turns south at wetland BB145 and continues south, then
southeast across Level Road. Once across Level Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route travels southeast, crosses Mardula Road
where it becomes co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline), then turns east and crosses Eger
Road, where it interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for portions of the north‐south segment is necessary to connect co‐
located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.

The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB144, BB145, BB146, BB148, and
M61) and waterbodies ( S‐BB114, S‐BB117, S‐M90, and S‐Q57) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 5. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize
the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by the Amfire Mine, which has pits
planned at this location, as well as possible encroachment on existing Texas Eastern Products Pipeline easements. Alignment
farther north or east is constrained by land issues and deviation from existing corridors, which would result in a significant
increase in the use of forested greenfield. At wetland BB148 specifically, the route could not be moved to the west due to the
Amfire Mine and could not be moved to the east because the owner of the property could not be identified and therefore access
to this tract could not be acquired. The alignment was deviated around this property and as a result necessarily and unavoidably
impacts the wetland and waterbody. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. Beginning just east of West
2nd Street (PA Route 53), this alignment travels southeast from an existing transmission line corridor, crosses Level Road, and
follows an existing pipeline corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline) to Eger Road. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data is available for this route, however this alignment is not logistically practicable. The Amfire Mine has pits
planned along the northern segment of the Trenching‐Alternative route, and the alignment encroaches on existing Texas Eastern
Products Pipeline easements to the south. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not
practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐171
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with existing utility corridors. This route moves
east along the south side of William Penn Highway (US‐22), then turns south at wetland BB145 and continues south, then
southeast across Level Road. Once across Level Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route travels southeast, crosses Mardula Road
where it becomes co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline), then turns east and crosses Eger
Road, where it interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for portions of the north‐south segment is necessary to connect co‐
located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.

The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB144, BB145, BB146, BB148, and
M61) and waterbodies ( S‐BB114, S‐BB117, S‐M90, and S‐Q57) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 5. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize
the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by the Amfire Mine, which has pits
planned at this location, as well as possible encroachment on existing Texas Eastern Products Pipeline easements. Alignment
farther north or east is constrained by land issues and deviation from existing corridors, which would result in a significant
increase in the use of forested greenfield. At wetland BB148 specifically, the route could not be moved to the west due to the
Amfire Mine and could not be moved to the east because the owner of the property could not be identified and therefore access
to this tract could not be acquired. The alignment was deviated around this property and as a result necessarily and unavoidably
impacts the wetland and waterbody. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. Beginning just east of West
2nd Street (PA Route 53), this alignment travels southeast from an existing transmission line corridor, crosses Level Road, and
follows an existing pipeline corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline) to Eger Road. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data is available for this route, however this alignment is not logistically practicable. The Amfire Mine has pits
planned along the northern segment of the Trenching‐Alternative route, and the alignment encroaches on existing Texas Eastern
Products Pipeline easements to the south. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not
practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with existing utility corridors. This route moves
east along the south side of William Penn Highway (US‐22), then turns south at wetland BB145 and continues south, then
southeast across Level Road. Once across Level Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route travels southeast, crosses Mardula Road
where it becomes co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline), then turns east and crosses Eger
Road, where it interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for portions of the north‐south segment is necessary to connect co‐
located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.

The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB144, BB145, BB146, BB148, and
M61) and waterbodies ( S‐BB114, S‐BB117, S‐M90, and S‐Q57) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 5. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize
the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by the Amfire Mine, which has pits
planned at this location, as well as possible encroachment on existing Texas Eastern Products Pipeline easements. Alignment
farther north or east is constrained by land issues and deviation from existing corridors, which would result in a significant
increase in the use of forested greenfield. At wetland BB148 specifically, the route could not be moved to the west due to the
Amfire Mine and could not be moved to the east because the owner of the property could not be identified and therefore access
to this tract could not be acquired. The alignment was deviated around this property and as a result necessarily and unavoidably
impacts the wetland and waterbody. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. Beginning just east of West
2nd Street (PA Route 53), this alignment travels southeast from an existing transmission line corridor, crosses Level Road, and
follows an existing pipeline corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline) to Eger Road. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data is available for this route, however this alignment is not logistically practicable. The Amfire Mine has pits
planned along the northern segment of the Trenching‐Alternative route, and the alignment encroaches on existing Texas Eastern
Products Pipeline easements to the south. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not
practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with existing utility corridors. This route moves
east along the south side of William Penn Highway (US‐22), then turns south at wetland BB145 and continues south, then
southeast across Level Road. Once across Level Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route travels southeast, crosses Mardula Road
where it becomes co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline), then turns east and crosses Eger
Road, where it interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for portions of the north‐south segment is necessary to connect co‐
located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.

The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB144, BB145, BB146, BB148, and
M61) and waterbodies ( S‐BB114, S‐BB117, S‐M90, and S‐Q57) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 5. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize
the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by the Amfire Mine, which has pits
planned at this location, as well as possible encroachment on existing Texas Eastern Products Pipeline easements. Alignment
farther north or east is constrained by land issues and deviation from existing corridors, which would result in a significant
increase in the use of forested greenfield. At wetland BB148 specifically, the route could not be moved to the west due to the
Amfire Mine and could not be moved to the east because the owner of the property could not be identified and therefore access
to this tract could not be acquired. The alignment was deviated around this property and as a result necessarily and unavoidably
impacts the wetland and waterbody. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. Beginning just east of West
2nd Street (PA Route 53), this alignment travels southeast from an existing transmission line corridor, crosses Level Road, and
follows an existing pipeline corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline) to Eger Road. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data is available for this route, however this alignment is not logistically practicable. The Amfire Mine has pits
planned along the northern segment of the Trenching‐Alternative route, and the alignment encroaches on existing Texas Eastern
Products Pipeline easements to the south. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not
practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐175
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430099, ‐78.583787

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0042‐Rev2‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with existing utility corridors. This route moves
east along the south side of William Penn Highway (US‐22), then turns south at wetland BB145 and continues south, then
southeast across Level Road. Once across Level Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route travels southeast, crosses Mardula Road
where it becomes co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline), then turns east and crosses Eger
Road, where it interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for portions of the north‐south segment is necessary to connect co‐
located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.

The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB144, BB145, BB146, BB148, and
M61) and waterbodies ( S‐BB114, S‐BB117, S‐M90, and S‐Q57) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 5. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize
the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment
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of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by the Amfire Mine, which has pits
planned at this location, as well as possible encroachment on existing Texas Eastern Products Pipeline easements. Alignment
farther north or east is constrained by land issues and deviation from existing corridors, which would result in a significant
increase in the use of forested greenfield. At wetland BB148 specifically, the route could not be moved to the west due to the
Amfire Mine and could not be moved to the east because the owner of the property could not be identified and therefore access
to this tract could not be acquired. The alignment was deviated around this property and as a result necessarily and unavoidably
impacts the wetland and waterbody. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐170, CA‐171, CA 173, CA‐174, and CA‐175) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the
same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐170 includes
“Other” wetlands (BB148) and other waterbodies (S‐BB117); CA‐171 includes “Other” wetlands (BB141, BB142, BB145, BB144),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB114); CA‐173 includes “Other” wetlands (BB146); CA‐174 includes “Other” wetlands (M61) and other
waterbodies (S‐M90, and S‐Q57); and CA‐175 includes “Other” wetlands (L66).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. Beginning just east of West
2nd Street (PA Route 53), this alignment travels southeast from an existing transmission line corridor, crosses Level Road, and
follows an existing pipeline corridor (Texas Eastern Products Pipeline) to Eger Road. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data is available for this route, however this alignment is not logistically practicable. The Amfire Mine has pits
planned along the northern segment of the Trenching‐Alternative route, and the alignment encroaches on existing Texas Eastern
Products Pipeline easements to the south. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not
practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐177
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.424506, ‐78.579546

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0073

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐177, CA‐178, CA‐179, CA‐180, CA‐183, and CA‐185) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of
analysis is the same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐
177 includes “Other” wetlands (M60), CA‐178 includes “Other” wetlands (BB67) and other waterbodies (S‐M83), CA‐179 includes
“Other” wetlands (L64) and other waterbodies (S‐BB54), CA‐180 includes “Other” wetlands (L63), CA‐183 includes “Other”
wetlands (Q65), and CA‐185 includes “EV” wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from the intersection of a proposed greenfield segment and an
existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern, multiple pipelines) east of Eger Road and extends south along this corridor until it joins an
east‐west transmission line corridor. The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for a small portion of this alignment
was necessary to avoid existing pipeline easements, however, the route was placed between two existing corridors in order to
minimize forested land fragmentation.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B), including "EV" PFO portions
of wetlands (L70A and L70B), “Other” wetlands (M60, BB67, L64, L63, and Q65), including “Other” PFO wetlands (portions of L63),
and waterbodies (S‐M83 and S‐BB54) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.123 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
associated with wetlands L63, L70A, and L70B conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment of
this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by existing pipeline easements.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Alignment farther north or east would require greater use of forested greenfield and result in new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. In regard to "EV" wetlands L70A, L70B and
BB111 specifically, which are currently impacted by this alignment, the route cannot be adjusted at these locations due to existing
pipeline easements on either side of the proposed route (Enterprise 20‐inch and Buckeye 18‐inch to the north; Texas Eastern 36‐
inch, 30‐inch, and 24‐inch to the south). Movement to the north side of the existing Enterprise and Buckeye corridor would result
in new and significantly larger impacts to PFO wetland L68, through which such an alternate route would travel for more than
1,000 feet. The Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and is
considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment by
narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies
being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the
proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is very similar to the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, with slight deviations to the north or
south of the Trenching‐Proposed route. This route is co‐located with existing utility corridors along its entire length in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route
increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The Trenching‐Alternative route parallels “Other” wetlands (L65 and L68),
including one PFO wetland (portions of L68), for more than 1,000 feet, resulting in new and potentially significant impacts. In
addition to these wetlands, this route would result in new impacts on numerous waterbodies (S‐L91, S‐L92, S‐L93, S‐L94, S‐M82,
and S‐M84), as well as similar impacts to wetlands (M60, L63, and L64) and waterbodies (S‐M83) as the Trenching‐Proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. In addition, this route encroaches upon the easements of adjacent pipeline
corridors. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard current technology, cost, and logistics, and
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐178
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.423498, ‐78.578327

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0073

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐177, CA‐178, CA‐179, CA‐180, CA‐183, and CA‐185) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of
analysis is the same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐
177 includes “Other” wetlands (M60), CA‐178 includes “Other” wetlands (BB67) and other waterbodies (S‐M83), CA‐179 includes
“Other” wetlands (L64) and other waterbodies (S‐BB54), CA‐180 includes “Other” wetlands (L63), CA‐183 includes “Other”
wetlands (Q65), and CA‐185 includes “EV” wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from the intersection of a proposed greenfield segment and an
existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern, multiple pipelines) east of Eger Road and extends south along this corridor until it joins an
east‐west transmission line corridor. The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for a small portion of this alignment
was necessary to avoid existing pipeline easements, however, the route was placed between two existing corridors in order to
minimize forested land fragmentation.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B), including "EV" PFO portions
of wetlands (L70A and L70B), “Other” wetlands (M60, BB67, L64, L63, and Q65), including “Other” PFO wetlands (portions of L63),
and waterbodies (S‐M83 and S‐BB54) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.123 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
associated with wetlands L63, L70A, and L70B conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment of
this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by existing pipeline easements.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Alignment farther north or east would require greater use of forested greenfield and result in new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. In regard to "EV" wetlands L70A, L70B and
BB111 specifically, which are currently impacted by this alignment, the route cannot be adjusted at these locations due to existing
pipeline easements on either side of the proposed route (Enterprise 20‐inch and Buckeye 18‐inch to the north; Texas Eastern 36‐
inch, 30‐inch, and 24‐inch to the south). Movement to the north side of the existing Enterprise and Buckeye corridor would result
in new and significantly larger impacts to PFO wetland L68, through which such an alternate route would travel for more than
1,000 feet. The Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and is
considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment by
narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies
being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the
proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is very similar to the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, with slight deviations to the north or
south of the Trenching‐Proposed route. This route is co‐located with existing utility corridors along its entire length in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route
increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The Trenching‐Alternative route parallels “Other” wetlands (L65 and L68),
including one PFO wetland (portions of L68), for more than 1,000 feet, resulting in new and potentially significant impacts. In
addition to these wetlands, this route would result in new impacts on numerous waterbodies (S‐L91, S‐L92, S‐L93, S‐L94, S‐M82,
and S‐M84), as well as similar impacts to wetlands (M60, L63, and L64) and waterbodies (S‐M83) as the Trenching‐Proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. In addition, this route encroaches upon the easements of adjacent pipeline
corridors. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard current technology, cost, and logistics, and
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐179

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.422148, ‐78.577062

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 22.m
m. In the area of Wetland L64, timber mat crossings are shown on the northern side of the pipeline right‐of‐way. These crossings
appear to cross from one side of the pipeline to the other along this route. It appears that keeping the access route on the same
side of the pipeline in this area would reduce its impacts. Accordingly, evaluate the feasibility of keeping the access route on the
same side of the pipeline throughout this area to avoid the proposed impacts. 25 Pa. Code §105.13(e)(1)(viii)

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0073

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐177, CA‐178, CA‐179, CA‐180, CA‐183, and CA‐185) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of
analysis is the same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐
177 includes “Other” wetlands (M60), CA‐178 includes “Other” wetlands (BB67) and other waterbodies (S‐M83), CA‐179 includes
“Other” wetlands (L64) and other waterbodies (S‐BB54), CA‐180 includes “Other” wetlands (L63), CA‐183 includes “Other”
wetlands (Q65), and CA‐185 includes “EV” wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from the intersection of a proposed greenfield segment and an
existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern, multiple pipelines) east of Eger Road and extends south along this corridor until it joins an
east‐west transmission line corridor. The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for a small portion of this alignment
was necessary to avoid existing pipeline easements, however, the route was placed between two existing corridors in order to
minimize forested land fragmentation.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B), including "EV" PFO portions
of wetlands (L70A and L70B), “Other” wetlands (M60, BB67, L64, L63, and Q65), including “Other” PFO wetlands (portions of L63),
and waterbodies (S‐M83 and S‐BB54) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.123 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
associated with wetlands L63, L70A, and L70B conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment of
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this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by existing pipeline easements.
Alignment farther north or east would require greater use of forested greenfield and result in new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. In regard to "EV" wetlands L70A, L70B and
BB111 specifically, which are currently impacted by this alignment, the route cannot be adjusted at these locations due to existing
pipeline easements on either side of the proposed route (Enterprise 20‐inch and Buckeye 18‐inch to the north; Texas Eastern 36‐
inch, 30‐inch, and 24‐inch to the south). Movement to the north side of the existing Enterprise and Buckeye corridor would result
in new and significantly larger impacts to PFO wetland L68, through which such an alternate route would travel for more than
1,000 feet. The Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and is
considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment by
narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies
being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the
proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is very similar to the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, with slight deviations to the north or
south of the Trenching‐Proposed route. This route is co‐located with existing utility corridors along its entire length in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route
increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The Trenching‐Alternative route parallels “Other” wetlands (L65 and L68),
including one PFO wetland (portions of L68), for more than 1,000 feet, resulting in new and potentially significant impacts. In
addition to these wetlands, this route would result in new impacts on numerous waterbodies (S‐L91, S‐L92, S‐L93, S‐L94, S‐M82,
and S‐M84), as well as similar impacts to wetlands (M60, L63, and L64) and waterbodies (S‐M83) as the Trenching‐Proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. In addition, this route encroaches upon the easements of adjacent pipeline
corridors. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard current technology, cost, and logistics, and
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐180

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.420627, ‐78.575556

COUNTY: Cambria

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria
Comment No.
CA 14.k.iv
Please note that if your project will adversely affect these wetlands, you are required to consider, among other things, ways to
avoid or minimize these impacts, and will be required to compensate for unavoidable impacts to these wetlands. 25 Pa. Code
§§105.18a(b)(2), (3) and (7)

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0073

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐177, CA‐178, CA‐179, CA‐180, CA‐183, and CA‐185) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of
analysis is the same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐
177 includes “Other” wetlands (M60), CA‐178 includes “Other” wetlands (BB67) and other waterbodies (S‐M83), CA‐179 includes
“Other” wetlands (L64) and other waterbodies (S‐BB54), CA‐180 includes “Other” wetlands (L63), CA‐183 includes “Other”
wetlands (Q65), and CA‐185 includes “EV” wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from the intersection of a proposed greenfield segment and an
existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern, multiple pipelines) east of Eger Road and extends south along this corridor until it joins an
east‐west transmission line corridor. The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for a small portion of this alignment
was necessary to avoid existing pipeline easements, however, the route was placed between two existing corridors in order to
minimize forested land fragmentation.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B), including "EV" PFO portions
of wetlands (L70A and L70B), “Other” wetlands (M60, BB67, L64, L63, and Q65), including “Other” PFO wetlands (portions of L63),
and waterbodies (S‐M83 and S‐BB54) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.123 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
associated with wetlands L63, L70A, and L70B conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment of
this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
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practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by existing pipeline easements.
Alignment farther north or east would require greater use of forested greenfield and result in new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. In regard to "EV" wetlands L70A, L70B and
BB111 specifically, which are currently impacted by this alignment, the route cannot be adjusted at these locations due to existing
pipeline easements on either side of the proposed route (Enterprise 20‐inch and Buckeye 18‐inch to the north; Texas Eastern 36‐
inch, 30‐inch, and 24‐inch to the south). Movement to the north side of the existing Enterprise and Buckeye corridor would result
in new and significantly larger impacts to PFO wetland L68, through which such an alternate route would travel for more than
1,000 feet. The Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and is
considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment by
narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies
being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the
proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is very similar to the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, with slight deviations to the north or
south of the Trenching‐Proposed route. This route is co‐located with existing utility corridors along its entire length in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route
increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The Trenching‐Alternative route parallels “Other” wetlands (L65 and L68),
including one PFO wetland (portions of L68), for more than 1,000 feet, resulting in new and potentially significant impacts. In
addition to these wetlands, this route would result in new impacts on numerous waterbodies (S‐L91, S‐L92, S‐L93, S‐L94, S‐M82,
and S‐M84), as well as similar impacts to wetlands (M60, L63, and L64) and waterbodies (S‐M83) as the Trenching‐Proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. In addition, this route encroaches upon the easements of adjacent pipeline
corridors. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard current technology, cost, and logistics, and
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐183
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.408581, ‐78.557322

Cambria

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cambria

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0073

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐177, CA‐178, CA‐179, CA‐180, CA‐183, and CA‐185) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of
analysis is the same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐
177 includes “Other” wetlands (M60), CA‐178 includes “Other” wetlands (BB67) and other waterbodies (S‐M83), CA‐179 includes
“Other” wetlands (L64) and other waterbodies (S‐BB54), CA‐180 includes “Other” wetlands (L63), CA‐183 includes “Other”
wetlands (Q65), and CA‐185 includes “EV” wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from the intersection of a proposed greenfield segment and an
existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern, multiple pipelines) east of Eger Road and extends south along this corridor until it joins an
east‐west transmission line corridor. The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for a small portion of this alignment
was necessary to avoid existing pipeline easements, however, the route was placed between two existing corridors in order to
minimize forested land fragmentation.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B), including "EV" PFO portions
of wetlands (L70A and L70B), “Other” wetlands (M60, BB67, L64, L63, and Q65), including “Other” PFO wetlands (portions of L63),
and waterbodies (S‐M83 and S‐BB54) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.123 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
associated with wetlands L63, L70A, and L70B conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment of
this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by existing pipeline easements.
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Alignment farther north or east would require greater use of forested greenfield and result in new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. In regard to "EV" wetlands L70A, L70B and
BB111 specifically, which are currently impacted by this alignment, the route cannot be adjusted at these locations due to existing
pipeline easements on either side of the proposed route (Enterprise 20‐inch and Buckeye 18‐inch to the north; Texas Eastern 36‐
inch, 30‐inch, and 24‐inch to the south). Movement to the north side of the existing Enterprise and Buckeye corridor would result
in new and significantly larger impacts to PFO wetland L68, through which such an alternate route would travel for more than
1,000 feet. The Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and is
considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment by
narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies
being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the
proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is very similar to the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, with slight deviations to the north or
south of the Trenching‐Proposed route. This route is co‐located with existing utility corridors along its entire length in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route
increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The Trenching‐Alternative route parallels “Other” wetlands (L65 and L68),
including one PFO wetland (portions of L68), for more than 1,000 feet, resulting in new and potentially significant impacts. In
addition to these wetlands, this route would result in new impacts on numerous waterbodies (S‐L91, S‐L92, S‐L93, S‐L94, S‐M82,
and S‐M84), as well as similar impacts to wetlands (M60, L63, and L64) and waterbodies (S‐M83) as the Trenching‐Proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. In addition, this route encroaches upon the easements of adjacent pipeline
corridors. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard current technology, cost, and logistics, and
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐185

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.408296, ‐78.556674

COUNTY: Cambria, Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cambria, Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.h
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland L70 through routing the pipelines to the North or South. Provide a detailed analysis
of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland L70 which documents that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0073

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐177, CA‐178, CA‐179, CA‐180, CA‐183, and CA‐185) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of
analysis is the same. Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐
177 includes “Other” wetlands (M60), CA‐178 includes “Other” wetlands (BB67) and other waterbodies (S‐M83), CA‐179 includes
“Other” wetlands (L64) and other waterbodies (S‐BB54), CA‐180 includes “Other” wetlands (L63), CA‐183 includes “Other”
wetlands (Q65), and CA‐185 includes “EV” wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels south from the intersection of a proposed greenfield segment and an
existing utility corridor (Texas Eastern, multiple pipelines) east of Eger Road and extends south along this corridor until it joins an
east‐west transmission line corridor. The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also
minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for a small portion of this alignment
was necessary to avoid existing pipeline easements, however, the route was placed between two existing corridors in order to
minimize forested land fragmentation.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB111, L70A, and L70B), including "EV" PFO portions
of wetlands (L70A and L70B), “Other” wetlands (M60, BB67, L64, L63, and Q65), including “Other” PFO wetlands (portions of L63),
and waterbodies (S‐M83 and S‐BB54) in the CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.123 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
associated with wetlands L63, L70A, and L70B conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment of
this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
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practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the south and west by existing pipeline easements.
Alignment farther north or east would require greater use of forested greenfield and result in new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, which is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. In regard to "EV" wetlands L70A, L70B and
BB111 specifically, which are currently impacted by this alignment, the route cannot be adjusted at these locations due to existing
pipeline easements on either side of the proposed route (Enterprise 20‐inch and Buckeye 18‐inch to the north; Texas Eastern 36‐
inch, 30‐inch, and 24‐inch to the south). Movement to the north side of the existing Enterprise and Buckeye corridor would result
in new and significantly larger impacts to PFO wetland L68, through which such an alternate route would travel for more than
1,000 feet. The Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources, and is
considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment by
narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies
being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the
proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is very similar to the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, with slight deviations to the north or
south of the Trenching‐Proposed route. This route is co‐located with existing utility corridors along its entire length in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route
increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The Trenching‐Alternative route parallels “Other” wetlands (L65 and L68),
including one PFO wetland (portions of L68), for more than 1,000 feet, resulting in new and potentially significant impacts. In
addition to these wetlands, this route would result in new impacts on numerous waterbodies (S‐L91, S‐L92, S‐L93, S‐L94, S‐M82,
and S‐M84), as well as similar impacts to wetlands (M60, L63, and L64) and waterbodies (S‐M83) as the Trenching‐Proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. In addition, this route encroaches upon the easements of adjacent pipeline
corridors. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard current technology, cost, and logistics, and
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐186
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.403033, ‐78.503366

Blair

Comment No.

COUNTY: Blair

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (L61) and other waterbodies (S‐
L84) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on other (non‐wetland)
environmental resources. Potential realignment of this this route is restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. In
particular, realignment to the west is not logistically practicable due to a nearby residence and associated residential
infrastructure.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Corporation) in accordance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (L61) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐L84).
However, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on the nearby residence to the west and the associated residential infrastructure. For this reason, the Trenching‐
Alternative route was considered not practicable and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Corporation), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific imapcts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐187

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.405148, ‐78.495733

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.i
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M57 and Q52 through routing the pipelines to the South through wetland M58.
Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland M57 which
documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. . [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐187 and CA‐188) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐187 includes “EV” wetlands (M57)
and waterbodies (S‐M80); CA‐188 includes “EV” wetlands (Q52).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (M57 and Q52) and other
waterbodies (S‐M80) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route deviates from and is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield”
route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route necessarily deviates from the nearest existing
corridor slightly north in order to avoid around residences, and avoid and/or minimize impacts on EV wetlands (M57 and
potentially M58). Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard to current technology, cost,
and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific impacts, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community
resources to the maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and
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waterbodies), including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed
route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐187 and CA‐188) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐187 includes “EV” wetlands (M57)
and waterbodies (S‐M80); CA‐188 includes “EV” wetlands (Q52).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV wetlands (M57 and Q52) in the subject CAs. However,
as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photograph and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of
wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐M80) in CA‐187.
This route is co‐located with an existing corridor (PPL Electric Utility Corporation transmission lines), in compliance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignment to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
However, this route would not avoid and/or minimize direct surface disturbance to EV wetland M57 and/or potentially M58 as
well as impacts to residences situated in straight alignment with the Trenching Alternative route.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route likely would not further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the reasons above, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts, and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land,
environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐188

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.405249, ‐78.495337

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.i
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M57 and Q52 through routing the pipelines to the South through wetland M58.
Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland M57 which
documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. . [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐187 and CA‐188) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐187 includes “EV” wetlands (M57)
and waterbodies (S‐M80); CA‐188 includes “EV” wetlands (Q52).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (M57 and Q52) and other
waterbodies (S‐M80) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route deviates from and is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield”
route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route necessarily deviates from the nearest existing
corridor slightly north in order to avoid around residences, and avoid and/or minimize impacts on EV wetlands (M57 and
potentially M58). Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard to current technology, cost,
and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific impacts, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community
resources to the maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and
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waterbodies), including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed
route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐187 and CA‐188) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐187 includes “EV” wetlands (M57)
and waterbodies (S‐M80); CA‐188 includes “EV” wetlands (Q52).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV wetlands (M57 and Q52) in the subject CAs. However,
as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photograph and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of
wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐M80) in CA‐187.
This route is co‐located with an existing corridor (PPL Electric Utility Corporation transmission lines), in compliance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignment to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
However, this route would not avoid and/or minimize direct surface disturbance to EV wetland M57 and/or potentially M58 as
well as impacts to residences situated in straight alignment with the Trenching Alternative route.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route likely would not further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the reasons above, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts, and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land,
environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐189

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.404816, ‐78.492701

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.j
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M56 and M55 and stream S‐M77 through routing the pipelines to the North.
Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands M56 and M55
and stream S‐M77which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficient access availability for the travel lane required to implement
a CAB or if a route change is required. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to
the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable,
and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐189 and CA‐190) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐189 includes "EV" wetlands (M56),
and CA‐190 includes "EV" wetlands (M55) and other waterbodies (S‐M78). The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace)
results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (M56 and M55) and other waterbodies (M78) in the CA. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Co. transmission line) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific impacts and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including
but not necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and
facilitating optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and
decreased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐189 and CA‐190) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐189 includes "EV" wetlands (M56),
and CA‐190 includes "EV" wetlands (M55) and other waterbodies (S‐M78).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (M56 and M55, both designated as a WT
tributary) and other waterbodies (M78) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor,
site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Co. transmission line) and
thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield”
routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐190

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.404874, ‐78.492008

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.j
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands M56 and M55 and stream S‐M77 through routing the pipelines to the North.
Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands M56 and M55
and stream S‐M77which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficient access availability for the travel lane required to implement
a CAB or if a route change is required. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to
the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable,
and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐189 and CA‐190) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐189 includes "EV" wetlands (M56),
and CA‐190 includes "EV" wetlands (M55) and other waterbodies (S‐M78). The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace)
results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (M56 and M55) and other waterbodies (M78) in the CA. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Co. transmission line) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific impacts and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including
but not necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and
facilitating optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and
decreased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐189 and CA‐190) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐189 includes "EV" wetlands (M56),
and CA‐190 includes "EV" wetlands (M55) and other waterbodies (S‐M78).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (M56 and M55, both designated as a WT
tributary) and other waterbodies (M78) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor,
site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Co. transmission line) and
thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield”
routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐192

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.416307, ‐78.383284

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.n
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands Q54 and Q56 through routing the pipelines to the North Provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands Q54 and Q56 which documents
that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐192 and CA‐193) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis and resources are the same.
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q54 and Q56) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the major Cresson‐Altoona Southern Bypass
Alternative route which necessarily deviates from the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline). This major route alternative would
necessarily avoid potential impacts to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)‐listed Allegheny Portage Railroad National
Historic Site (Key No. 001291). The Trench‐Proposed route also avoids a heavily developed and populated area in the City of
Altoona and potential impacts on associated land use, land encumbrance, residential, commercial, and recreational uses.
Incorporation of this major route alternative avoided potentially significant environmental impacts to the City of Altoona, and
specifically to cultural/historic resources in the area. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered
not practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested
land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and
availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to Project‐
wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route was determined to be practicable as part of the major Cresson‐Altoona
Southern Bypass Alternative route with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative
route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐
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wide cumulatively impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐192 and CA‐193) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis and resources are the same.
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q54 and Q56) in the CA. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route
that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline
operation, and increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased new, permanent, site‐
specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources; as
well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐193

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.416162, ‐78.38272

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.n
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands Q54 and Q56 through routing the pipelines to the North Provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands Q54 and Q56 which documents
that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐192 and CA‐193) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis and resources are the same.
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q54 and Q56) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the major Cresson‐Altoona Southern Bypass
Alternative route which necessarily deviates from the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline). This major route alternative would
necessarily avoid potential impacts to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)‐listed Allegheny Portage Railroad National
Historic Site (Key No. 001291). The Trench‐Proposed route also avoids a heavily developed and populated area in the City of
Altoona and potential impacts on associated land use, land encumbrance, residential, commercial, and recreational uses.
Incorporation of this major route alternative avoided potentially significant environmental impacts to the City of Altoona, and
specifically to cultural/historic resources in the area. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered
not practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested
land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and
availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to Project‐
wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route was determined to be practicable as part of the major Cresson‐Altoona
Southern Bypass Alternative route with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative
route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐
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wide cumulatively impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐192 and CA‐193) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis and resources are the same.
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q54 and Q56) in the CA. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route
that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline
operation, and increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased new, permanent, site‐
specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources; as
well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐194

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.415656, ‐78.380327

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.v
Revise the Alternatives Analysis' discussion of alternatives considered to avoid wetlands BB60 and Q57 to identify SPLP's Existing
ROW, and identify the First Energy Easement Boundaries which is stated to be avoided. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐194 and CA‐195) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐194 includes "EV" wetlands (BB60
and Q57) and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1), and CA‐195 includes “Other” wetlands (BB59).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB60 and Q57), “Other” wetlands
(BB59), and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.006 acre) of
PFO wetland cover type conversion associated with "EV" wetlands (Q57) and addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland
Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to accommodate the HDD pullback alignment workspace that
is required for the proposed HDD to the east and avoid/minimize potential wetland and waterbody resource impacts. Therefore,
potential realignment of this route is restricted due to logistical and practicability constraints.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the larger adopted MOC S2‐0099 and S2‐0071, which
necessarily deviates from the nearest existing corridor (First Energy's Electrical Transmission lines located approximately 0.18 mile
to the south‐‐not shown in aerial image) to avoid crossing residences, structures, and a scrub‐shrub wetland (BB61) to the south.
Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific impacts and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
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Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to
Project‐wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route, part of the larger MOC S2‐0099 and S2‐
0071 which necessarily avoids routing constraints) with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the
Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific and contribution to
significant Project‐wide cumulatively impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum extent practicable.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and temporary, with minor PFO
cover type conversion adequately mitigated, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐194 and CA‐195) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐194 includes "EV" wetlands (BB60
and Q57) and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1), and CA‐195 includes “Other” wetlands (BB59).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB60 and Q57), “Other” wetlands (BB59),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
Moreover, the Trenching‐Alternative route would not accommodate the HDD pullback alignment workspace that is required for
the proposed HDD to the east and therefore is not considered logistically practicable.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐
specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and
increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources; as well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the
proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐195
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.415235, ‐78.379693

Blair

Comment No.

COUNTY: Blair

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐194 and CA‐195) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐194 includes "EV" wetlands (BB60
and Q57) and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1), and CA‐195 includes “Other” wetlands (BB59).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB60 and Q57), “Other” wetlands
(BB59), and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.006 acre) of
PFO wetland cover type conversion associated with "EV" wetlands (Q57) and addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland
Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to accommodate the HDD pullback alignment workspace that
is required for the proposed HDD to the east and avoid/minimize potential wetland and waterbody resource impacts. Therefore,
potential realignment of this route is restricted due to logistical and practicability constraints.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the larger adopted MOC S2‐0099 and S2‐0071, which
necessarily deviates from the nearest existing corridor (First Energy's Electrical Transmission lines located approximately 0.18 mile
to the south‐‐not shown in aerial image) to avoid crossing residences, structures, and a scrub‐shrub wetland (BB61) to the south.
Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific impacts and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
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Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to
Project‐wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route, part of the larger MOC S2‐0099 and S2‐
0071 which necessarily avoids routing constraints) with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the
Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific and contribution to
significant Project‐wide cumulatively impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum extent practicable.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and temporary, with minor PFO
cover type conversion adequately mitigated, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐194 and CA‐195) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐194 includes "EV" wetlands (BB60
and Q57) and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1), and CA‐195 includes “Other” wetlands (BB59).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB60 and Q57), “Other” wetlands (BB59),
and other waterbodies (S‐BB49B and S‐KP1) in the CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
Moreover, the Trenching‐Alternative route would not accommodate the HDD pullback alignment workspace that is required for
the proposed HDD to the east and therefore is not considered logistically practicable.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐
specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and
increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources; as well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the
proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐198

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.414366, ‐78.355183

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.o
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland BB56 through routing the pipelines to the North. Provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland BB56 which documents that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (BB56) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Enterprise Products Partner Teppco Northern Region
20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise Pipeline, Buckeye Pipeline, Utility storm sewer private, Existing electric line) in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “EV” wetlands (BB56) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Enterprise Products Partner Teppco Northern Region
20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise Pipeline, Buckeye Pipeline, Utility storm sewer private, Existing electric line), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐199

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.415442, ‐78.351741

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.p
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland BB52 through routing the pipelines to the North or South. Provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland BB52 which documents that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB52) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on other (non‐wetland)
environmental resources. Potential realignment of this this route is restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. In
particular, realignment to the northwest is not logistically practicable due to the existing residential community, including
proximity to individual residences and the associated roadway infrastructure network.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the major Cresson‐Altoona Southern Bypass
Alternative route which necessarily deviates from the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline). This major route alternative would
necessarily avoid potential impacts to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)‐listed Allegheny Portage Railroad National
Historic Site (Key No. 001291). The Trench‐Proposed route also avoids a heavily developed and populated area in the City of
Altoona and potential impacts on associated land use, land encumbrance, residential, commercial, and recreational uses.
Incorporation of this major route alternative avoided potentially significant environmental impacts to the City of Altoona, and
specifically to cultural/historic resources in the area. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered
not practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested
land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and
availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to Project‐
wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
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For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route was determined to be practicable as part of the major Cresson‐Altoona
Southern Bypass Alternative route with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative
route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific and contribution to significant Project‐wide
cumulatively impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB52) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially but not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
However, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on the nearby residential community and the associated roadway infrastructure network (i.e. Mountain View
Drive and Klein Road. to the northwest. For this reason, the Trenching‐Alternative route was considered not practicable and thus
was not selected as the proposed route.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route
that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline
operation, and increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased new, permanent, site‐
specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources; as
well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐200
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.416302, ‐78.34866

Blair

Comment No.

COUNTY: Blair

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB51) and other waterbodies (S‐
BB44) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Frankstown Township Sanitary Sewer Utility Line) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB51) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
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deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐BB44).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (Utility sanitary sewer Frankstown Township), and thus is
not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐201

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.430488, ‐78.33779

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.q
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland Q58 through routing the pipelines to the East. Provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland Q58 which documents that other routes and
designs would not thither avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q58), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Corp. electric line) in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Q58), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (PPL Electric Utilities Corp. electric line), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐202

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.438772, ‐78.33346

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.x
The Alternatives Analysis does not provide sufficient detail, documentation, or explanation to document that there is not
practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts wetlands BB124, Q60, BB125, L56, L55, L54, L46, and L48 and
streams S‐BB96, S‐L69, S‐L75, S‐L74, S‐L76, S‐BB95, S‐L77, and S‐BB92. The Alternatives Analysis states that the existing 8‐inch line
crosses this complex, however, this is not accurate as depicted on the plans. Provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and evidence
that alternative routes through and around this area, minor deviations, and construction methods would not further avoid and
minimize impacts. This should include but not be limited do alternate route alignments outside of the delineation area, the use of
additional HDD and conventional bore crossings, minor route adjustments and include plans, impact amounts and other evidence
to support the analysis. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S3 ‐ 002

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐202, CA‐205, and CA‐206) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐202 includes "EV" wetlands
(BB124).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels north from a point between waterbody S‐L76 and Juniata Valley Road
along PPL Electric Utilities Corp. electric transmission line corridor until it becomes co‐located with the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐
inch Pipeline corridor at wetland L44. The majority of the route is co‐located with PPL Electric's electric transmission line corridor
in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB124, and L48), “Other” wetlands (L44), including a
PFO portion of "Other" wetland (BB124), and waterbodies (S‐L74, S‐BB96, S‐L69) in the CAs. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands (BB124, L54, L48, and L44) and waterbodies (S‐L72, S‐L74, S‐BB96, S‐L69) by narrowing the
workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and waterbody resources perpendicularly where practicable instead of
paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts
on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed
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route is constrained to the west by a broad complex of contiguous waterbodies and associated wetlands, as well as an existing
transmission line corridor. Alignment farther east would result in the new and permanent impacts to forested greenfield and
delineation of wetlands impacted by this alignment indicates that they continue outside of the survey areas and become larger to
the east of the proposed route. Although many of the resources along this route are avoided by HDD, due to a conservation
easement and possible foreclosure status of the property to the south, the location of the alignment is constrained to these
wetlands, and bores and HDD have been extended to reduce the amount of wetland impact to the fullest extent possible.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CAs and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies.
The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located west of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and extends north from the
Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River to the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor at wetland L44. This route is co‐located with
PPL Electric Utility Corp.'s existing transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance.
Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies
crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The
Trenching‐Alternative route would impact "EV" wetlands (L56, L55, L54, L53, L51, L50, L49, L47, and L46), “Other” wetlands (M34,
M46, L57, and L44), including a PFO portion of "EV" wetland (L54), and waterbodies (S‐M65, S‐L72, S‐L69, and Pond I5), as well as
closely paralleling waterbody S‐L72 for over 1,000 feet.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in significant impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐205

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.44753, ‐78.322488

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.x
The Alternatives Analysis does not provide sufficient detail, documentation, or explanation to document that there is not
practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts wetlands BB124, Q60, BB125, L56, L55, L54, L46, and L48 and
streams S‐BB96, S‐L69, S‐L75, S‐L74, S‐L76, S‐BB95, S‐L77, and S‐BB92. The Alternatives Analysis states that the existing 8‐inch line
crosses this complex, however, this is not accurate as depicted on the plans. Provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and evidence
that alternative routes through and around this area, minor deviations, and construction methods would not further avoid and
minimize impacts. This should include but not be limited do alternate route alignments outside of the delineation area, the use of
additional HDD and conventional bore crossings, minor route adjustments and include plans, impact amounts and other evidence
to support the analysis. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S3 ‐ 002

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐202, CA‐204, CA‐205, and CA‐206) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐205 includes "EV"
wetlands (L46 and L48) and waterbodies (S‐BB96 and S‐L69).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels north from a point between waterbody S‐L76 and Juniata Valley Road
along PPL Electric Utilities Corp. electric transmission line corridor until it becomes co‐located with the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐
inch Pipeline corridor at wetland L44. The majority of the route is co‐located with PPL Electric's electric transmission line corridor
in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB124 and L48), “Other” wetlands (L44), including a
PFO portion of "Other" wetland (BB124), and waterbodies (S‐L74, S‐BB96, S‐L69) in the CAs. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands (BB124, L54, L48, and L44) and waterbodies (S‐L72, S‐L74, S‐BB96, S‐L69) by narrowing the
workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and waterbody resources perpendicularly where practicable instead of
paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts
on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed
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route is constrained to the west by a broad complex of contiguous waterbodies and associated wetlands, as well as an existing
transmission line corridor. Alignment farther east would result in the new and permanent impacts to forested greenfield and
delineation of wetlands impacted by this alignment indicates that they continue outside of the survey areas and become larger to
the east of the proposed route. Although many of the resources along this route are avoided by HDD, due to a conservation
easement and possible foreclosure status of the property to the south, the location of the alignment is constrained to these
wetlands, and bores and HDD have been extended to reduce the amount of wetland impact to the fullest extent possible.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CAs and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies.
The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located west of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and extends north from the
Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River to the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor at wetland L44. This route is co‐located with
PPL Electric Utility Corp.'s existing transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance.
Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies
crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The
Trenching‐Alternative route would impact "EV" wetlands (L56, L55, L54, L53, L51, L50, L49, L47, and L46), “Other” wetlands (M34,
M46, L57, and L44), including a PFO portion of "EV" wetland (L54), and waterbodies (S‐M65, S‐L72, S‐L69, and Pond I5), as well as
closely paralleling waterbody S‐L72 for over 1,000 feet.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in significant impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐206
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.447668, ‐78.321552

Blair

Comment No.

COUNTY: Blair

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S3 ‐ 002

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐202, CA‐204, CA‐205, and CA‐206) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐206 includes "Other"
wetlands (L44).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels north from a point between waterbody S‐L76 and Juniata Valley Road
along PPL Electric Utilities Corp. electric transmission line corridor until it becomes co‐located with the existing east‐west SPLP 8‐
inch Pipeline corridor at wetland L44. The majority of the route is co‐located with PPL Electric's electric transmission line corridor
in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (BB124 and L48), “Other” wetlands (L44), including a
PFO portion of "Other" wetland (BB124), and waterbodies (S‐L74, S‐BB96, S‐L69) in the CAs. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands (BB124, L54, L48, and L44) and waterbodies (S‐L72, S‐L74, S‐BB96, S‐L69) by narrowing the
workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and waterbody resources perpendicularly where practicable instead of
paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts
on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed
route is constrained to the west by a broad complex of contiguous waterbodies and associated wetlands, as well as an existing
transmission line corridor. Alignment farther east would result in the new and permanent impacts to forested greenfield and
delineation of wetlands impacted by this alignment indicates that they continue outside of the survey areas and become larger to
the east of the proposed route. Although many of the resources along this route are avoided by HDD, due to a conservation
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easement and possible foreclosure status of the property to the south, the location of the alignment is constrained to these
wetlands, and bores and HDD have been extended to reduce the amount of wetland impact to the fullest extent possible.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CAs and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies.
The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located west of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and extends north from the
Frankstown Branch of the Juniata River to the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor at wetland L44. This route is co‐located with
PPL Electric Utility Corp.'s existing transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance.
Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies
crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable. The
Trenching‐Alternative route would impact "EV" wetlands (L56, L55, L54, L53, L51, L50, L49, L47, and L46), “Other” wetlands (M34,
M46, L57, and L44), including a PFO portion of "EV" wetland (L54), and waterbodies (S‐M65, S‐L72, S‐L69, and Pond I5), as well as
closely paralleling waterbody S‐L72 for over 1,000 feet.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in significant impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐207

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.439581, ‐78.305818

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.r
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands L43 and L42 through routing the pipelines' deviation and re‐alignment with the 8‐
inch line further Northwest and/or Southeast. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize impacts to wetlands L43 and L42 which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L43) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L43) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐208

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.438074, ‐78.303982

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.r
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetlands L43 and L42 through routing the pipelines' deviation and re‐alignment with the 8‐
inch line further Northwest and/or Southeast. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize impacts to wetlands L43 and L42 which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of access/availability for the travel lane required to
implement a CAB or if a reroute is required. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs
compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not
practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L42) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions
were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along
the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L42) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐209

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.43631, ‐78.300357

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 52, BL 120.s
It appears impacts to wetland L40 could be further minimized by incorporating it into the bore. Revise the application to include
boring under wetland L40 and if this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to provide detailed documentation and
evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.14(b)(7),
105.18a(b)(3)]
It appears impacts can be avoided for wetland L40 through routing the pipelines to the West. Provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts to wetland L40 which documents that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0048‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on EV wetlands (L40). This
assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 160‐foot‐long extension
of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid this resource, and was determined to be potentially technically
feasible. Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to wetlands, this assessment identified
certain logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation of a CAB extension across this CA. These constraints
include, but are not necessarily limited to the potential insufficiency for access or the travel lane required to implement a CAB
under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, extension of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not
adopted as part of the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV' wetlands (L40). However, this route deviates
to the southeast from an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), then further deviates southeast to parallel the existing
Lancer Pipeline to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable.
Although this partial “greenfield” route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route (is part of the
larger MOC S2‐0015/S2‐0048‐AP) which necessarily deviates from the nearest existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) to avoid
potential significant impacts on a conservation easement as well as substantive impacts on wetland and waterbody resources.
Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing
constraints.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative, the proposed Trenching‐Proposed route and site‐specific temporary workspace were
designed to avoid impacts on wetlands, including potential impacts to three (3) PFO wetlands (portions of T6 and "EV" wetland T5
along the Trenching‐Alternative alignment, and "EV" wetland L41 along the proposed realignment), as well as impacts on other
waterbodies (S‐L66 and S‐T4 along the realignment). Potential realignment of this route to co‐locate with the existing SPLP 8‐inch
corridor was considered not practicable due to the potential significant impacts on a conservation easement, and also would
result in clear and substantive increased impacts on wetlands, including two (2) PFO wetlands (portions of T6 and EV wetland T5
along the co‐location alignment. Accordingly, the Trenching‐Proposed route avoids and minimizes impacts on wetlands (and
waterbodies) to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route is co‐located with the SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor. However, co‐location with this existing
corridor was considered not practicable due to potential significant impacts on a conservation easement, and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
Additionally, compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route clearly and substantively impacts
“Other” wetland (T6), including potentially two (2) PFO wetlands (portions of T6 and "EV" wetland T5 along the co‐location
alignment) across the subject CA. This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands to the maximum extent
practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
PADEP commented that a reroute to the west would avoid impacts to "EV" wetlands (L40). Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to avoid or further
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. However, movement to the west is restricted due to physical and practicability
constraints including the proximity of residences and associated structures to the west.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐212

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.421171, ‐78.212389

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.y
Revise the Alternatives Analysis to provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and evidence on alternative crossing methods, including
HDD and conventional bore, for the crossing of stream S‐L58 (Clover Creek HQ‐CWF, Class A Wild Trout) and wetland L35 and
M23. This discussion should include why a boring method for this crossing is no longer proposed from the original application
submission. If this is practicable, revise the application accordingly include this cross construction method. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this CA, review of the
potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints. These constraints
include, but are not necessarily limited to whether or not sufficient access is available to implement the travel lane required to for
a CAB under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore
was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐212 and CA‐213 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐212 includes "EV" wetlands (L35) and CA‐213 includes "EV" wetlands (M23) and HQ and
EV waterbodies (S‐L58).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to EV wetlands (L35 and M23) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐L58) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐212 and CA‐213 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐212 includes "EV" wetlands (L35) and CA‐213 includes "EV" wetlands (M23) and HQ and
EV waterbodies (S‐L58).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (L35 and M23) in the subject CAs. However,
as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The
route also appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐L58) in CA‐213.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐213

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.421039, ‐78.212089

COUNTY: Blair

PADEP COMMENT
County
Blair
Comment No.
BL 120.y
Revise the Alternatives Analysis to provide a detailed analysis, discussion, and evidence on alternative crossing methods, including
HDD and conventional bore, for the crossing of stream S‐L58 (Clover Creek HQ‐CWF, Class A Wild Trout) and wetland L35 and
M23. This discussion should include why a boring method for this crossing is no longer proposed from the original application
submission. If this is practicable, revise the application accordingly include this cross construction method. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(vill), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of access/availability for the travel lane required to
implement a CAB under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the
trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐212 and CA‐213 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐212 includes "EV" wetlands (L35) and CA‐213 includes "EV" wetlands (M23) and HQ and
EV waterbodies (S‐L58).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to EV wetlands (L35 and M23) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐L58) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐212 and CA‐213 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐212 includes "EV" wetlands (L35) and CA‐213 includes "EV" wetlands (M23) and HQ and
EV waterbodies (S‐L58).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (L35 and M23) in the subject CAs. However,
as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The
route also appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐L58) in CA‐213.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐214

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.40522, ‐78.16619

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L32 and L31) and other
waterbodies (S‐L51, S‐L52, and S‐L53), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L32 and L31), in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This
route appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐L51, S‐L52, and S‐L53).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐215
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.401732, ‐78.163373

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0058‐Rev3‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐215 and CA‐216) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐215 includes “Other” wetlands
(Y13), and CA‐216 includes “Other” Wetlands (Y14) and other waterbodies (S‐Y22).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with Greenhouse Drive and existing electric utility
corridors. This route moves southeast across forested greenfield from S‐L53 (CA‐214) to the south side of Greenhouse Drive. The
alignment runs south of and parallel to Greenhouse Drive, crosses Redstone Ridge Road and continues southeast where it joins
the north side of an existing west‐east utility corridor (Buckeye 20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise 20‐inch Pipeline, and Teppco Northern
Region 20‐inch Pipeline) to Raystown Road. Once at Raystown Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route then travels northeast along
the west side of Raystown Road and interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Y13 and Y14) and waterbodies (S‐Y22) in the CAs.
The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield at the western portion of the Trenching‐Proposed route is necessary
to connect co‐located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on "Other" wetlands (Y13 and Y14) by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to each wetland.
Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due
to physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a septic field, transmission
poles, and associated residential properties. Alignment farther south would require greater use of forested greenfield and would
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result in a longer alignment. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to southeast, north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, from waterbody S‐L53
(CA‐214) to Raystown Road. It is adjacent to and co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route would parallel waterbody S‐L54 for more than
1,000 feet, as well as result in new impacts to wetlands (L33) and waterbodies (S‐L55 and S‐L56), which are avoided entirely by
the Trenching‐Proposed route. Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases the areal
extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the
maximum extent practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to residential structures to the north and south
of this alignment.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, and is necessarily constrained by residential development and associated infrastructure. For these reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community resources, and
thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐216

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.396593, ‐78.156865

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.f.
It appears that impacts to wetland Y14 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the North. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0058‐Rev3‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐215 and CA‐216) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐215 includes “Other” wetlands
(Y13), and CA‐216 includes “Other” Wetlands (Y14) and other waterbodies (S‐Y22).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with Greenhouse Drive and existing electric utility
corridors. This route moves southeast across forested greenfield from S‐L53 (CA‐214) to the south side of Greenhouse Drive. The
alignment runs south of and parallel to Greenhouse Drive, crosses Redstone Ridge Road and continues southeast where it joins
the north side of an existing west‐east utility corridor (Buckeye 20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise 20‐inch Pipeline, and Teppco Northern
Region 20‐inch Pipeline) to Raystown Road. Once at Raystown Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route then travels northeast along
the west side of Raystown Road and interconnects with the proposed alignment.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Y13 and Y14) and waterbodies (S‐Y22) in the CAs.
The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield at the western portion of the Trenching‐Proposed route is necessary
to connect co‐located segments and therefore reduce overall Project impacts.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids or minimizes the
areal extent of unavoidable impacts on "Other" wetlands (Y13 and Y14) by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to each wetland.
Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due
to physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a septic field, transmission
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poles, and associated residential properties. Alignment farther south would require greater use of forested greenfield and would
result in a longer alignment. This route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and
logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at wetland and waterbody locations. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to southeast, north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment, from waterbody S‐L53
(CA‐214) to Raystown Road. It is adjacent to and co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route would parallel waterbody S‐L54 for more than
1,000 feet, as well as result in new impacts to wetlands (L33) and waterbodies (S‐L55 and S‐L56), which are avoided entirely by
the Trenching‐Proposed route. Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases the areal
extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the
maximum extent practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to residential structures to the north and south
of this alignment.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, and is necessarily constrained by residential development and associated infrastructure. For these reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative is not practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community resources, and
thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐217
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.396558, ‐78.14461

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L36) and other waterbodies (S‐
L57), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L36), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L57).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐219

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.381366, ‐78.078897

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e., HU 157.i.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]
It appears that impacts to wetland Y12 and streams S‐Y19 and S‐JH2 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed
pipelines to the Southeast. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(B)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0044‐Rev3

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Y12) and other waterbodies (S‐
Y19, S‐Y18, S‐Y20, S‐JH2) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (electric lines) in accordance with state and federal co‐
location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This
routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing
avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested
ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife
species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Y12) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other
waterbodies (S‐Y20).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (electric lines), and thus is not in compliance with state
and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and
permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐221
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.359542, ‐78.023133

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0014‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L29) and other waterbodies (S‐
L47) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Buckeye Pipeline Company 20‐inch Pipeline,
Enterprise Products Partners Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance.
By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution
to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L29), in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐
L47).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (Buckeye Pipeline Company 20‐inch, Enterprise Products
Partners Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By
definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and
environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐222

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.358938, ‐78.018559

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.j.
It appears that impacts to wetland L28 could be avoided by relocating the proposed pipelines to the North or the South. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0014‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to other waterbodies (L28) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Buckeye Partners 20‐inch Pipeline) in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as
the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L28) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
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extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (Buckeye Partners 20‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in
compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any
route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐223

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.357853, ‐78.006775

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0014‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L24 and L25) and other
waterbodies (S‐L41 and S‐L42) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route deviates from the nearest existing corridor (Buckeye Partners
Bh718Co 20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise Products Partners Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch Pipeline). The deviation is proposed to
avoid residences and community resources. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not
practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative
contribution to Project‐wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
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For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route necessarily avoids routing constraints with
regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and
minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, forested, and community resources to the maximum extent practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L24 and L25) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L41 and S‐L42) in the CA.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐
specific impacts and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation,
and increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested, and community resources; as well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific impacts and
cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost;
and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐225

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.351748, ‐77.97647

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e., HU 157.o.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]
It appears that impacts to streams S‐M20 and S‐M18 and wetlands M17 and M15 could be avoided and minimized by relocating
the proposed pipelines to cross the streams farther upstream and in a more perpendicular fashion to rejoin Sunoco's existing
ROW farther West. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0014‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M17) and other waterbodies
(S‐M18 and S‐M20) in the CA. The functions and values associated with theis wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Buckeye Partners 20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise
Products Partners Northern Teppco Region 20‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By
definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution
to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M17), in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also crosses other
waterbodies (S‐M18 and S‐M20).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (Buckeye Partners 20‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise Products
Partners Northern Teppco Region 20‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By
definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and
environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐226

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.351467, ‐77.972774

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e., HU 157.o.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]
It appears that impacts to streams S‐M20 and S‐M18 and wetlands M17 and M15 could be avoided and minimized by relocating
the proposed pipelines to cross the streams farther upstream and in a more perpendicular fashion to rejoin Sunoco's existing
ROW farther West. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M15) and other waterbodies
(S‐M16 and S‐M17), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested,
and community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M15), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is
not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to
cross other waterbodies (S‐M16 and S‐M17).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐227
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.351074, ‐77.971377

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M13) and other waterbodies
(S‐M15), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and Teppco Northern Region
Transmission) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and
environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M13), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross
waterbodies (S‐M15).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and Teppco Northern Region
Transmission), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this
routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem
functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and
migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐228

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.348916, ‐77.958639

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.m.
It appears that locating the pipelines to the South would avoid impacts to streams S‐L45, S‐L42, wetland L21, and Pond I4. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7) , 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L21), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
State Game Land 071. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L21), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
However, this reroute is restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. Specifically, locating the Project south of the
existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline, Buckeye Pipeline, and Enterprise Pipelines) is not considered feasible as it increases
safety/hazard risks and site practicability constraints. Furthermore, this reroute increases site‐specific and contribution to
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within State Game Land 071. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐229

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.345548, ‐77.947388

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L18, L20, L33) and other
waterbodies (S‐L33), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
State Game Land 071. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L18, L20, L33), in the CA. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This
route also appears to cross waterbodies (S‐L33).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within State Game Land 071. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐230
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.343135, ‐77.940627

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L16 and L17) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐L31), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L16 and L17), in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also crosses HQ and EV other waterbodies (S‐L31).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐231
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.341153, ‐77.890844

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M7) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐M7), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M7), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐M7).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐232

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.34142, ‐77.887978

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 92.
It appears the road adjacent to wetland M8 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to be bored, and identify the
bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to wetland M8 could be further minimized by incorporating it into the bore.
Revise the application to include boring under wetland M8 and if this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to provide
detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa.
Code §§105.13(e)(1)(i), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(b)(3)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on “Other” wetlands (M8).
This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 90‐foot‐long
extension of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid this resource, and was determined to be potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to wetlands, this assessment identified certain
logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation of a CAB extension across this CA. These constraints include,
but are not necessarily limited to insufficiency of additional temporary workspace, and potentially insufficient access required for
a travel lane to implement the bore. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to
the trenching construction method, extension of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M8), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M8), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐233
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.342005, ‐77.884533

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M9) and other waterbodies (S‐
M8), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M9), in the CA. However, as this route

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐M8).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐234

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.343175, ‐77.878185

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M‐10) and other waterbodies
(S‐M11 and S‐M9), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
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Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M‐10), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also crosses other waterbodies (S‐M11, S‐M10 and S‐M9).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐235

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.344496, ‐77.86997

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.p.
It appears that impacts to wetlands M12 and CC27 can be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed pipelines on the North
side of the Existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence
that other routes and designs would not fluffier avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M12), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M12), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐236

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.345172, ‐77.866852

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.p.
It appears that impacts to wetlands M12 and CC27 can be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed pipelines on the North
side of the Existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence
that other routes and designs would not fluffier avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CC27) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (CC27) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐237
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.34521, ‐77.862437

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands and waterbodies in this CA,
review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints. These
constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to if sufficient access is available for the travel lane required to implement a
CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction
method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not
selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L15) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L15) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐238

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.334514, ‐77.830591

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.q.
It appears that impacts to wetland L12 could be avoided or minimized by locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing
Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐238 and CA‐239 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐238 includes “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, and L11) and other waterbodies (S‐JH4), and
CA‐239 includes “Other” wetlands (L14) and other waterbodies (S‐L22).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, L11, and L14) and
other waterbodies (S‐JH4 and S‐L22), in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐238 and CA‐239 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐238 includes “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, and L11) and other waterbodies (S‐JH4), and
CA‐239 includes “Other” wetlands (L14) and other waterbodies (S‐L22).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, L11, and L14) in the subject
CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐JH4 and S‐L22) in CA‐238 and CA‐239 respectively.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐239
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.333131, ‐77.82752

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐238 and CA‐239 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐238 includes “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, and L11) and other waterbodies (S‐JH4), and
CA‐239 includes “Other” wetlands (L14) and other waterbodies (S‐L22).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, L11, and L14) and
other waterbodies (S‐JH4 and S‐L22), in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐238 and CA‐239 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐238 includes “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, and L11) and other waterbodies (S‐JH4), and
CA‐239 includes “Other” wetlands (L14) and other waterbodies (S‐L22).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L13, L12, L11, and L14) in the subject
CAs. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐JH4 and S‐L22) in CA‐238 and CA‐239 respectively.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐240
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.328587, ‐77.817116

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M‐6), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M‐6), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐242

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.322275, ‐77.79439

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M2) and other waterbodies (S‐
M2), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M2), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐M2).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐243
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.321814, ‐77.791107

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M1) and other waterbodies (S‐
M1), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (M1), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐M1).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐244

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.319828, ‐77.7818

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 93., HU 157.r.
It appears the road adjacent to wetland K72 and stream S‐K96 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to be bored,
and identify the bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to wetland K72 and stream S‐K96 could be further minimized
by incorporating them into the bore. Revise the application to include boring under wetland K72 and stream S‐K96 and if this is
not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to provide detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable
alternative to further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(i), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(b)(3)]
It appears that impacts to wetlands K72 and L10 and stream S‐L21 and the floodway of stream S‐K96 could be avoided and
minimized by locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25
Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7) , 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed te+CA166:CA198mporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of access/availability for the travel
lane required to implement a CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the
trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐244 and CA‐245 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐244 includes “Other” wetlands (K72) and other waterbodies (S‐K96) and CA‐245 includes
“Other” wetlands (L10).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K72 and L10) and other
waterbodies (S‐K96) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
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impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐244 and CA‐245 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐244 includes “Other” wetlands (K72) and other waterbodies (S‐K96) and CA‐245 includes
“Other” wetlands (L10).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K72 and L10) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. The route for CA‐244 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K96).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐245

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.31956, ‐77.780212

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.r., HU 157.e.
It appears that impacts to wetlands K72 and L10 and stream S‐L21 and the floodway of stream S‐K96 could be avoided and
minimized by locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25
Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7) , 105.18a]
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 states that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid paralleling the stream. Provide
analysis, including reroutes and alternative designs, demonstrating impact minimization for the following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16,
S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐
K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐244 and CA‐245 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐244 includes “Other” wetlands (K72) and other waterbodies (S‐K96) and CA‐245 includes
“Other” wetlands (L10).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K72 and L10) and other
waterbodies (S‐K96) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐244 and CA‐245 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐244 includes “Other” wetlands (K72) and other waterbodies (S‐K96) and CA‐245 includes
“Other” wetlands (L10).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K72 and L10) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. The route for CA‐244 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K96).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐246

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.315962, ‐77.763297

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.s.
The following pertain to the Alternatives Analysis' for wetlands L7, L8, L9,W332, and W333.The analysis states that an alignment
further South or North than that proposed would increase undisturbed forest habitat including potentially other
streams/wetlands. The proposed re‐route around wetland L7 will require additional forest clearing, and no justification and
documentation has been provided on why it is practicable in this instance and not in the rest. Revise the application accordingly
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐246 and CA‐247 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐246 includes “Other” wetlands (L9) and CA‐247 includes “Other” wetlands (L7 and L8)
and other waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L7, L8, and L9) and other
waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐246 and CA‐247 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐246 includes “Other” wetlands (L9) and CA‐247 includes “Other” wetlands (L7 and L8)
and other waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L7, L8, and L9) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐247 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐247
PADEP COMMENT
County

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.315362, ‐77.760096

Huntingdon

COUNTY: Huntingdon

Comment No.

HU 157.e., HU 157.s., HU
157.s.i
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]
The following pertain to the Alternatives Analysis' for wetlands L7, L8, L9,W332, and W333.The analysis states that an alignment
further South or North than that proposed would increase undisturbed forest habitat including potentially other
streams/wetlands. The proposed re‐route around wetland L7 will require additional forest clearing, and no justification and
documentation has been provided on why it is practicable in this instance and not in the rest. Revise the application accordingly
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland L8 and/or North of stream S‐L16 could avoid and
minimize impacts and cross S‐L16 in a more perpendicular manner.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐246 and CA‐247 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐246 includes “Other” wetlands (L9) and CA‐247 includes “Other” wetlands (L7 and L8)
and other waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L7, L8, and L9) and other
waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table
7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐246 and CA‐247 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐246 includes “Other” wetlands (L9) and CA‐247 includes “Other” wetlands (L7 and L8)
and other waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L7, L8, and L9) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐247 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L16 and S‐L18).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐248

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.314811, ‐77.7572

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.s.ii
It appears that locating the proposed pipelines South of the existing Sunoco Pipeline from the point West of wetland L6 where the
proposed pipelines rejoin the existing through stream crossing S‐L13 could avoid wetland impacts and avoid and minimize stream
impacts and cross the streams in a more perpendicular manner.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐248, CA‐249, and CA‐250 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐248 includes “Other” wetlands (L6); CA‐249 includes “Other” wetlands (L5); and
CA‐250 inludes “Other” wetlands (W332 and W333) and other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L5, L6, W332, and W333) and
other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐248, CA‐249, and CA‐250 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐248 includes “Other” wetlands (L6); CA‐249 includes “Other” wetlands (L5); and
CA‐250 inludes “Other” wetlands (W332 and W333) and other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L5, L6, W332, and W333) in the subject
CAs. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation mat potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid ot further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐250 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐249
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.314521, ‐77.755839

Huntingdon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Huntingdon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐248, CA‐249, and CA‐250 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐248 includes “Other” wetlands (L6); CA‐249 includes “Other” wetlands (L5); and
CA‐250 inludes “Other” wetlands (W332 and W333) and other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L5, L6, W332, and W333) and
other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐248, CA‐249, and CA‐250 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐248 includes “Other” wetlands (L6); CA‐249 includes “Other” wetlands (L5); and
CA‐250 inludes “Other” wetlands (W332 and W333) and other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L5, L6, W332, and W333) in the subject
CAs. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation mat potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid ot further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐250 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐250

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.314317, ‐77.754764

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e., HU 157.s.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]
The following pertain to the Alternatives Analysis' for wetlands L7, L8, L9,W332, and W333.The analysis states that an alignment
further South or North than that proposed would increase undisturbed forest habitat including potentially other
streams/wetlands. The proposed re‐route around wetland L7 will require additional forest clearing, and no justification and
documentation has been provided on why it is practicable in this instance and not in the rest. Revise the application accordingly
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)6,0, 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐248, CA‐249, and CA‐250 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐248 includes “Other” wetlands (L6); CA‐249 includes “Other” wetlands (L5); and
CA‐250 inludes “Other” wetlands (W332 and W333) and other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L5, L6, W332, and W333) and
other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
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impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐248, CA‐249, and CA‐250 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐248 includes “Other” wetlands (L6); CA‐249 includes “Other” wetlands (L5); and
CA‐250 inludes “Other” wetlands (W332 and W333) and other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L5, L6, W332, and W333) in the subject
CAs. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation mat potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid ot further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐250 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L13, S‐L14, and S‐L15).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐252

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.312482, ‐77.745842

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.t.
The Alternatives Analysis states that a combination of open cutting and HDD was determined to be the most feasible alternative
for crossing wetlands K67 and K68; however, no details, documentation, or evidence has been provided on why this is the least
damaging practicable alternative.Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis
of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that
other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification
which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts[25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a site‐specific assessment was conducted for this CA to further evaluate the potential extension of this HDD
to further avoid or minimize impacts on "Other” wetlands (K67) and other waterbodies (S‐K90). This assessment determined
that, based on current technology and available information, extension of the proposed HDD across this CA to avoid wetland K67
was determined not to be technically feasible. Although an HDD extension would further avoid or minimize potential Project
impacts to wetlands and waterbodies, the logistical constraints associated with the steep terrain (topography) east of wetland
K67 provides limited access for an HDD exit location and the construction costs associated with extension of the HDD crossing
method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K67) and other waterbodies (S‐
K90), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K67), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐K90).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐253

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.31079, ‐77.73903

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 94., HU 157.e.
It appears the road adjacent to stream S‐K88 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to be bored, and identify the
bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to wetland K66 and stream S‐K88 could be further minimized by incorporating
them into the bore. Revise the application to include boring under wetland K66 and stream S‐K88 and if this is not practicable,
revise the alternatives analysis to provide detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative to
further avoid and minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(i), 105.14(b)(7, 105.18a(b)(3)]
The Alternatives Analysis discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands K65 and K66 by shifting the
pipelines North or South would cause more disturbance of previously undisturbed habitat, including potentially other wetlands
and streams. However, no information or detail has been provided on whether the possibility of alternatively shifting the
alignment North or South will actually impact any additional wetlands and streams or increase the quantity of impacts. Revise the
alternatives analysis to include specific details and quantification providing a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and, minimize impacts to wetlands and streams which documents that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa Code §§705.13(e)(1)(viia 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 states that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid paralleling the stream. Provide
analysis, including reroutes and alternative designs, demonstrating impact minimization for the following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16,
S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐
K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on “Other” wetlands (K66),
as well as other waterbodies (S‐K88 and S‐K89). This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available
information, an approximately 70‐foot‐long extension of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid these
resources, and was determined to be potentially technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to
conclusively determine technical feasibility. Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to
wetlands (and waterbodies), this assessment identified certain logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation
of a CAB extension across this CA. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of additional temporary
workspace, and whether or not sufficient access is available for the travel lane required to implement a CAB. Based on these
logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, extension of the
CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed
construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐253 and CA‐254 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐253 includes “Other” wetlands (K66) and other waterbodies (S‐K88 and S‐K89) and CA‐
254 includes “Other” wetlands (K65) and other waterbodies (S‐K87).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K66 and K65) and other
waterbodies (S‐K87, S‐K88, and S‐K89) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
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Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐253 and CA‐254 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐253 includes “Other” wetlands (K66) and other waterbodies (S‐K88 and S‐K89) and CA‐
254 includes “Other” wetlands (K65) and other waterbodies (S‐K87).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K65 and K66). However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also appears to
cross other waterbodies (S‐K87, S‐K88, and S‐K89) in the subject CAs.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐254

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.310381, ‐77.737266

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 157.e.
The Alternatives Analysis discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands K65 and K66 by shifting the
pipelines North or South would cause more disturbance of previously undisturbed habitat, including potentially other wetlands
and streams. However, no information or detail has been provided on whether the possibility of alternatively shifting the
alignment North or South will actually impact any additional wetlands and streams or increase the quantity of impacts. Revise the
alternatives analysis to include specific details and quantification providing a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and, minimize impacts to wetlands and streams which documents that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa Code §§705.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐253 and CA‐254 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐253 includes “Other” wetlands (K66) and other waterbodies (S‐K88 and S‐K89) and CA‐
254 includes “Other” wetlands (K65) and other waterbodies (S‐K87).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K66 and K65) and other
waterbodies (S‐K87, S‐K88, and S‐K89) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐253 and CA‐254 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐253 includes “Other” wetlands (K66) and other waterbodies (S‐K88 and S‐K89) and CA‐
254 includes “Other” wetlands (K65) and other waterbodies (S‐K87).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K65 and K66). However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also appears to
cross other waterbodies (S‐K87, S‐K88, and S‐K89) in the subject CAs.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐255

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.307363, ‐77.725998

COUNTY: Huntingdon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Huntingdon
Comment No.
HU 82, HU 157.e.
It appears the temporary impacts to stream S‐K83 from the temporary ROW could be avoided. Revise the application to avoid the
temporary impacts to this stream or revise the alternatives analysis to discuss in detail why the temporary workspace is
necessary. Note: the E&S plan ES‐3.84 does not depict any water obstructions or encroachments in the stream in this temporary
ROW. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 states that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid paralleling the stream. Provide
analysis, including reroutes and alternative designs, demonstrating impact minimization for the following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16,
S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐
K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K63) and other waterbodies (S‐
K83 and S‐K84) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route
and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and an existing overhead electric
line) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K63), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K83 and S‐K84).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and an existing overhead electric
line), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of
forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior
wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐256

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.303123, ‐77.705129

COUNTY: Juniata

PADEP COMMENT
County
Juniata
Comment No.
JU 101.d., JU 101.g., JU 56.
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐L12, and S‐K69. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.15(a)]
It appears that impacts to stream S‐L12 and wetland L3 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the ROW further South, or
locating the pipes South within the ROW. The alternatives analysis states that additional forest habitat would be impacted, but
does not identify what stream and/or wetland impacts could be avoided or minimized through this alternative and it does not
discuss locating the pipes in a different location within the ROW. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]
It appears the road adjacent to stream K‐K80 is proposed to be bored. Clarify if the road is proposed to be bored, and identify the
bore pits on the plan drawings. It appears impacts to stream S‐K80 could be further minimized by incorporating it into the bore.
Revise the application to include boring under stream S‐K80 and if this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to
provide detailed documentation and evidence as to why this is not a practicable alternative to further avoid and minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further evaluate the potential extension of
this HDD to further avoid or minimize impacts on “Other” wetlands (K58, Q64), and other waterbodies (S‐K73, S‐K69, S‐K72, S‐
K70). This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 850‐foot‐long
extension of the proposed HDD across this CA would be required to avoid these resources, and was determined to be potentially
technically feasible. Although an HDD extension would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies), the logistical constraints (related to potential insufficiency of HDD pullback and access for a travel lane required)
and construction costs associated with extension of the HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L3) and other waterbodies (S‐
L12, S‐L9, S‐L8, and S‐K80) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
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practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (L3) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐L12, S‐L9, S‐L8, ans S‐K80).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐257
PADEP COMMENT
County

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.3009, ‐77.69316

Juniata

COUNTY: Juniata

Comment No.

JU 101.h., JU 101.k., JU 101.d.,
JU 101.i.
It appears that the temporary impacts to wetland Q64 could be avoided by removing the temporary ROW or locating additional
ROW or ATWS south of the proposed ROW. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
It appears that impacts to streams S‐K73, S‐K72, S‐K69 and S‐K70 and wetlands Q64 and K58 could be further avoided and
minimized by extending the HDD under these resources. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐L12, and S‐K69. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.15(a)]
It appears that impacts to stream S‐K69 could be avoided and/or minimized by locating the proposed ROW further North of the
confluence of S‐K69 and S‐K70 or if this is not practicable by locating the pipelines further North within the proposed ROW to
avoid installation of a pipeline directly below and paralleling a portion of S‐K69. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K58 and Q64) and other
waterbodies (S‐K73 and S‐K69) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K58 and Q64) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also crosses
other waterbodies (S‐K73 and S‐K69).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐259
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.28471, ‐77.613784

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐259, CA‐260, and CA‐261 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐259 includes "EV" wetlands (K55); CA‐260 includes "EV" wetlands (K54) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐K52); and CA‐261 includes "EV" wetlands (K53) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K53, K54, and K55), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐K52), and other waterbodies (S‐K51) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands
are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the
areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐259, CA‐260, and CA‐261 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐259 includes "EV" wetlands (K55); CA‐260 includes "EV" wetlands (K54) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐K52); and CA‐261 includes "EV" wetlands (K53) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K53, K54, and K55) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or futher minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐K52) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This route would also result in crossing near the Iron Horse Trail at
Tuscarora State Forest.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐260
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.284358, ‐77.612766

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐259, CA‐260, and CA‐261 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐259 includes "EV" wetlands (K55); CA‐260 includes "EV" wetlands (K54) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐K52); and CA‐261 includes "EV" wetlands (K53) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K53, K54, and K55), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐K52), and other waterbodies (S‐K51) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands
are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the
areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐259, CA‐260, and CA‐261 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐259 includes "EV" wetlands (K55); CA‐260 includes "EV" wetlands (K54) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐K52); and CA‐261 includes "EV" wetlands (K53) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K53, K54, and K55) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or futher minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐K52) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This route would also result in crossing near the Iron Horse Trail at
Tuscarora State Forest.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐261
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.284003, ‐77.610597

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐259, CA‐260, and CA‐261 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐259 includes "EV" wetlands (K55); CA‐260 includes "EV" wetlands (K54) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐K52); and CA‐261 includes "EV" wetlands (K53) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K53, K54, and K55), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐K52), and other waterbodies (S‐K51) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these wetlands
are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the
areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐259, CA‐260, and CA‐261 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA
includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐259 includes "EV" wetlands (K55); CA‐260 includes "EV" wetlands (K54) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐K52); and CA‐261 includes "EV" wetlands (K53) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K53, K54, and K55) in the subject CAs.
However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation
data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or futher minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and
waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐K52) and other waterbodies (S‐K51).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This route would also result in crossing near the Iron Horse Trail at
Tuscarora State Forest.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐262
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.28253, ‐77.59979

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although an HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands and waterbodies,
the logistical constraints related to potential insufficiency of HDD pullback and additional temporary work space area and
insufficient access and construction costs associated with implementation of an HDD crossing method in this CA was considered
not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K52) and other waterbodies (S‐
K50) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within
Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (K52) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐K50).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐263

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.278853, ‐77.575496

COUNTY: Perry

PADEP COMMENT
County
Perry
Comment No.
PE 122.g.
The Alternatives Analysis’ discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands 338, W25e, and W26e states that
HDD construction method is not feasible due to the difficult terrain; however it does not provide details on the terrain and
technology limitations. In addition, it appears that other HDD locations are proposed for the overall project which contains similar
steep terrain. It appears that crossing some or all of wetlands 338, W25e, W26e, Q63 and streams S‐Q‐64, S‐Q63, S‐Q65, S‐Q66,
and S‐Q67 with the HDD construction method may be practicable. Revise the application to cross some or all of these streams
with the HDD method to avoid and minimize impacts. If this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to include specific
details and quantification of why this is not practicable, and provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and, potential and avoided impacts minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although an HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands and waterbodies,
the logistical constraints related to potential insufficiency of HDD pullback and additional temporary work space area and
insufficient access and construction costs associated with implementation of an HDD crossing method in this CA was considered
not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐263 and CA‐264) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐263 includes “Other” wetlands
(Q63) and other waterbodies (S‐Q63 and S‐Q64); and CA‐264 includes “EV” wetlands (W25e, W26e and W338), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐Q65), and other waterbodies (S‐Q67 and S‐Q66).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W25e, W26e, and W338), “Other”
wetlands (Q63), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐Q65), and other waterbodies (S‐Q63, S‐Q64, S‐Q67, and S‐Q66) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline Maintenance Corridor) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple/yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W25e, W26e, and W338), “Other” wetlands (Q63),
HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐Q65), and other waterbodies (S‐Q63, S‐Q64, S‐Q67, and S‐Q66) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or further reduce the areal
extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐264

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.278479, ‐77.572951

COUNTY: Perry

PADEP COMMENT
County
Perry
Comment No.
PE 122.g.
The Alternatives Analysis’ discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetlands 338, W25e, and W26e states that
HDD construction method is not feasible due to the difficult terrain; however it does not provide details on the terrain and
technology limitations. In addition, it appears that other HDD locations are proposed for the overall project which contains similar
steep terrain. It appears that crossing some or all of wetlands 338, W25e, W26e, Q63 and streams S‐Q‐64, S‐Q63, S‐Q65, S‐Q66,
and S‐Q67 with the HDD construction method may be practicable. Revise the application to cross some or all of these streams
with the HDD method to avoid and minimize impacts. If this is not practicable, revise the alternatives analysis to include specific
details and quantification of why this is not practicable, and provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and, potential and avoided impacts minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐263 and CA‐264) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐263 includes “Other” wetlands
(Q63) and other waterbodies (S‐Q63 and S‐Q64); and CA‐264 includes “EV” wetlands (W25e, W26e and W338), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐Q65), and other waterbodies (S‐Q67 and S‐Q66).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W25e, W26e, and W338), “Other”
wetlands (Q63), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐Q65), and other waterbodies (S‐Q63, S‐Q64, S‐Q67, and S‐Q66) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline Maintenance Corridor) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
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For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple/yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W25e, W26e, and W338), “Other” wetlands (Q63),
HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐Q65), and other waterbodies (S‐Q63, S‐Q64, S‐Q67, and S‐Q66) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or further reduce the areal
extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐267

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.272966, ‐77.536367

COUNTY: Perry

PADEP COMMENT
County
Perry
Comment No.
PE 122.i.
It appears that impacts to wetland W3.6d could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed ROW south of the existing
Sunoco ROW. Provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W36d) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W36d) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further reduce the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐268
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.262684, ‐77.492114

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐268 and CA‐269 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐268 includes "EV" wetlands (J56) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J60); and CA‐269
includes "EV" wetlands (J57), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J62), and other waterbodies (S‐J63).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (J56 and J57), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐J60 and S‐J62), and other waterbodies (S‐J63) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these
wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐268 and CA‐269 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐268 includes "EV" wetlands (J56) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J60); and CA‐269
includes "EV" wetlands (J57), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J62), and other waterbodies (S‐J63).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (J56 and J57) in the subject CAs. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also
appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J60 and S‐J62) and other waterbodies (S‐J63).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources within Tuscarora State Park. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐269
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.262033, ‐77.489717

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐268 and CA‐269 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐268 includes "EV" wetlands (J56) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J60); and CA‐269
includes "EV" wetlands (J57), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J62), and other waterbodies (S‐J63).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (J56 and J57), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐J60 and S‐J62), and other waterbodies (S‐J63) in the subject CAs. The functions and values associated with these
wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐268 and CA‐269 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐268 includes "EV" wetlands (J56) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J60); and CA‐269
includes "EV" wetlands (J57), HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J62), and other waterbodies (S‐J63).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (J56 and J57) in the subject CAs. However, as
this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also
appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J60 and S‐J62) and other waterbodies (S‐J63).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources within Tuscarora State Park. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐270
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.258709, ‐77.477382

Perry

Comment No.

COUNTY: Perry

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (J69) and other waterbodies (S‐J68
and S‐J69) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (J69) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐J68 and S‐J69).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources within Tuscarora State Forest. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐271
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.252636, ‐77.451041

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond J4), and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐J43) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond J4) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
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route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This
route also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐J43).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐274

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.248861, ‐77.434743

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.h
It appears that impacts to wetland I62 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the South of the wetland.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I62) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I62) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐275

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.247783, ‐77.430601

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.i
It appears that impacts to wetlands I64 and W33d could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the North of
the wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐275 and CA‐276 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐275 includes “Other” wetlands (I64) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐I90), and CA‐276
includes “Other” wetlands (W33d) and other waterbodies (S‐K16).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I64), HQ and EV waterbodies
(S‐I90) in CA‐275 and “Other” wetlands (W33d) and other waterbodies (S‐K16) in CA‐276. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are
minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐275 and CA‐276 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐275 includes “Other” wetlands (I64) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐I90), and CA‐276
includes “Other” wetlands (W33d) and other waterbodies (S‐K16).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I64) in CA‐275 and “Other” wetlands
(W33d) in CA‐276. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐I90) and other waterbodies (S‐
K16).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐276

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.247617, ‐77.430092

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.i
It appears that impacts to wetlands I64 and W33d could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment to the North of
the wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐275 and CA‐276 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐275 includes “Other” wetlands (I64) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐I90), and CA‐276
includes “Other” wetlands (W33d) and other waterbodies (S‐K16).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I64), HQ and EV waterbodies
(S‐I90) in CA‐275 and “Other” wetlands (W33d) and other waterbodies (S‐K16) in CA‐276. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are
minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐275 and CA‐276 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐275 includes “Other” wetlands (I64) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐I90), and CA‐276
includes “Other” wetlands (W33d) and other waterbodies (S‐K16).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I64) in CA‐275 and “Other” wetlands
(W33d) in CA‐276. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐I90) and other waterbodies (S‐
K16).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐277

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.246667, ‐77.427314

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.j
It appears that impacts to wetland K16 and stream S‐K14 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the
North of the wetland and the multiple stream channels. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K16) and other waterbodies (S‐
K14) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K16) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐K14).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐278

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245949, ‐77.415142

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.k
It appears that impacts to wetlands K14 and K15 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the North of the
wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K15) and other waterbodies (S‐
K11) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K15) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐K11).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐279

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245878, ‐77.413025

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.k
It appears that impacts to wetlands K14 and K15 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the North of the
wetlands. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K‐14) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K‐14) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. Additionally, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐280

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245983, ‐77.410093

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
HU 157.e., CU 140.l
The Alternatives Analysis in Route Variation 6 identifies that the pipeline has been re‐routed to avoid installation of the pipes
paralleling down the middle of the stream. Other stream impacts are proposed where the proposed pipes will parallel down the
stream channel, where the stream flows in and along the pipes and ROW, and where streams begin within the proposed ROW;
however, no information has been provided on why these impacts cannot be avoided and/or minimized through route changes. It
appears that many of these areas can have impacts further avoided and minimized Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs, and methods to avoid and minimize impacts
and which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts for the
following streams: S‐M2, S‐L16, S‐L15, S‐L13, S‐L21, S‐L51, S‐L52, S‐L53, S‐Y19, S‐JH2, S‐BB106, S‐L48, S‐L42 within wetland L24, S‐
L25, S‐M17, S‐L34, S‐M9, M11, S‐K82, and S‐K85 S‐M18, S‐M20, S‐M4, S‐BB97, S‐M22, S‐K89, and S‐K8. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.14(b)(7), 105.14(b)(4), 105.14(b)(11), 105.15(a)]
It appears that impacts to wetland K12 and K13 could be avoided and minimized by re¬locating the alignment to the South of the
wetlands on the south side of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K12 and K13) and other
waterbodies (S‐K8) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K12 and K13) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This
route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K8).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. Additionally, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐281

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245636, ‐77.401166

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.m
It appears that impacts to wetlands K11 and stream S‐K6 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the
North of the wetland and the multiple stream channels confluence. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K11) and other waterbodies (S‐
K6, S‐K7, and S‐K8) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K11) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐K6, S‐K7, and S‐K8).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐282

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245568, ‐77.397666

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.n
It appears that impacts to wetland I54 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the North and cross the
wetland at a narrower point, or further North or South to avoid the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) in this CA
, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints. These
constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to if sufficient access is available for the travel lane required to implement a
CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction
method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not
selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐282 and CA‐283 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐282 includes “Other” wetlands (I54) and waterbodies (S‐181), and CA‐283 includes
“Other” wetlands (I55 and I56).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I54) and other waterbodies (S‐
181) in CA‐282, and “Other” wetlands (I55 and I56) in CA‐283. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐282 and CA‐283 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐282 includes “Other” wetlands (I54) and waterbodies (S‐181), and CA‐283 includes
“Other” wetlands (I55 and I56).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I54) and other waterbodies (S‐181) in CA‐
282, and “Other” wetlands (I55 and I56) in CA‐283. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor,
site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed. The alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐181).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐283

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245517, ‐77.396176

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.o
It appears that impacts to wetlands I55, I56, and W22d could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the
North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
CA‐282 and CA‐283 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐282 includes “Other” wetlands (I54) and waterbodies (S‐181), and CA‐283 includes
“Other” wetlands (I55 and I56).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I54) and other waterbodies (S‐
181) in CA‐282, and “Other” wetlands (I55 and I56) in CA‐283. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
CA‐282 and CA‐283 are combined into a single analysis. Although the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes
different resources. For this analysis, CA‐282 includes “Other” wetlands (I54) and waterbodies (S‐181), and CA‐283 includes
“Other” wetlands (I55 and I56).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I54) and other waterbodies (S‐181) in CA‐
282, and “Other” wetlands (I55 and I56) in CA‐283. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor,
site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed. The alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐181).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐284

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245642, ‐77.388654

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.o
It appears that impacts to wetlands I55, I56, and W22d could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the
North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W22d) and other waterbodies
(S‐183) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W22d) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐183).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐285

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245571, ‐77.385474

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.p
It appears that impacts to wetland I58 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment slightly to the East. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐285 and CA‐286) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐285 includes “Other” wetlands
(I58) and CA‐286 includes “Other” wetlands (I60) and other waterbodies (S‐I84).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I58) in CA‐285 and “Other”
wetlands (I60) and other waterbodies (S‐I84) in CA‐286. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐285 and CA‐286) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐285 includes “Other” wetlands
(I58), CA‐286 includes “Other” wetlands (I60) and waterbodies (S‐I84). The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow)
represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface
impacts to “Other” wetlands (I58) in CA‐285, “Other” wetlands (I60) in CA‐286. However, as this route deviation extends entirely
beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on
aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed
to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐I84) in
CA‐286 and waterbodies (S‐I85) in CA‐287.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐286

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245647, ‐77.384715

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.q
It appears that impacts to wetlands I60 and I61 could be avoided and minimized by re¬locating the alignment farther South.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to other wetlands
and waterbodies in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the amount of workspace required for earth
work and equipment to CAB under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared
to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable,
and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐285 and CA‐286) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐285 includes “Other” wetlands
(I58), CA‐286 includes “Other” wetlands (I60) and waterbodies (S‐I84). The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results
in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I58) in CA‐285 and “Other” wetlands (I60) and other waterbodies (S‐I84) in CA‐286. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐285 and CA‐286) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐285 includes “Other” wetlands
(I58) and CA‐286 includes “Other” wetlands (I60) and waterbodies (S‐I84). The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow)
represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface
impacts to “Other” wetlands (I58) in CA‐285 and “Other” wetlands (I60) in CA‐286. However, as this route deviation extends
entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route.
Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐
field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal
extent of wetlands crossed. Additionally, this route appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐I84) in CA‐286 and waterbodies (S‐I85)
in CA‐287.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐288

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245941, ‐77.380792

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.r
It appears that impacts to wetlands K7 and K9, and stream S‐K4 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to
the South of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐288 and CA‐289) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐288 includes “Other” wetlands (K7)
and other waterbodies (S‐K4), and CA‐289 includes “Other” wetlands (K9).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K7) and other waterbodies (S‐
K4) in CA‐288, and “Other” wetlands (K9) in CA‐289. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐288 and CA‐289) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐288 includes “Other” wetlands (K7)
and other waterbodies (S‐K4), and CA‐289 includes “Other” wetlands (K9).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K7) and other waterbodies (S‐K4) in CA‐
288, and “Other” wetlands (K9) in CA‐289. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed. The alternative route for CA‐288 and CA‐289 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K4).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐289

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24588, ‐77.380159

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.r
It appears that impacts to wetlands K7 and K9, and stream S‐K4 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to
the South of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐288 and CA‐289) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐288 includes “Other” wetlands (K7)
and other waterbodies (S‐K4), and CA‐289 includes “Other” wetlands (K9).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K7) and other waterbodies (S‐
K4) in CA‐288, and “Other” wetlands (K9) in CA‐289. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐288 and CA‐289) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐288 includes “Other” wetlands (K7)
and other waterbodies (S‐K4), and CA‐289 includes “Other” wetlands (K9).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K7) and other waterbodies (S‐K4) in CA‐
288, and “Other” wetlands (K9) in CA‐289. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed. The alternative route for CA‐288 and CA‐289 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K4).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐290
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245782, ‐77.376089

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether or not sufficient access is available for the travel lane
required to implement a CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the
trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K6) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K6) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐291

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24564, ‐77.373448

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.s
It appears that impacts to wetlands K5 and W19d could be avoided and minimized by relocating the alignment farther North.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K5 and W19d) and other
waterbodies (S‐K3) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Buckeye Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K5 and W19d) in the CA. However, as
this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
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available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This
route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K3).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (Buckeye Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐292

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24557, ‐77.371008

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.t
It appears that impacts to wetlands K2 and K3, and stream S‐K2 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to
the South or North to avoid wetland impacts and minimize stream impacts by crossing the stream more perpendicular.
Alternatively, if this is not practicable, it appears at least that the pipelines could be located in the Northern portion of the
proposed ROW to cross the stream more perpendicular. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K3 and K2) and other
waterbodies (S‐K2) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K3 and K2) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal
extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐K2).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐293
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245283, ‐77.36204

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K1) and other waterbodies (S‐
K1) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP Unknown Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K1) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands crossed. Additionally, this route appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐K1).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP Unknown Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and
thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield”
routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐294

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245033, ‐77.355673

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.u
It appears that impacts to wetland BB155 could be avoided and minimized by continuing the proposed pipeline alignment Farther
West on the South side of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) in this CA
, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints. These
constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether the topography in the area is conducive to a bore or if there is
sufficient access available for the travel lane required to implement a CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as
increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in
this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB155) and other waterbodies
(S‐BB119) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
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Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB155) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including
PFO cover type conversion. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐BB119).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐296
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245204, ‐77.337605

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J36) and other waterbodies (S‐
J42) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J36) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
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noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands crossed. This route appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐J42).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐298
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.243732, ‐77.319243

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J32) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J32) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐301

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242387, ‐77.306525

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.v
It appears that impacts to wetland J27 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther to the East. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether sufficient access is available for the travel lane required to
implement a CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore
was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J27) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J27) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐302

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242592, ‐77.302044

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.w
It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment
and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.184

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to if sufficient access is available for the travel lane required to
implement a CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore
was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐302, CA‐303, and CA‐304) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐302 includes “Other” wetlands
(J26), CA‐303 includes “Other” wetlands (J25), and CA‐304 includes “Other” wetlands (W14e).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J26) in CA‐302, “Other”
wetlands (J25) in CA‐303 and “Other” wetlands (W14e) in CA‐304. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D
and Enclosure E, Part 2).
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐302, CA‐303, and CA‐304) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐302 includes “Other” wetlands
(J26), CA‐303 includes “Other” wetlands (J25), and CA‐304 includes “Other” wetlands (W14e). The Trenching‐Alternative route
(in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids
or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J26) in CA‐302, “Other” wetlands (J25) in CA‐303, and “Other” wetlands
(W14e) in CA‐304. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of the route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐303

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242723, ‐77.301144

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.w
It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment
and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether sufficient access is available for the travel lane required to
implement the CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore
was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐302, CA‐303, and CA‐304) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐302 includes “Other” wetlands
(J26), CA‐303 includes “Other” wetlands (J25), and CA‐304 includes “Other” wetlands (W14e).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J26) in CA‐302, “Other”
wetlands (J25) in CA‐303 and “Other” wetlands (W14e) in CA‐304. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D
and Enclosure E, Part 2).
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐302, CA‐303, and CA‐304) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐302 includes “Other” wetlands
(J26), CA‐303 includes “Other” wetlands (J25), and CA‐304 includes “Other” wetlands (W14e). The Trenching‐Alternative route
(in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids
or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J26) in CA‐302, “Other” wetlands (J25) in CA‐303, and “Other” wetlands
(W14e) in CA‐304. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of the route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐304

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24276, ‐77.300548

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.w
It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment
and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of access/availability for the travel lane required to
implement a CAB under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the
trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐302, CA‐303, and CA‐304) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐302 includes “Other” wetlands
(J26), CA‐303 includes “Other” wetlands (J25), and CA‐304 includes “Other” wetlands (W14e).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J26) in CA‐302, “Other”
wetlands (J25) in CA‐303 and “Other” wetlands (W14e) in CA‐304. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D
and Enclosure E, Part 2).
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐302, CA‐303, and CA‐304) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐302 includes “Other” wetlands
(J26), CA‐303 includes “Other” wetlands (J25), and CA‐304 includes “Other” wetlands (W14e). The Trenching‐Alternative route
(in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that potentially further avoids
or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J26) in CA‐302, “Other” wetlands (J25) in CA‐303, and “Other” wetlands
(W14e) in CA‐304. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of the route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐305

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242608, ‐77.298094

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.w
It appears that impacts to wetlands J26, J25, W14e, and J24 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment
and ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐305 and CA‐306) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐305 “Other” wetlands (J24) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐J29), and CA‐306 “Other” wetlands (J23).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J24) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐J29) in CA‐305, and “Other” wetlands (J23) in CA‐306. The functions and values associated with these wetlands
are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the
areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐305 and CA‐306) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐305 “Other” wetlands (J24) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐J29), and CA‐306 “Other” wetlands (J23).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J24) in CA‐305 and “Other” wetlands
(J23) in CA‐306. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐305 alternative route alsoappears
to cross other waterbodies (S‐J29). CA‐306 alternative route does not cross additional waterbodies.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐306
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242536, ‐77.297279

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐305 and CA‐306) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐305 “Other” wetlands (J24) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐J29), and CA‐306 “Other” wetlands (J23).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J24) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐J29) in CA‐305, and “Other” wetlands (J23) in CA‐306. The functions and values associated with these wetlands
are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the
areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐305 and CA‐306) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐305 “Other” wetlands (J24) and HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐J29), and CA‐306 “Other” wetlands (J23).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J24) in CA‐305 and “Other” wetlands
(J23) in CA‐306. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐305 alternative route alsoappears
to cross other waterbodies (S‐J29). CA‐306 alternative route does not cross additional waterbodies.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐307
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242409, ‐77.294044

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J22) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J22) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
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continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to
avoid the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This appears to cross S‐J28.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐308

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.241904, ‐77.28948

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.x
It appears that impacts to wetland J21 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther South. If this is not
practicable, it appears impacts could be minimized by locating the proposed pipelines farther South within the proposed ROW.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes; designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii, 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0085‐L‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) deviates southeast from an existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor at the
Plainfield Pump Station and travels southeast and through an open field, before rejoining the existing corridor at Pinedale Road.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this greenfield route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route necessarily deviates from the existing corridor to the north in
order to avoid two residential structures and minimize impacts to wetlands. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing
corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on environmental, land, and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J21) in the subject CA. The functions and values
associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as much as practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on wetland J21 by crossing the wetland at a much narrower point and reducing the adjacent workspaces. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new and permanent impacts to two residences north of the
alignment and their surrounding vegetation. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by residences and a larger
areal extent of wetlands. Movement to the south would impact waterbody S‐BB100 and Pond BB3, which are avoided by this
route, and is logistically constrained by the Plainfield Station.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. This route continues
eastward from the Plainfield Pump Station to Pinedale Road. The Trenching‐Alternative route is co‐located with the existing SPLP
8‐inch Pipeline corridor in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance.
Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is available for this route. Based on this data, this route does not reduce
the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative
route would clearly and substantively impact larger portions of "Other" wetland J21. In addition to increased impacts on wetland
and waterbody resources, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in impacts to two residential properties to the north –
parcels PA‐CU‐0078 and PA‐CU‐0079. Both landowners requested the proposed route be moved south of the existing SPLP 8‐inch
Pipeline, to avoid removal of the existing trees which currently serve as a natural barrier to the Plainville Pump Station.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. The route does not reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and thus was
not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐309
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.242026, ‐77.282353

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography in the area and how conducive it is to a bore. Based
on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method,
implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the
proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I41 and I42) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐169) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I41 and I42) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review it appears this route deviation
may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears
to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐169).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐310
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24199, ‐77.270336

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I53) and other waterbodies (S‐
180) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP Region 02 – Montello 8‐inch Pipeline, SPLP 8‐
inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and
environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I53) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. Additionally, this route crosses other waterbodies (S‐180).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with an existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐311
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.241878, ‐77.268952

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I52) and other waterbodies (S‐
I79) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I52) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does nto completely avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. Additionally, this route appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐I79).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐312

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.241671, ‐77.259158

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.y, CU 140.z
It appears that impacts to wetlands J20, I48, and I49, and streams S‐I77, S‐I75, and S‐I76 could be avoided and minimized by re‐
locating the alignment to the South to avoid and minimize stream impacts by crossing the streams more perpendicular and
crossing less area of wetlands. Alternatively, if this is not practicable, it appears at least that the pipelines could be located in the
Southern portion of the proposed ROW to cross the stream more perpendicular. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and
minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts
which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
It appears that impacts to wetlands I46, I45, and I44 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment and
ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(6)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐312 and CA‐313) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐312 includes “Other” wetlands
(I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20) and other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐176), and CA‐313 includes “Other” wetlands (I44) and other
waterbodies (S‐I74).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20) and
other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐176) in CA‐312, and “Other” wetlands (I44) and other waterbodies (S‐I74) in CA 313. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐312 and CA‐313) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐312 includes “Other” wetlands
(I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20) and other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐176), and CA‐313 includes “Other” wetlands (I44) and other
waterbodies (S‐I74).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts “Other” wetlands (I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20), in CA‐312, and
“Other” wetlands (I44) in CA‐313. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation likely does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐312 alternative
route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐I76) and CA‐313 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐I74).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐313

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.24139, ‐77.252825

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.z
It appears that impacts to wetlands I46, I45, and I44 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment and
ROW on the North of the existing Sunoco Maintenance Corridor. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(6)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐312 and CA‐313) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐312 includes “Other” wetlands
(I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20) and other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐176), and CA‐313 includes “Other” wetlands (I44) and other
waterbodies (S‐I74).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20) and
other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐176) in CA‐312, and “Other” wetlands (I44) and other waterbodies (S‐I74) in CA 313. The
functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐312 and CA‐313) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐312 includes “Other” wetlands
(I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20) and other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐176), and CA‐313 includes “Other” wetlands (I44) and other
waterbodies (S‐I74).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts “Other” wetlands (I45, I46, I48, I49, and J20), in CA‐312, and
“Other” wetlands (I44) in CA‐313. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific
wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and
publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation likely does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. The CA‐312 alternative
route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐I75 and S‐I76) and CA‐313 alternative route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐I74).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐314
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.241107, ‐77.243747

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I43) and other waterbodies (S‐
172) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I43) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐172).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of
new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐315

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.240932, ‐77.238073

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.aa
It appears that impacts to stream S‐I65 could be avoided and minimized by locating the pipelines farther south within the
proposed ROW to cross the stream in a more perpendicular manner. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I39) and other waterbodies (S‐
165) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I39) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐165).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with an existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐316

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.240621, ‐77.219959

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.bb, CU 140.cc
It appears that the temporary impacts to the PFO portion of wetland I38 from the ATWS area could be avoided. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
It appears that impacts to wetland I38 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed alignment and ROW on the
South of the existing Sunoco pipeline and Maintenance Corridor. If this is not practicable, it also appears that impacts to this
wetland could be minimized by crossing the wetland farther East and minimizing PFO conversion impacts. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0037‐Rev3‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. The Trenching‐Proposed route routing travels east from S‐I63, diverges slightly to the north of the existing
utility corridor at S‐I59, then slightly turns southeast and rejoins the corridor after crossing wetland I38. The Trenching‐Proposed
route minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of
new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I38), including PFO portions of the wetland, and
waterbodies (S‐I59) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. This route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception
of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.070 acre) of PFO wetland cover type conversion addressed in the Project
Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids wetlands (I37) and
waterbodies (S‐I60) to the south. Additionally, this route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on "Other" wetlands
(I38), including PFO portions of the wetlands, and waterbodies (S‐I59) by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them and
crossing wetland and waterbody resources perpendicularly instead of paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does.
Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due
to physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north and the south by residential
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structures and logistical challenges that do not allow for conventional boring or HDD. Additionally, movement to the south would
result in the alignment paralleling S‐I59 and wetland I37 for more than 300 feet. Extension of the alignment to the east would
produce a greater impact on PFO portions of wetland I38, which continues eastward outside of the survey corridor, and would
require greater use of forested greenfield before the route became co‐located once again. As a result, this route is considered a
practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CA. The remaining impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies being minor and temporary, and with minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was
selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is co‐located with the
existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐
Alternative route closely follows a stream (S‐I59) and travels through parallel wetlands (I38), including PFO portions of wetlands,
for more than 300 feet. In addition to these impacts, this route would also impact wetlands (I37) and waterbodies (S‐I60) south
of the Trenching‐Proposed route.
Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, as well as aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route does not avoid or further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, including
PFO cover type conversion, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent
practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to two residential structures.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion, and is necessarily constrained by individual residences and associated
infrastructure and would result in site‐specific and cumulative Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation, and
increased cost. This route is not practicable, nor logistically feasible, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐317
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.244336, ‐77.200273

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0039‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels east from S‐J21, turns southeast at S‐J20, and continues east just past
wetland J13, west of Pine Creek Drive. The route is partially co‐located south of an existing transmission line corridor in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J13, J14, J15, and BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐
J20, S‐J21, and S‐J24) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to
"Other" wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and
waterbody resources perpendicularly instead of paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a residential development. Alignment
farther south is constrained by an existing east‐west utility corridor (Buckeye 20‐inch Pipeline) with which this route is partially
co‐located, and adjacent additional residential properties. Additionally, slight adjustments to the southwest at S‐J20 in order to
avoid impacts to wetland J13 would result in new impacts to wetland BB12, which is avoided entirely by this proposed route.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
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route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CA and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies. The remaining
impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is co‐located with an existing
transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route
partially parallels "Other" wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20 and S‐BB7), and results in new impacts to wetlands (J17),
including two PFO wetlands (J15 and J18). Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases
the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to
the maximum extent practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to residential structures to the north.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion, and is necessarily constrained by residential development and associated
infrastructure. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐318
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.244412, ‐77.199937

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0039‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15);
CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14) and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other
waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels east from S‐J21, turns southeast at S‐J20, and continues east just past
wetland J13, west of Pine Creek Drive. The route is partially co‐located south of an existing transmission line corridor in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J13, J14, J15, and BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐
J20, S‐J21, and S‐J24) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to
"Other" wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and
waterbody resources perpendicularly instead of paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a residential development. Alignment
farther south is constrained by an existing east‐west utility corridor (Buckeye 20‐inch Pipeline) with which this route is partially
co‐located, and adjacent additional residential properties. Additionally, slight adjustments to the southwest at S‐J20 in order to
avoid impacts to wetland J13 would result in new impacts to wetland BB12, which is avoided entirely by this proposed route.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
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resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CA and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies. The remaining
impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is co‐located with an existing
transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route
partially parallels "Other" wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20 and S‐BB7), and results in new impacts to wetlands (J17),
including two PFO wetlands (J15 and J18). Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases
the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to
the maximum extent practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to residential structures to the north.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion, and is necessarily constrained by residential development and associated
infrastructure. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐319
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.244422, ‐77.197679

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0039‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels east from S‐J21, turns southeast at S‐J20, and continues east just past
wetland J13, west of Pine Creek Drive. The route is partially co‐located south of an existing transmission line corridor in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J13, J14, J15, and BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐
J20, S‐J21, and S‐J24) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to
"Other" wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and
waterbody resources perpendicularly instead of paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a residential development. Alignment
farther south is constrained by an existing east‐west utility corridor (Buckeye 20‐inch Pipeline) with which this route is partially
co‐located, and adjacent additional residential properties. Additionally, slight adjustments to the southwest at S‐J20 in order to
avoid impacts to wetland J13 would result in new impacts to wetland BB12, which is avoided entirely by this proposed route.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
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route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CA and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies. The remaining
impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is co‐located with an existing
transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route
partially parallels "Other" wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20 and S‐BB7), and results in new impacts to wetlands (J17),
including two PFO wetlands (J15 and J18). Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases
the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to
the maximum extent practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to residential structures to the north.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion, and is necessarily constrained by residential development and associated
infrastructure. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐320

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.244097, ‐77.195933

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.dd, CU 140.ff
It appears that impacts to wetland J13 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther to the South. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code 5C5C105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
The Alternatives Analysis' discussion on alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts for wetland I36 and J13 states that the
alignment originally paralleled Sunoco's existing ROW but has been relocated further southeast. In addition, it states this is to
avoid Mechanicsburg, PA. However, the proposed map for I36 discussion doesn't depict the existing ROW, it appears the
proposed Route is North of the existing ROW, and this reroute does not avoid Mechanicsburg, PA. Provide detailed alternatives
analysis on this re‐route, including other routes and impacts documenting that there is not practicable alternative to further avoid
and minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which
documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0039‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels east from S‐J21, turns southeast at S‐J20, and continues east just past
wetland J13, west of Pine Creek Drive. The route is partially co‐located south of an existing transmission line corridor in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable and minimize new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes
the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and
values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (J13, J14, J15, and BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐
J20, S‐J21, and S‐J24) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining impacts to
"Other" wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
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Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively minimizes the areal extent
of unavoidable impacts on wetlands and waterbodies by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to them and crossing wetland and
waterbody resources perpendicularly instead of paralleling them as the Trenching‐Alternative route does. Potential realignment
of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north by a residential development. Alignment
farther south is constrained by an existing east‐west utility corridor (Buckeye 20‐inch Pipeline) with which this route is partially
co‐located, and adjacent additional residential properties. Additionally, slight adjustments to the southwest at S‐J20 in order to
avoid impacts to wetland J13 would result in new impacts to wetland BB12, which is avoided entirely by this proposed route.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment by narrowing the proposed workspaces at the subject CA and not paralleling wetlands and waterbodies. The remaining
impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐317, CA‐318, CA‐319, and CA‐320) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same.
Although the overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐317 includes “Other”
wetlands (BB15) and other waterbodies (S‐J24); CA‐318 includes “Other” wetlands (J15); CA‐319 includes “Other” wetlands (J14)
and other waterbodies, S‐J21); and CA‐320 includes “Other” wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is co‐located with an existing
transmission line corridor in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route
partially parallels "Other" wetlands (J13) and other waterbodies (S‐J20 and S‐BB7), and results in new impacts to wetlands (J17),
including two PFO wetlands (J15 and J18). Based on site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data, this route increases
the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, and as a result, does not reduce impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to
the maximum extent practicable. Additionally, this route comes into close proximity to residential structures to the north.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in increased impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies, including PFO cover type conversion, and is necessarily constrained by residential development and associated
infrastructure. For these reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in new, permanent, site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and community resources, and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐325

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.236704, ‐77.166181

COUNTY: Cumberland

PADEP COMMENT
County
Cumberland
Comment No.
CU 140.ee
It appears that impacts to wetland K41 could be avoided by locating the proposed alignment farther to the North. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0040‐Rev2‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels southeast from the exit site of a proposed HDD, west of Spring Road,
to Wolf Bridge Road across primarily open land. The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor.
Although this greenfield route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route necessarily deviates
from the nearest existing corridor (a transmission line) due to potential adverse effects to numerous major wetland and
waterbody resources crossed by the existing utility corridor. Accordingly, co‐location with the transmission line corridor to the
north was considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K41) in the subject CA. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid
and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as much as practicable along the subject route
alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative, the proposed Trenching‐Proposed route is designed to minimize the areal extent of
unavoidable impacts on "Other" wetlands (K41) by narrowing the site‐specific temporary workspaces. Potential realignment of
this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and
practicability constraints. Specifically, this route necessarily interconnects to, and is a continuation of a proposed approximate
0.38 mile HDD route from the west (not shown). From this interconnection point, the Trenching‐Proposed route necessarily
continues to the east and immediately and unavoidably crosses wetland K41. This route is necessarily constrained to the south by
residences and associated infrastructure. Alignment of the route to the north would result in increased impacts on wetlands,
including K42 and PFO wetland K44, which are currently avoided by the proposed route. In addition to these increased impacts
on wetland resources, alignment of the route northwest of wetland K41 is not practicable, due to the necessary interconnection
point at Wolf Bridge Road, and would result in suboptimal pipeline construction and operation, and increased cost. Historic
aerials indicate that wetland K41 has been in continuous use as active agricultural land since at least 1971 and has little/no
function or value as an agriculturally impacted wetland (Table 7).
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard to current technology, cost,
and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
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practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K41) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
is partially co‐located with an existing utility corridor (transmission line), but deviates further east. On the more localized CA‐
specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the proximate
portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent impacts on
previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent forested land
fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability
of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐
specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and
increased cost. The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and
temporary impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the
above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would
result in increased new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively
contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was
not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐326
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.235734, ‐77.153817

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond J3) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the major North Middleton/Mechanicsburg Southern
Bypass Alternative route which necessarily deviates from the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline). This major route alternative
is co‐located with existing utility corridors for the majority of its length and to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
alignment. In both segments, the reroute parallels existing utility corridors to avoid heavily developed and congested residential
and commercial areas in North Middleton and in the Mechanicsburg area. In addition to avoidance of these constructability
constraints and properties, this reroute avoided areas that were congested with existing pipelines, power lines, and drainage
systems, paralleling the Pennsylvania Turnpike for approximately 2 miles. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing
corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested
land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and
availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to Project‐
wide optimal pipeline construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route was determined to be practicable as part of the major North
Middleton/Mechanicsburg Southern Bypass Alternative route with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to
the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts and
contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources to the maximum
extent practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum
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extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and
temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (Pond J3) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route
that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline
operation, and increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased new, permanent, site‐
specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and forested resources; as
well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐328
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.2161, ‐77.079057

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0097

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels southeast through an open field north of Interstate Highway 76. The
Trenching‐Proposed route crosses Kost Road, continues southeast through an open field, then travels northeast along the north
side of Kost Road. The proposed route then turns south, crosses Kost Road, travels through open fields, and eventually crosses
Interstate Highway 76, where it is co‐located along the south side of the highway. The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐
located with an existing utility corridor. Although this greenfield route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location
guidance, this route necessarily deviates from existing corridors to the south in order to avoid an agricultural easement that could
not be obtained. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject
routing constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental, land, and
community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB129), as well as other waterbodies (S‐BB101), in
the subject CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. This route and associated
workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as
much as practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the
wetland are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on wetland BB129 by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to it. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize
impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. Movement to the
south or west is not logistically practicable due to agricultural easement restrictions. Movement to the north or east is not
practicable due to existing structures.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The Trenching‐Alternative
route is co‐located with Interstate Highway 76 in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. The Trenching‐
Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids surface impacts to
"Other" wetlands (BB129) in the subject CA. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is available for this route, and
based on this data, it appears the route deviation does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed.
This route would clearly and substantively impact wetland BB129 and waterbody S‐BB101 across the subject CA.

Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in similar impacts on wetlands and
waterbodies and is not practicable with regard to current logistics. The agricultural easement through which this route passes
could not be obtained, and thus it was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐329
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.195821, ‐76.971142

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0072‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐329 and CA‐330) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐329 includes “Other” wetlands
(BB43), and CA‐330 includes “Other” wetlands (BB44).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB43) in CA‐329 and “Other”
wetlands (BB44) in CA‐330. The values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and an overhead existing electric
line) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐329 and CA‐330) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐329 includes “Other” wetlands
(BB43), and CA‐330 includes “Other” wetlands (BB44).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB43) in CA‐329, and “Other” wetlands (BB44) in CA‐
330. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and an overhead existing electric
line), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of
forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior
wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐330
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.19604, ‐76.969111

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S2‐0072‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐329 and CA‐330) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐329 includes “Other” wetlands
(BB43), and CA‐330 includes “Other” wetlands (BB44).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB43) in CA‐329 and “Other”
wetlands (BB44) in CA‐330. The values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and an overhead existing electric
line) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐329 and CA‐330) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐329 includes “Other” wetlands
(BB43), and CA‐330 includes “Other” wetlands (BB44).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB43) in CA‐329, and “Other” wetlands (BB44) in CA‐
330. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and an overhead existing electric
line), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of
forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior
wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐332
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.192181, ‐76.932988

Cumberland

Comment No.

COUNTY: Cumberland

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H54) and other waterbodies
(S‐H69 and S‐H70) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route
and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H54) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to,
further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐H70).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with an existing corridor (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is
not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐333
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.192292, ‐76.887453

York

Comment No.

COUNTY: York

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W3c and I23) and other
waterbodies (S‐I33) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W3c and I23) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This
route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐I33).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐334
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.192371, ‐76.87197

York

Comment No.

COUNTY: York

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I22) and other waterbodies (S‐
I31) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I22) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐I31).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus
is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐336
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.192001, ‐76.821107

York

Comment No.

COUNTY: York

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” PFO wetlands (J63) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2) with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal
extent (0.004 acre) of PFO wetland cover type conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on other (non‐wetland)
environmental resources. Specifically, this route is aligned to avoid crossing residential areas (houses, yards, and infrastructure).
Accordingly, this route is constrained to the south by larger portions of PFO wetland (J63) and residential areas to the north and
south. Impacts to PFO wetlands have been minimized to the furthest extent possible.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary with
minor PFO cover‐type conversion adequately mitigating, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” PFO wetlands (J63) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed.
However, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on residential areas and structures to the north. For this reason, the Trenching‐Alternative route was considered
not practicable and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐337
PADEP COMMENT
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No Comment
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MOC No.
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Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor,
which travels east from S‐BB118. After crossing S‐H60, the proposed route turns north to the end of Thorley Road where it then
runs northeast adjacent to an existing utility (Columbia Gas). This north‐south is not co‐located and is forested greenfield.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB152) and other waterbodies (S‐BB118)in the CA.
The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for the north‐south segment is necessary to connect two co‐located
segments, therefore reducing overall Project impacts.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids PFO wetland H51
through conventional boring. Additionally, this route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on wetlands BB152,
BB21, H50, and H51 by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to each wetland. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid
or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. The
Trenching‐Proposed route is also necessarily constrained to the north by an east‐west stream and Thorley Road and to the south
by residential buildings, both of which would require greater use of greenfield forest. This route is considered a practicable
alternative with regard current technology, cost, and logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and
community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at all four wetland locations, as well as avoidance of surface impacts
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to PFO wetland H51 through conventional boring. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and
temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) begins south of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and extends to the northeast and is
adjacent to and co‐located with Thorley Road and an existing utility (Columbia Gas). Because this route deviation extends entirely
beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed by the
Trenching‐proposed route. The Trenching Alternative would continue to cross "Other" wetlands (BB152) and other waterbodies
(S‐BB118), resulting in similar impacts as the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route closely
parallels a stream for much of its length and the presence or absence of additional wetland resources along this route has not
been determined. The Trenching‐Alternative route was determined not practicable, as land access could not be acquired to one
or more parcels crossed by this route. Additionally, space constraints between the east‐west stream and Thorley Road would
likely result in impacts to the stream and any unidentified wetlands. When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the
Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable in regard to logistics, and as a result, it was not selected as the proposed route

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor,
which travels east from S‐BB118. After crossing S‐H60, the proposed route turns north to the end of Thorley Road where it then
runs northeast adjacent to an existing utility (Columbia Gas). This north‐south is not co‐located and is forested greenfield.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB21) and other waterbodies (S‐BB18) in the CA.
The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for the north‐south segment is necessary to connect two co‐located
segments, therefore reducing overall Project impacts.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids PFO portions of
wetland H51 through conventional boring. Additionally, this route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on
wetlands BB152, BB21, H50, and H51 by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to each wetland. Potential realignment of this route
to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability
constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is also necessarily constrained to the north by an east‐west stream and Thorley Road
and to the south by residential buildings, both of which would require greater use of greenfield forest. This route is considered a
practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at all four wetland locations, as well as avoidance of surface impacts
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to PFO portions of wetland H51 through conventional boring. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor
and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is adjacent to and co‐
located with Thorley Road and an existing utility (Columbia Gas). Because this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route
deviation may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed by the Trenching‐
proposed route. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route closely parallels a stream for much of its length and the presence or
absence of additional wetland resources along this route has not been determined. The Trenching‐Alternative route was
determined not practicable, as land access could not be acquired to one or more parcels crossed by this route. Additionally,
space constraints between the east‐west stream and Thorley Road would likely result in impacts to the stream and any
unidentified wetlands. When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable in
regard to logistics, and as a result, it was not selected as the proposed route
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is co‐located with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor,
which travels east from S‐BB118. After crossing S‐H60, the proposed route turns north to the end of Thorley Road where it then
runs northeast adjacent to an existing utility (Columbia Gas). This north‐south is not co‐located and is forested greenfield.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H50) and other waterbodies (S‐H60) in the CA. The
functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the
maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to
wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The majority of the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor in accordance with state and federal
co‐location guidance in order to limit new greenfield routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing
minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources. The proposed route also minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The use of forested greenfield for the north‐south segment is necessary to connect two co‐located
segments, therefore reducing overall Project impacts.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids PFO portions of
wetland H51 through conventional boring. Additionally, this route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on
wetlands BB152, BB21, H50, and H51 by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to each wetland. Potential realignment of this route
to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability
constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is also necessarily constrained to the north by an east‐west stream and Thorley Road
and to the south by residential buildings, both of which would require greater use of greenfield forest. This route is considered a
practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and logistics.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment by narrowing the proposed workspace at all four wetland locations, as well as avoidance of surface impacts
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to PFO portions of wetland H51 through conventional boring. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor
and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) extends to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and is adjacent to and co‐
located with Thorley Road and an existing utility (Columbia Gas). Because this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey
corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route
deviation may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed by the Trenching‐
proposed route. However, the Trenching‐Alternative route closely parallels a stream for much of its length and the presence or
absence of additional wetland resources along this route has not been determined. The Trenching‐Alternative route was
determined not practicable, as land access could not be acquired to one or more parcels crossed by this route. Additionally,
space constraints between the east‐west stream and Thorley Road would likely result in impacts to the stream and any
unidentified wetlands. When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable in
regard to logistics, and as a result, it was not selected as the proposed route
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) deviates from the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor at White House Lane,
travels northeast and rejoins the existing corridor north of Rosedale Avenue. The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located
with an existing utility corridor. Although this greenfield route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance,
this route necessarily deviates from the existing corridor to the east in order to minimize impacts to PFO wetlands. Accordingly,
co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints. This
routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental, land, and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” PFO wetlands (B64) and other waterbodies (S‐B75) in the
subject CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as much as
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal
extent (0.025 acre) of PFO wetland cover type conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on PFO portions of wetland B64 by crossing the wetland at its narrowest point and reducing the adjacent workspaces. Potential
realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to
physical and practicability constraints. The Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the west and east by larger areas of PFO
portions of wetlands (B64), which continue outside of the survey area in both directions (to the west and east). Additionally,
movement to the east would result in the route paralleling waterbody S‐CC15 for more than 200 feet.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific impacts and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, and with
minor PFO cover type conversion adequately mitigated, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the east of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. This route deviates from an
existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor at White House Lane, traveling northeast and rejoining the existing corridor north of
Rosedale Avenue. The Trenching‐Alternative route is also not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment,
and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of
new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is available for this route. Based on this data, the Trenching‐Alternative
route does not reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, including PFO cover type conversion. Compared to
the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route would clearly and substantively impact larger portions of PFO
wetland B64 and result in similar impacts to waterbody S‐B75. In addition to increased impacts on wetland and waterbody
resources, this route closely parallels waterbody S‐CC15 for more than 200 feet.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. The route does not reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, including PFO
cover type conversion, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B76) and other waterbodies (S‐
B73) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (Buckeye Partners 24‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise
Products Partner Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch Pipeline, SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline, and SPLP Unknown) in accordance with state
and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B76). However, as this route deviation
extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along this
route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during
the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands crossed. The
alternative route for CA‐342 also appears to cross waterbodies (S‐B73).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Buckeye Partners 24‐inch Pipeline, Enterprise Products
Partner Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch Pipeline, SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline, and SPLP Unknown), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐345
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.213689, ‐76.747303

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A16) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A16) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This alternative route appears to cross
new wetlands, A14 and A15.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐346
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.214419, ‐76.742814

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography in the area (is not flat), which would require
additional earth disturbance, and also because of the limited amount of additional temporary workspace available to conduct a
CAB in this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA (OR SA) was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A17) and other waterbodies (S‐
A21) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Enterprise Products Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch
Pipeline and Buckeye Partners 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route
avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and
permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A17) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed}. This route also appears to
cross other waterbodies (S‐A21).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Enterprise Products Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch
Pipeline and Buckeye Partners 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By
definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and
environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐347
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.214513, ‐76.736231

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C28) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (Buckeye Partners 24‐inch Pipeline, Buckeye Partners 8‐
inch Pipeline, Enterprise Pipeline, Enterprise Products Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch Pipeline, and SPLP Pipeline) in accordance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C28) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (Buckeye Partners 24‐inch Pipeline, Buckeye Partners 8‐
inch Pipeline, Enterprise Pipeline, Enterprise Products Teppco Northern Region 20‐inch Pipeline, and SPLP Pipeline), and thus is
not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing
increases the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions
and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory
birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐349
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.220473, ‐76.720778

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B60, B59, and BB39) and other
waterbodies (S‐B69) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B60, B59, and BB39) in the CA. However,
as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
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available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation
likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type
conversion. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐B69).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐350
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.228433, ‐76.690866

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B55) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B55) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline), and thus
is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or
any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐353
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.235547, ‐76.666432

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C27) and other waterbodies (S‐
B66), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values, being minor and
temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C27), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
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deviation may potentially but is not confirmed to avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also
appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐B66).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐354
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.236747, ‐76.662007

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” PFO wetlands (B61) and other
waterbodies (S‐B71), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2) with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.004 acre) of PFO wetland cover type
conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11: Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary with minor PFO cover‐type conversion adequately mitigated, and thus was selected as the proposed
route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B61), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed including PFO cover‐type conversion.
This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐B71).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐355
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.241088, ‐76.645739

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A22), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and existing overhead electric line)
in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A22), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and existing overhead electric line),
and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield”
routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐
specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐356
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.245077, ‐76.627514

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor
impacts to wetlands in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified
certain logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to, the access required to conduct a CAB in
this location (i.e. approximately 1 mile to the west and over hilly terrain, and the length of the CAB required to cross under the
wetland. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction
method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not
selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A23), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts “Other” wetlands (A23), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction
and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐357
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.247552, ‐76.61652

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A25) and other waterbodies (S‐
A42), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A25), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
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along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of
wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐A42).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐358
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.250857, ‐76.604122

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K23) and other waterbodies (S‐
A45) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline, SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (K23) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐A45).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline, SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is
not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐359
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.252654, ‐76.596865

Dauphin

Comment No.

COUNTY: Dauphin

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A27) and other waterbodies (S‐
A47) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A27) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands
crossed as it would result in a new crossing to wetland J46. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐K17).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline), and thus
is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐360

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.262445, ‐76.557349

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE 114.g
It appears that impacts to wetland B66 and streams S‐B76, S‐B77, S‐B78, and S‐B78a could be avoided and minimized by re‐
locating the alignment to the South. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence
that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B66) and other waterbodies (S‐
B77, S‐B76 and S‐B78) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B66) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to,
further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐B77).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus
is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐361

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.263668, ‐76.551362

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.h
It appears that impacts to wetlands A2 and Al, and streams S‐A1, S‐A2, and S‐A3 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating
the alignment to the North and only cross streams S‐A1 and S‐A3 and in a more perpendicular manner. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A1 and A2) and other
waterbodies (S‐A1, S‐A2A, S‐A3) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to
the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land,
land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A1 and A2) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This
route would also result in a new crossing to other waterbodies (S‐A2B).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 6‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus
is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing
alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and
contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the
amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐362

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.265334, ‐76.543651

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.i
It appears that impacts to wetlands A3, A4, and A6, and streams S‐A5, S‐A5a, and S‐A6 could be avoided and minimized by re‐
locating the alignment to the North and only cross streams S‐A5 and S‐A6 and in a more perpendicular manner. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐362 and CA‐364) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐362 includes “Other” wetlands (A3)
and CA‐364 includes “Other” wetlands (A6) and other waterbodies (S‐A6).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A3) in CA‐362 and “Other”
wetlands (A6) and other waterbodies (S‐A6) in CA‐364. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐362 and CA‐364) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐362 includes “Other” wetlands (A3)
and CA‐364 includes “Other” wetlands (A6) and other waterbodies (S‐A6).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A3) in CA‐362, and “Other” wetlands (A6)
in CA‐364. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐364

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.265671, ‐76.542395

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.i
It appears that impacts to wetlands A3, A4, and A6, and streams S‐A5, S‐A5a, and S‐A6 could be avoided and minimized by re‐
locating the alignment to the North and only cross streams S‐A5 and S‐A6 and in a more perpendicular manner. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐362 and CA‐364) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐362 includes “Other” wetlands (A3)
and CA‐364 includes “Other” wetlands (A6) and other waterbodies (S‐A6).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A3) in CA‐362 and “Other”
wetlands (A6) and other waterbodies (S‐A6) in CA‐364. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in
Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐362 and CA‐364) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐362 includes “Other” wetlands (A3)
and CA‐364 includes “Other” wetlands (A6) and other waterbodies (S‐A6).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A3) in CA‐362, and “Other” wetlands (A6)
in CA‐364. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of
wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐365

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.269644, ‐76.524583

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.j
It appears that impacts to wetland A9 and streams S‐A10, S‐A11, and S‐A12 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the
alignment to the North and only cross streams S‐A10 and S‐A12 and in a more perpendicular manner. Also, it appears installing
the pipelines in the Northern portion of the proposed ROW could minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25
Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A9) and other waterbodies (S‐
A10 and S‐A12) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route
and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A9) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐A10).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐366

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.284306, ‐76.459703

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.k
It appears that impacts to wetland A11 and stream S‐A16 could be avoided and minimized by extending the auger bore proposed
underneath the roadway to also extend under this wetland and stream. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize
impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which
documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code
§§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies in this CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether the topography in the area is
conducive to a bore. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching
construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore
was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible . Although an HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands and waterbodies,
the logistical constraints related to potential insufficiency of HDD pullback and additional temporary work space area and
construction costs associated with implementation of an HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not practicable, and
therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A11) and other waterbodies (S‐
A16), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
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Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A11), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially but likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐A16).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐367

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.29036, ‐76.426997

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.l, LE114.m
It appears the HDD construction installation of the pipeline's could be extended to also install the pipeline's via HDD across
wetlands A12 and A13 to minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
It appears the temporary access impacts across stream S‐A17 could be avoided by accessing from the other side off of Quentin
Road. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§1005.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of access/travel lane required to implement a CAB. Based
on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method,
implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the
proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA. A
Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further evaluate the potential extension of
this HDD to further avoid or minimize impacts on “Other” wetlands (A13) and other waterbodies (S‐A17). This assessment
determined that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 120‐foot‐long extension of the
proposed HDD across this CA would be required to avoid these resources, and was determined not to be technically feasible.
Although an HDD extension would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands and waterbodies, the logistical
constraints related to insufficiency of HDD pullback and additional temporary work space area and construction costs associated
with extension of the HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of
the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A13) and other waterbodies (S‐
A17) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A13) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also crosses other waterbodies (S‐A17).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐369
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.289583, ‐76.380875

Lebanon

Comment No.

COUNTY: Lebanon

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB154) and other waterbodies
(S‐A19) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (BB154) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also
appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐A19).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐370

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.287024, ‐76.360004

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.n
The Alternatives Analysis states that re‐routes north or south of wetland A19 are not feasible because it will result in disturbance
of previously undisturbed areas and additional pipeline. However, the additional length of pipeline appears minimal and the area
is in production agriculture. Therefore, it appears that impacts to wetland A19 could be avoided by locating the proposed
pipelines to the North of the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence
that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(6)(7),
105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (A19) and other waterbodies (S‐
A23), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple/yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetland (A19), in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐372

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.286089, ‐76.314918

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.p
The Alternatives Analysis states that routes to the North or South of wetland W5c are not feasible due to the proximity of
residences and other undisturbed areas. However, other portions of the proposed pipeline are near residences and the area
appears to be predominately agricultural fields. No information, documentation, or evidence has been provided to support this
claim; therefore, it appears that impacts to wetland W5c could be avoided by locating the pipelines to the North of the wetland or
South of the wetland and existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to sufficiency of access for the travel lane required to implement the
CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction
method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not
selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetland (W5c) in the CA. The functions and
values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on other (non‐wetland)
environmental resources. Specifically, this route was aligned slightly north to avoid crossing residences, and as close as possible
to an existing utility ROW to minimize forested land impacts, and to cross stream S‐A27 in as perpendicular a manner as possible.
Accordingly, this route minimizes direct surface disturbance, subsurface disturbance via trenching, and potential indirect impacts
on these resources.
As noted, the Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum
extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
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optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetland (W5c) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, this route crosses and would result
in new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on other (non‐wetland) environmental resources and was considered not
practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any
route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new,
permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐373

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.28556, ‐76.291257

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.q
The Alternatives Analysis states that re‐routes north of wetland H4 are not feasible because it will result in disturbance of
previously undisturbed areas and additional pipeline. However, the additional length of pipeline appears minimal and the area is
in production agriculture. Therefore, it appears that impacts to wetland H4 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines
to the North of the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method across this CA is not
technically feasible. Although an HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies),
the logistical constraints related to the topography in the area potentially not being conducive to a bore, not geometrically
feasible for an HDD given the current ROW alignment, insufficiency of workspace for an HDD pullback, and the ponteial
insufficiency of access for a travel lane required to implement an HDD, as well as the construction costs associated with
implementation of an HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the
proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetland (H4) and other waterbodies (S‐H7),
in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated
workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to
the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact
Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetland (H4) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the entire width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed. In particular, this route would
intersect a portion of wetland H4 that is a PFO. This route would cross a new/other waterbodies (S‐H8).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐374

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.284552, ‐76.269638

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.r
It appears that impacts to wetland C17 and stream S‐C37 could be avoided by utilizing trenchless technology such as HDD or
Auger Bore. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is not
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography in the area conducive to a bore,
insufficienty of additional temporary workspace to accomodate a CAB, and insufficiency of access to accomodate the travel lane
required to implement a CAB under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs
compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not
practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method across this CA is not
technically feasible. Although an HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies),
the logistical constraints related to insufficiency of workspace for an HDD pullback, and the ponteial insufficiency of access for a
travel lane required to implement an HDD, as well as the construction costs associated with implementation of an HDD crossing
method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C17) and other waterbodies (S‐
C37), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
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For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C17), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completey avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐C37).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐375

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.285016, ‐76.253151

COUNTY: Lebanon

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lebanon
Comment No.
LE114.s
It appears that impacts to wetland C16 and stream S‐C35 could be avoided by utilizing trenchless technology such as HDD or
Auger Bore. In addition, it appears impacts to this stream and wetland could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines to the
South and South of the existing Sunoco pipeline. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is not
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands and
waterbodies in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography in the area potentially not
being conducive to a bore, insufficiency of additional temporary workspace to accomodate a CAB, and potentially insufficient
access available to accomodate the travel lane required to implement a CAB under this CA. Based on these logistical constraints,
as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction
method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C16) and other waterbodies (S‐
C35), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C16), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐C35).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐376
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.283675, ‐76.18331

Lancaster

Comment No.

COUNTY: Lancaster

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S3‐0043‐Rev2‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) traverses southeast across State Game Land 46, north of and roughly parallel
to Pin Tail Drive. The route angles east across T648, off State Game Land 46 and into open agricultural fields, then crosses across
South Cocalico Road, where it continues to run east across open agricultural fields. The route turns northeast and crosses
Sportsman Road, just south of PA State Route 897. Once east of Sportsman Road, the Trenching‐Proposed route continues to run
east, south of and parallel to PA State Route 897, then interconnects with the SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor that continues east.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this "greenfield" route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of the larger MOC S3‐0043, which necessarily deviates
from the nearest existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) due to potential adverse effects to numerous wetland and waterbody
resources, as well as cultural resources, crossed by the existing utility corridor. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing
corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject routing constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on environmental, historic, and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H28) in the CA, as well as HQ and EV waterbodies
S‐A85. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated
workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as
much as practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance,
Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the
wetland are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on "Other" wetland H28 by narrowing the workspaces adjacent to it. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. The
Trenching‐Proposed route is constrained to the north and south by abundant wetland and waterbody resources. Moreover, the
Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on non‐wetland resources. Specifically,
this route is aligned south of PA State Route 897 to avoid two historic resources recorded with the Pennsylvania Historical and
Museum Commission (PHMC) – the Union Meetinghouse and associated cemetery (Key No. 036992) and a nineteenth‐century
farmstead (Key No. 036989), both located on the north side of the road. Accordingly, this route avoids both direct and indirect
impacts (including viewshed changes) to these properties.

For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard current technology, cost, and
logistics. Additionally, this route is aligned to avoid new, permanent, and potentially significant impacts on cultural resources.
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Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts
and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent practicable.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected
as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment. The route is co‐located
with the existing SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline corridor that extends eastward from Pin Tail Road through open farmland and a number of
forested parcels. Near Sportsman Road, this route deviates from the existing utility corridor to the south until it crosses PA State
Route 897 where it interconnects with the same existing pipeline corridor and continues to the east.
The Trenching‐Alternative route represents the shortest route deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route that avoids surface
impacts to "Other" wetland s (H28) in the CA. Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is available along the entire
width of this route. Based on this data, it appears this route deviation does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and
waterbodies crossed, including PFO cover type conversion. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐
Alternative route would clearly and substantively impact wetlands (Pond A‐5) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐A85 and S‐A86)
across the subject CAs.
In addition to impacts on wetland and waterbody resources, the Trenching‐Alternative route would result in potentially significant
impacts to other non‐wetland resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct
and indirect impacts (including viewshed changes) on numerous cultural resources (Key Nos. 036989 and 036992) recorded with
the PHMC. The route deviates from the existing utility corridor in order to avoid a cemetery, however, as a result of this
deviation, the routing directly impacts the farm residence located at Key No. 036992. Additionally, farther west of this deviation,
two archaeological sites (36LA1411 and 36LA1413) recorded with the PHMC, with undetermined National Register‐eligibility,
have been identified within the co‐located potion of the route.
When compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route is not practicable with regard to current
technology, cost, and logistics. This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum
extent practicable, and has the potential to impact, directly and indirectly, culturally significant resources, and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐377

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.284219, ‐76.18154

COUNTY: Lancaster

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lancaster
Comment No.
LA 109.a
The Alternatives Analysis states that the proposed project was co‐located with an existing pipeline for the majority of the route.
However, there is a route deviation from the Lebanon County border to wetland W8c that is away from the existing Sunoco
pipeline proposed to occur within Lancaster County. No information, details, or documentation on alternate route selection to
avoid and minimize impacts has been provided. Provide a detailed alternatives analysis which contains evidence and
documentation on potential and avoided impacts for the existing alignment, proposed alignment, and other potential route
alignments which documents that impacts cannot be further avoided and minimized [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W8c) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W8c), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is nor confirmed to, avoid and further minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐378

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.283199, ‐76.162577

COUNTY: Lancaster

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lancaster
Comment No.
LA 109.i
It appears that locating the proposed pipelines and ROW to the south of the proposed crossing of S‐A76 and wetland A52 could
avoid impacts to wetlands. The discussion mentions previously undisturbed area and residences; however, the area is in active
agricultural fields and the pipelines appear to already be proposed adjacent to the residences. Revise the application accordingly
to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (A52) and other waterbodies (S‐
A76), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (A52), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐A76).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐381

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.282765, ‐76.1469

COUNTY: Lancaster

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lancaster
Comment No.
LA 109.n, LA 109.o
It appears that impacts to stream S‐B83 and wetland B74 could be avoided and/or minimized by locating the proposed pipelines
and ROW north of Pond‐B11A or between the existing Sunoco pipeline and SR 897. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25
Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]
The proposed Permanent ROW is greater than 50ft through wetland B74 and stream S‐B83. It is unclear why the ROW width is so
large in this area. It appears that reducing the ROW width could minimize impacts to this stream and wetland. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B74) and other waterbodies (S‐
B83), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B74), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available for
this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completey avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other
waterbodies (S‐B83).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐382

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.282443, ‐76.142032

COUNTY: Lancaster

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lancaster
Comment No.
LA 109.p
It appears that impacts to wetland B5 and stream S‐B8 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines to the north around
the wetland and stream along the newly constructed access road to Sunoco's pump station. Revise the application accordingly to
avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize
these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize
impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B5) and other waterbodies (S‐
B8), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B5), in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross other
waterbodies (S‐B8).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐383

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.283368, ‐76.125968

COUNTY: Lancaster

PADEP COMMENT
County
Lancaster
Comment No.
LA 109.q
It appears impacts to Wetland B7 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines and ROW south of Wetland B7. Reroute or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize impacts.

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B7) and other waterbodies (S‐
B11), in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on other (non‐wetland)
environmental resources. Specifically, this route avoids crossing a cultural site. Accordingly, this route avoids and/or minimizes
direct surface disturbance, subsurface disturbance via trenching, and potential indirect impacts on these resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
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The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B7), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐B11).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐384
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.283706, ‐76.117133

Lancaster

Comment No.

COUNTY: Lancaster

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B‐10), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B‐10), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
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noted during the in‐field delineation, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation likely does not completey avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative, impacts
on land, and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐385
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.283864, ‐76.111093

Lancaster

Comment No.

COUNTY: Lancaster

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) in this CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to travel lanes/access required to implement the
CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction
method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not
selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B11), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B11), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completey avoid or minimize the areal extent
of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐386
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.286424, ‐76.101071

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to insufficient amount of workspace required for a CAB under this CA,
and the adjacency of this CA to a road that will need to be travelled through to acess the ROW to the east. Based on these
logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of
the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed
construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B16 and B18), and other
waterbodies (S‐B16) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B16 and B18) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does nnot completely avoid or minimize the areal
extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐B16). It would also result in a newcrossing to
waterbodies (S‐B17).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐387

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.290272, ‐76.092813

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.h
It appears that impacts to wetland A49 and stream S‐A73 could be avoided and minimized by re‐locating the alignment to the
North. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes,
designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A49) and other waterbodies (S‐
A73) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A49) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐388
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.29311, ‐76.087248

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B21 and B22) and other
waterbodies (S‐B22 and S‐B23) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B21 and B22) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of
wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐B22, Cacoosing Creek).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐389

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.295185, ‐76.082913

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.i
It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland B24 could avoid and minimize impacts to the
wetland and stream S‐B25, that the forest may already be sparse in this area, and no residences appear to be in close proximity.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐389 includes "EV" wetlands
(B24), CA‐390 includes "EV" wetlands (K25), and CA‐391 includes "EV" wetlands (B42) and other waterbodies (S‐B47) and other
waterbodies (S‐B47).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B24) in CA‐389, "EV" wetlands
(K25) in CA‐390, and "EV" wetlands (B42) and other waterbodies (S‐B47) in CA‐391. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
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forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐389 includes "EV" wetlands
(B24), CA‐390 includes "EV" wetlands (K25), and CA‐391 includes "EV" wetlands (B42).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B24) in CA‐389, "EV" wetlands (K25) in CA‐
390, and "EV" wetlands (B42) in CA‐391. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. The
alternative route for CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐B47).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐390
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.296231, ‐76.08077

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐389 includes "EV" wetlands
(B24), CA‐390 includes "EV" wetlands (K25), and CA‐391 includes "EV" wetlands (B42) and other waterbodis (S‐B47).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B24) in CA‐389, "EV" wetlands
(K25) in CA‐390, and "EV" wetlands (B42) and other waterbodies (S‐B47) in CA‐391. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐389 includes "EV" wetlands
(B24), CA‐390 includes "EV" wetlands (K25), and CA‐391 includes "EV" wetlands (B42).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B24) in CA‐389, "EV" wetlands (K25) in CA‐
390, and "EV" wetlands (B42) in CA‐391. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
Additionally, the alternative route for CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐B47).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐391

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.296931, ‐76.079481

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.j
It appears that impacts to wetland B42 could be avoided and minimized by locating the proposed pipelines to overlap more with
the existing Sunoco Pipeline Maintenance Corridor. The alternatives analysis does not discuss this alternative. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐389 includes "EV" wetlands
(B24), CA‐390 includes "EV" wetlands (K25), and CA‐391 includes "EV" wetlands (B42).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B24) in CA‐389, "EV" wetlands
(K25) in CA‐390, and "EV" wetlands (B42) and other waterbodies (S‐B47) in CA‐391. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although
the overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐389 includes "EV" wetlands
(B24), CA‐390 includes "EV" wetlands (K25), and CA‐391 includes "EV" wetlands (B42).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B24) in CA‐389, "EV" wetlands (K25) in CA‐
390, and "EV" wetlands (B42) in CA‐391. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography
and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this
route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
Additionally, the alternative route for CA‐389, CA‐390, and CA‐391 crosses other waterbody (S‐B47).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐392

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.299739, ‐76.073817

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.k
It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland B43 could avoid and minimize impacts to the
wetland and stream S‐B48 and that no streams or wetlands are identified in this area. Revise the application accordingly to avoid
and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these
impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. This
should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. It is unclear why it is practicable to clear forest in some route deviations of the existing pipeline but not others.
[25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii) 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B43) in the CA. The functions and
values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B43) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the entire width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐393

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.3048, ‐76.063983

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.l
It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment North of wetland B44 could avoid and minimize impacts to the
wetland and that no wetlands would be impacted and the same amount of area of stream would be impacted. Revise the
application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods
to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs
would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B44) and other waterbodies (S‐
B49), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B44), in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also crosses other
waterbodies (S‐B49).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐395

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.316021, ‐76.04226

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.m
It appears that relocating the proposed pipelines' alignment South of wetland B49 to overlap the existing pipeline maintenance
area of be South of it could avoid impacts to the wetland and minimize disturbance of forested areas. Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. This should include specific details and quantification which documents that other routes and designs would
not further avoid or minimize impacts. It is unclear why it is practicable to clear forest in some route deviations of the existing
pipeline but not others. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii, 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography to the east of the wetland (which would require
additional earth disturbance, and the additional temporary workspace rquired for a CAB under the wetland and stream. Based on
these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method,
implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the
proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B49), and other waterbodies (S‐
B50) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B49) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route slao
crosses other waterbodies (S‐B50).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐396

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.281232, ‐76.028486

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.p
It appears that locating the proposed pipelines between wetlands B40 and J67, or East or West of these wetlands could avoid
impacts to them. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative
routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and
designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

S3‐0045‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield”
route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route necessarily deviates from the nearest existing
corridor. Additionally, on a local scale of analysis, the alignment of the Trenching‐Proposed route necessarily interconnects with a
perpendicular road bore crossing at Goose Lane and continues in a southeast alignment to a perpendicular crossing of a wetland
and waterbody. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these subject
routing constraints.
Compared to any potential Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route and site‐specific temporary workspace
immediately south of the road bore were designed to avoid the PFO portion of "Other" wetland (B40) and minimize the areal
extent of unavoidable impacts on "Other" wetlands (B40) and waterbodies (S‐B42). Potential realignment of this route to further
avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints.
Specifically, this route necessarily interconnects to, and is a continuation of, the proposed route from north with the proposed
road bore. From this interconnection point the Trenching‐Proposed route continues to the southeast and immediately and
unavoidably crosses the portions of "Other" wetlands (B40) as well as a waterbodies (S‐B42). The Trenching‐Proposed route is
also necessarily constrained to the west by wetland, as well as a mapped NWI wetland feature. The Trenching‐Proposed route is
also necessarily constrained to the east by individual residences and associated infrastructure. Accordingly, the Trenching‐
Proposed route avoids and minimizes impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was
selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route likely would necessarily begin at an interconnect point along the proposed route to the south of
the proposed road bore, then deviate to the west or east from the Trenching‐Proposed route. As there are no alternative co‐
location corridors in this CA, the Trenching‐Alternative route would not be co‐located with an existing utility corridor.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) clearly and substantively impacts wetlands
J67, J68, and B39 across the subject CA. This route also appears to cross waterbodies )S‐B42). This route does not avoid and

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route to the east would result in the same impacts on
wetlands and waterbodies, but is necessarily constrained by logistic associated with the road bore, as well as individual residences
and associated infrastructure. This route is considered not practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐398
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.298399, ‐76.023939

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands in this
CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints.
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography (i.e. the area is not flat and would require additional
earth disturbance), and the limited amount of additional temporary workspace (currently only to the north) required for a CAB.
Should a CAB be conducted under this CA, additional temporary workspace would be required (to the south). Based on these
logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of
the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed
construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C12) and other waterbodies (S‐
C31) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C12) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands
crossed. This route also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐C31).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐399
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.260945, ‐75.995628

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Assessment was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that,
based on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically
feasible and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Assessment was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that,
based on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically
feasible and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W48A) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐B33) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).

The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulatively impacts on land, environmental and forested
resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this
route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values, being minor and
temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple/yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route)
that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W48A) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photograph and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also crosses HQ
and EV waterbodies (S‐B33).

This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.

As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐400

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.257573, ‐75.991122

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.r, BE 112.t
It appears that impacts to wetland AM2 can be further minimized by removing the proposed temporary ROW and associated
impacts from the wetland. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]
The alternatives analysis states in the discussion for wetlands AM2 and C6 that alternate routes contains landowner constraints,
but does not discuss what these are. In addition, other portions of the proposed pipeline contain large deviations from the
existing pipeline, beyond what is examined in the analysis for these wetlands. Revise the alternatives analysis to identify the
specific landowner constraints mentioned. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis which documents and provides evidence that alternative routes around this wetland complex area would not further
avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

S5‐001‐Rev2

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) deviates east from an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), then turns
southeast paralleling Wyomissing Road. Although this partial “greenfield” route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐
location guidance, this route (which is part of the larger MOC S5‐001) necessarily deviates from the nearest existing corridor (SPLP
8‐inch corridor) to avoid potential significant impacts on a bog turtle wetland as well as substantive impacts on wetland and
waterbody resources. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these
subject routing constraints.
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative, the proposed Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetland (AM2)
and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐C11). The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However,
this route and associated workspace were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetlands and
waterbody resources as much as practicable along the subject route alignment. This route also avoids and minimizes impacts to
"EV" wetlands (C7 and C8), including one (1) PFO wetland (portions of C7 along the co‐location alignment), waterbodies (S‐C12
and S‐C10 along the co‐location alignment), and minimize the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on "EV" wetlands (AM2 and
C6) and waterbodies (S‐C11, S‐C9, and S‐C8). Potential realignment of this route to co‐locate with the existing SPLP 8‐inch
corridor was considered not practicable due to potentially significant impacts on a bog turtle wetland, and also would result in
clear and substantive increased impacts on wetlands (C7 and C8), including one (1) PFO wetlands (portions of C7 along the co‐
location alignment) and waterbodies (S‐C12 and S‐C10 along the co‐location alignment). Accordingly, the Trenching‐Proposed
route avoids and minimizes impacts on wetlands (and waterbodies) to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was selected as
the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is co‐located with the SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline. However, co‐location with this existing
corridor was considered not practicable due to potential significant impacts on a bog turtle wetland, and thus was not selected as
the proposed route.
Additionally, compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route clearly and substantively impacts
wetlands (C7 and C8), including one PFO wetland, portions of C7 along the co‐location alignment, and waterbodies (S‐C12 and S‐
C10 along the co‐location alignment across the subject CA). This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands (and
waterbodies) to the maximum extent practicable, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐401

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.247066, ‐75.982516

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.u
It appears that shifting the proposed ROW and pipelines to the northeast of the existing pipeline and maintenance corridor
between wetland C1 and K26 could avoid and minimize impacts to streams S‐C1 and S‐C2 and wetlands C1and C2 and cross
stream S‐C1 in a more perpendicular fashion. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a
detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides
evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐401 and CA‐402) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐401 includes "EV" wetlands (C1)
and Other waterbodies (S‐C1), and CA‐402 includes "EV" wetlands (C2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C1) and other waterbodies (S‐C1)
in CA‐401, and "EV" wetlands (C2) in CA‐402. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐401 and CA‐402) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐401 includes "EV" wetlands (C1)
and other waterbodies (S‐C1), and CA‐402 includes "EV" wetlands (C2).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C1) in CA‐401, and "EV" wetlands (C2) in CA‐
402. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route would
also directly impact nearby residences and structures.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐402

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.246413, ‐75.982081

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.u
It appears that shifting the proposed ROW and pipelines to the northeast of the existing pipeline and maintenance corridor
between wetland Cl and K26 could avoid and minimize impacts to streams S‐Cl and S‐C2 and wetlands Cl and C2 and cross stream
S‐Cl in a more perpendicular fashion. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed
analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence
that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7),
105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐401 and CA‐402) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐401 includes "EV" wetlands (C1)
and Other waterbodies (S‐C1), and CA‐402 includes "EV" wetlands (C2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C1) and other waterbodies (S‐C1)
in CA‐401, and "EV" wetlands (C2) in CA‐402. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐401 and CA‐402) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐401 includes "EV" wetlands (C1)
and other waterbodies (S‐C1), and CA‐402 includes "EV" wetlands (C2).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C1) in CA‐401, and "EV" wetlands (C2) in CA‐
402. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it
appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route would
also directly impact nearby residences and structures.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed
route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐403
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.23677, ‐75.97014

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetland (C5) and other waterbodies (S‐C7),
in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated
workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to
the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact
Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this “greenfield” route is not in
accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route is part of a larger adopted MOC S3‐0016 Rev 2, which
necessarily deviates from the nearest existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) to prevent a severance of
the landowner’s property. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not practicable due to these
subject routing constraints.
On the more localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Proposed route generally is situated in straight alignment with
the proximate portions of the deviation route, and thus minimizes the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum extent
practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, this routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts
on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and
permanent land fragmentation, impairment of watershed/water quality values, and natural resource impacts. As detailed in
Section 5.0, this shorter pipeline route supports site‐specific and cumulative contribution to Project‐wide optimal pipeline
construction, optimal pipeline operation, and decreased cost.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route (part of the larger MOC S3‐0016 Rev 2
which necessarily avoids routing constraints) with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐
Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to
significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetland (C5) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetland and waterbody crossed. This route also
crosses other waterbodies (S‐C7) in the CA.
This route also is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor, and deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route. On the more
localized CA‐specific scale of analysis, the Trenching‐Alternative route generally is not situated in straight alignment with the
proximate portions of the proposed route, and thus does not minimize the length of the “greenfield” pipeline to the maximum
extent practicable. Thus compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent
impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative
impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing results in an increased amount of new and
permanent land fragmentation, impairment of watershed/water quality values and natural resources impact.
As detailed in Section 5.0, deviation from the Trenching‐Proposed route also results in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐
specific and cumulatively contributes to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and
increased cost.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland and waterbody resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route) would result in increased
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
community resources; as well as result in a longer pipeline route that results in site‐specific and cumulatively contributes to
Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction, suboptimal pipeline operation, and increased cost; and thus was not selected as
the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐404

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.234705, ‐75.965131

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.v, BE 112.y
It appears that impacts to wetland B32 could be avoided by continuing the auger bore to fully pass underneath wetland B32.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code 0105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]
It appears the impacts to stream S‐B30 could be minimized by locating the auger bore pit a sufficient distance away from the
stream to not open cut it and avoid impacts to its hydrology. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on "EV" wetlands (B32 and
B33) and other waterbodies (S‐B30). This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information,
an approximately 395‐foot‐long extension of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid these resources, and
was determined to be potentially technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively
determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to wetlands and waterbodies, this assessment
identified certain logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation of a CAB extension across this CA. These
constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the length of the CAB required to cross under this CA. Based on these
logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, extension of the
CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed
construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method across this CA is not
technically feasible. Although an HDD would further avoid or minimize potential Project impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies),
the logistical constraints related to potential insufficiency of HDD pullback and additional temporary work space area, insufficient
access and construction costs associated with implementation of an HDD crossing method in this CA was considered not
practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B32 and B33) and other
waterbodies (S‐B30), in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with existing utility corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and existing overhead electric
lines) in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing
alignments to the maximum extent practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B32 and B33) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. However, this alternative would directly impact nearby
residences and structures.
In addition, this route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridors (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline and existing overhead
electric lines), and thus is not in compliance with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new
“greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance,
and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative, impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐405

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.228834, ‐75.956242

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.w
It appears that impacts to wetlands B27, B28, B29, B30, B31, and W302 and streams S‐B27, S‐B28, and S‐B29 could be minimized
by utilizing trenchless technology such as HDD or micro‐tunneling or avoided through alternate routes Revise the application
accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and
minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not further avoid or
minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B27, B28, B29, B30, B31, and
W302) and other waterbodies (S‐B29 and S‐B28) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are
presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal
extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment.
With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B27, B28, B29, B30, B31, and W302), in the
CA. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody
delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well
as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not
confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to cross
other waterbodies (S‐B29), and would result in a new wetland crossing (Pond‐XX1).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide,
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐406

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.208978, ‐75.925808

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.x
It appears that locating the proposed ROW and pipelines northeast of the existing pipeline and maintenance corridor would avoid
and minimize impacts to wetlands H25, H26, and H23 and to streams S‐H23, S‐H22. In this location it appears that the wetlands
would be avoided and stream S‐H22 would be avoided. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not either avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐406 and CA‐407) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐406 includes "EV" wetlands (H25
and H26), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H23)and other waterbodies (S‐H22), and CA‐407 includes “Other” wetlands (H23).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (H25, H26), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐H23), and other waterbodies (S‐H22) in CA‐406; and “Other” wetlands (H23) in CA‐407. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐406 and CA‐407) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐406 includes "EV" wetlands (H25
and H26), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H23)and other waterbodies (S‐H22), and CA‐407 includes “Other” wetlands (H23).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (H25 and H26) in CA‐406, and “Other”
wetlands (H23) in CA‐407. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed. The alternative route for CA‐406 and CA‐407 also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H23).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐407

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.208689, ‐75.925323

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.x
It appears that locating the proposed ROW and pipelines northeast of the existing pipeline and maintenance corridor would avoid
and minimize impacts to wetlands H25, H26, and H23 and to streams S‐H23, S‐H22. In this location it appears that the wetlands
would be avoided and stream S‐H22 would be avoided. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or
provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and
provides evidence that other routes and designs would not either avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii),
105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐406 and CA‐407) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐406 includes "EV" wetlands (H25
and H26), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H23)and other waterbodies (S‐H22), and CA‐407 includes “Other” wetlands (H23).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (H25, H26), HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐H23), and other waterbodies (S‐H22) in CA‐406; and “Other” wetlands (H23) in CA‐407. The functions and values
associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐406 and CA‐407) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐406 includes "EV" wetlands (H25
and H26), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H23)and other waterbodies (S‐H22), and CA‐407 includes “Other” wetlands (H23).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (H25 and H26) in CA‐406, and “Other”
wetlands (H23) in CA‐407. However, as this route deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland
and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐
available database review, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the
areal extent of wetlands crossed. The alternative route for CA‐406 and CA‐407 also crosses HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H23).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐408
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.200021, ‐75.911685

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W301), HQ and EV waterbodies
(S‐H13), and other waterbodies (S‐H15) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7.
However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation
of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (W301) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource
continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to,
further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐H13)
and other waterbodies (S‐H15).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐409
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.19656, ‐75.905817

Berks

Comment No.

COUNTY: Berks

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (H21) and other waterbodies (S‐
H16) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (H21) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies)
crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and permanent
forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values,
and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐410
PADEP COMMENT
County

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.175819, ‐75.873299

Berks

COUNTY: Berks

Comment No.

BE 112.s, BE 112.bb, BE
112.dd
It appears that impacts to wetland W35 can be further minimized by removing the proposed temporary ROW and associated
impacts from the wetland and from extending the auger bore to bore the pipelines completely underneath wetland W35. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(6)(7), 105.18a(a)
The proposed pipelines and ROW deviates from the existing ROW from west of stream S‐Q90 to just west of wetland W35.
However, this will result in new reaches of stream and forest clearing. Revise the alternatives analysis to discuss and analyze
alternative routes to avoid and minimize impacts to streams and wetlands, including but not limited to paralleling and
overlapping the existing pipeline and maintenance corridor and use of trenchless technology to maintain riparian habitat.. Revise
the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]
It appears that impacts to wetland W35 and stream S‐Q62 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines and ROW South
and outside of wetland W35. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on “Other” wetlands (W35).
This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information, an approximately 450‐foot‐long
extension of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid this resource, and was determined to be potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to wetlands, this assessment identified certain
logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation of a CAB extension across this CA. These constraints include,
but are not necessarily limited to, the length of the CAB required to cross underneath this CA. Based on these logistical
constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, extension of the CAB
construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of the proposed
construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W35) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (W35) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐412

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.164735, ‐75.855022

COUNTY: Berks

PADEP COMMENT
County
Berks
Comment No.
BE 112.ff
It appears that impacts to wetland A45 could be avoided by locating the proposed pipelines and ROW Southwest of wetland A45.
Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of alternative routes, designs and
methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other routes and designs would not
further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§ 105.13(e)(1)(viii), 105.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based on
current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A45) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (A45) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along the full width of this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route
deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐413
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.147224, ‐75.827219

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) in this CA , review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether sufficient access is available to
implement a CAB as it would require traveling around the wetland to access the CAB of the Turnpike. Based on these logistical
constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB
construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction
method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (A46) in the CA. The functions and
values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (A46) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route appears to cross
other waterbodies (S‐A66).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal pipeline construction and
operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐414
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.143615, ‐75.820984

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B12, B13, and B14) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐B14) in the CA. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (B12, B13, B14) in the CA. However, as this
route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not
available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation
lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not completely avoid the areal extent of
wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐B14).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐415
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.139202, ‐75.813447

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐415 and CA‐416) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐415 includes "EV" wetlands (C33)
and other waterbodies (S‐C56), and CA‐416 includes "EV" wetlands (C34 and C35) and other waterbodies (S‐C58).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C33) and other waterbodies (S‐
C56) in CA‐415, and "EV" wetlands (C34, C35) and other waterbodies (S‐C58) in CA‐416. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐415 and CA‐416) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐415 includes "EV" wetlands (C33)
and other waterbodies (S‐C56), and CA‐416 includes "EV" wetlands (C34 and C35) and other waterbodies (S‐C58).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C33) in CA‐415, and "EV" wetlands (C34 and
C35) in CA‐416. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially,
but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other
waterbodies (S‐C56) in CA‐415, and other waterbodies (S‐C58) in CA‐416.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐416
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.138648, ‐75.812549

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐415 and CA‐416) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐415 includes "EV" wetlands (C33)
and other waterbodies (S‐C56), and CA‐416 includes "EV" wetlands (C34 and C35) and other waterbodies (S‐C58).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C33) and other waterbodies (S‐
C56) in CA‐415, and "EV" wetlands (C34, C35) and other waterbodies (S‐C58) in CA‐416. The functions and values associated with
these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
These CAs (CA‐415 and CA‐416) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐415 includes "EV" wetlands (C33)
and other waterbodies (S‐C56), and CA‐416 includes "EV" wetlands (C34 and C35) and other waterbodies (S‐C58).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C33) in CA‐415, and "EV" wetlands (C34 and
C35) in CA‐416. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review, as well as resource continuation lines noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially,
but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route also appears to cross other
waterbodies (S‐C56) in CA‐415, and other waterbodies (S‐C58) in CA‐416.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative, impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐418
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.108882, ‐75.767539

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C49) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C49) in the CA. However, as this route

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation may potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or
minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental,
forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide
suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐419
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.102868, ‐75.757204

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B19), and other waterbodies
(S‐B18, S‐B19) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (B19) in the CA. However, as this route
deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, as well as resource continuation lines
noted during the in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands
(and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐
wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
RRR

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐420
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.100254, ‐75.752163

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐420 and CA‐421) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐420 includes “Other” wetlands
(H16) and other waterbodies (S‐H9), and CA‐421 includes “Other” wetlands (H15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H16) and other waterbodies
(S‐H9) in CA‐420, and “Other” wetlands (H15) in CA‐421. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.029 acre) of
PFO wetland cover type conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐420 and CA‐421) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐420 includes “Other” wetlands
(H16) and other waterbodies (S‐H9), and CA‐421 includes “Other” wetlands (H15).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H16) in CA‐420, and “Other” wetlands
(H15) in CA‐421. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review as well as resource continuation lines noted during in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route for in CA‐420 and CA‐421 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐H9).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐421
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.099637, ‐75.751053

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
These CAs (CA‐420 and CA‐421) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐420 includes “Other” wetlands
(H16) and other waterbodies (S‐H9), and CA‐421 includes “Other” wetlands (H15).
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H16) and other waterbodies
(S‐H9) in CA‐420, and “Other” wetlands (H15) in CA‐421. The functions and values associated with these wetlands are presented
in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of
impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With
implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2), with the exception of a minor and unavoidable areal extent (0.029 acre) of
PFO wetland cover type conversion addressed in the Project Compensatory Wetland Mitigation Plan (see Attachment 11:
Enclosure F).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources. Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation,
including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous
forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
These CAs (CA‐420 and CA‐421) are combined into a single analysis as the overall area of analysis is the same. Although the
overall area of analysis is the same, each CA includes different resources. For this analysis, CA‐420 includes “Other” wetlands
(H16) and other waterbodies (S‐H9), and CA‐421 includes “Other” wetlands (H15).
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H16) in CA‐420, and “Other” wetlands
(H15) in CA‐421. However, as this route deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and
waterbody delineation data are not available along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database
review as well as resource continuation lines noted during in‐field delineation, it appears this route deviation likely does not
completely avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed, including PFO cover type conversion.
Additionally, the Trenching‐Alternative route for in CA‐420 and CA‐421 also crosses other waterbodies (S‐H9).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide
cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new
and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, and minor PFO cover type conversion, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route.
However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed
route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant
Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested and community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and
cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not
selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐427
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.07051, ‐75.693579

Chester

Comment No.

COUNTY: Chester

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C42) in the CA. The functions
and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions were
designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable along the
subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation
Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in purple and yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed
route) that potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (C42) in the CA. However, as this route
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deviation extends entirely beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available
along this route. Based on aerial photography and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid the areal extent of wetlands crossed. This route would result in new crossing to wetland (Pond C‐41).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and
forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific impacts and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐429

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 39.911897, ‐75.456259

COUNTY: Delaware

PADEP COMMENT
County
Delaware
Comment No.
BE 112.n
It appears that continuing the proposed auger bore to bore beneath stream S‐C33 and wetland C23 in their entirety would avoid
and minimize impacts. Revise the application accordingly to avoid and minimize impacts, or provide a detailed analysis of
alternative routes, designs and methods to avoid and minimize these impacts which documents and provides evidence that other
routes and designs would not further avoid or minimize impacts. [25 Pa. Code §§105.13(e)(1)(viii), I05.14(b)(7), 105.18a(a)]

MOC
MOC No.

S3‐0055‐AP/S3‐0001‐
AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
Based on Project planning efforts, a conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method is proposed in the vicinity of this CA.
Per PADEP comment, a Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B) to further assess
potential extension of this CAB to further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts on "EV" wetlands (C23) and
HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐C44). This assessment determined that, based on current technology and available information, an
approximately 265‐foot‐long extension of the proposed CAB across this CA would be required to avoid these resources, and was
determined to be potentially technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine
technical feasibility.
Although a CAB extension would further avoid or minimize Project impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), this assessment
identified certain logistical constraints associated with the potential implementation of a CAB extension across this CA (OR SA).
These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the topography in the area not conducive to a bore, insufficiency of
additional temporary workspace, and insufficient access to accomodate the travel lane required to implement a CAB under this
CA. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method,
extension of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not adopted as part of
the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) continues south from a proposed HDD exit site at Valley Road, travels around
a residential facility, and joins an existing utility corridor after crossing the West Baltimore Pike. The proposed HDD immediately
north of the subject CA avoids surface impacts and achieves a practicable continuation of the proposed route through a heavily
populated area. The Trenching‐Proposed route is not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although traversing this
greenfield route is not in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, the route necessarily deviates from the nearest
existing corridor along Valley Road due to potential adverse effects to major wetland and waterbody resources crossed by the
Trenching‐Alternative route. Accordingly, co‐location was not considered practicable due to these subject routing constraints.
This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on environmental and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to "EV" wetlands (C23) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐C44) in the
subject CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace
reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources as much as
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to the wetland are minor
and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route clearly and substantively avoids two PFO wetland
areas (portions of C23) across the subject CA. Additionally, this route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts on
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wetlands (C23) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐C44) crossed by this alignment by narrowing workspaces adjacent to it. Potential
realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is necessarily restricted due to
physical and practicability constraints. Specifically, this route necessarily interconnects to the exit site of the proposed HDD.
From this interconnection point, the Trenching‐Proposed route continues to the south and immediately and unavoidably crosses
the subject wetlands and waterbodies perpendicularly. The route is constrained to the west by a substantive and contiguous
complex of wetland and waterbody resources, including parallel waterbodies, a roadway, and a residential area. An alignment
farther east would impact a pond and residential areas and would likely not reduce impacts to wetland and waterbody resources,
which continue to the east. Extension of the HDD to avoid "EV" wetland (C23) and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐C44) is not
logistically feasible due to steep topography immediately south of the crossing area.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology,
cost, and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent
site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Furthermore, this route
avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment.
The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) continues south from a proposed HDD exit site along the east side of Valley Road, turns
northeast and travels along the north side of West Baltimore Pike, then joins an existing utility corridor to the south after crossing
West Baltimore Pike. This route is co‐located with an existing roadway (Valley Road) and electric utility line in accordance with
state and federal co‐location guidance.
Site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is available along the entire length of this route. Based on this data, the
Trenching‐Alternative route does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed, including PFO cover
type conversion. Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, the Trenching‐Alternative route clearly and substantively also
impacts wetlands (C23), including potentially PFO portions of wetlands (C23), and HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐C44) across the
subject CA. This route does not avoid and minimize impacts on wetlands (and waterbodies) to the maximum extent practicable,
and is not practicable with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐432
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 39.845329, ‐75.414049

Delaware

Comment No.

COUNTY: Delaware

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S6‐029

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) travels northeast between an existing tank farm to the north and an access
road and rail line to the south. A temporary workspace traverses an open field within the tank field north of the alignment.
Portions of the Trenching‐Proposed route are not co‐located with an existing utility corridor. Although this greenfield route is not
in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance, this route necessarily deviates from existing corridors in order to avoid
large areas of wetlands and existing infrastructure. Accordingly, co‐location with the nearest existing corridor was considered not
practicable due to these subject routing constraints. This routing minimizes site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on
environmental, land, and community resources.
The Trenching‐Proposed route results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (I5) in the CA. The functions and values associated
with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. This route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and
minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject
route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see
Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waterbodies are minor and temporary
(see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the Trenching‐Proposed route minimizes the areal extent of unavoidable impacts
on wetlands (I5) by narrowing adjacent workspaces and utilizing timber matting and other alternative construction methods at
these workspaces. Potential realignment of this route to further avoid or minimize impacts on wetlands and waterbodies is
necessarily restricted due to physical and practicability constraints. Movement to the south is not logistically practicable due to
existing infrastructure (roads, rail lines), and movement to the north would result in larger areal impacts to wetland I5, as well as
new and potentially significant impacts to other wetlands (BA7), including two PFO wetlands (BA5 and BA6), and waterbodies (S‐
I7).
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is considered a practicable route with regard to current technology, cost,
and logistics. Compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, the proposed route avoids and minimizes new and permanent site‐
specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources to the maximum extent
practicable. Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland and waterbody resources to the maximum extent
practicable in the subject alignment. The remaining impacts to wetlands and waterbodies being minor and temporary, this route
was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) is located to the north of the Trenching‐Proposed alignment and runs parallel along
wetland and waterbody resources. This route is not co‐located in accordance with state and federal co‐location guidance. Site‐
specific wetland and waterbody delineation data is available along this alignment, and based on this data, it appears the route
does not further reduce the areal extent of wetlands and waterbodies crossed. Specifically, this route would clearly and
substantively impact wetlands (BA7 and I5), including two PFO wetlands (BA5 and BA6), and waterbodies (S‐I7) across the subject
CAs.
Compared to the Trenching‐Proposed route, this routing results in increased new and permanent impacts on previously
undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental
resources. The Trenching‐Alternative route does not further avoid or minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland and
waterbody resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route, and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐433
PADEP COMMENT
County
No Comment

CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 39.854287, ‐75.399342

Delaware

Comment No.

COUNTY: Delaware

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

S3‐0001‐AP

MOC Adopted

Y

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H‐41), in the CA. The functions
and values associated with these wetlands are presented in Table 7. However, this route and associated workspace reductions
were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent
practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization,
and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
Moreover, the Trenching‐Proposed routing was specifically aligned to avoid potential significant impacts on other (non‐wetland)
environmental resources. Specifically, this route is aligned east to avoid crossing an adjacent industrial/commercial building and
associated building access and infrastructure. Accordingly, this route avoids and/or minimizes direct surface disturbance,
subsurface disturbance via trenching, and potential indirect access impacts to the adjacent industrial/commercial building to the
northwest of the proposed route alignment.
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridors (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community
resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested,
and community resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject
alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands, including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in red) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (H41), in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photograph and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially but is not confirmed to further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands crossed.
However, the Trenching‐Alternative route would traverse and thus have potential significant adverse impacts on other (non‐
wetland) environmental resources. Specifically, this route would result in new, permanent, and potentially significant direct and
indirect impacts on the adjacent industrial/commercial office building to the northwest. For this reason, the Trenching‐
Alternative route was considered not practicable and thus was not selected as the proposed route.
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, and community resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of
new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values,
watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds
protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology, the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the Trenching‐Alternative
route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment) would result in
new, permanent, site‐specific and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental, forested, and
community resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal pipeline
construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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CROSSING AREA (CA) #: CA‐435
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CA CENTROID (LATITUDE/LONGITUDE): 40.230230, ‐80.021995

Washington

Comment No.

COUNTY: Washington

N/A

MOC
MOC No.

N/A

MOC Adopted

N/A

Proposed Crossing Method

Trenching

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible. Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and
waterbodies) in this CA, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain
logistical constraints. These constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to whether the topography in the area is
conducive to a bore, availability of additional temporary workspace, and if sufficient access is available to implement a CAB.
Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared to the trenching construction method,
implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the
proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (T27) and HQ and EV
waterbodies (S‐T34) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this
route and associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and
waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the
Project‐proposed Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the
remaining, unavoidable impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and
Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific, and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources,
and is considered a practicable alternative with regard current technology, cost, and logistics. Furthermore, this route avoids or
minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in the subject alignment, with the
remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values, being minor and temporary, and
thus was selected as the proposed route.
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Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (T27) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photograph and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation likely does
not completely avoid or further minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route also appears to
cross HQ and EV waterbodies (S‐T34).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 8‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance with
state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn new
and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific, and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. However, for the above reasons, the
Trenching‐Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier
alignment) would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts, and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts
on land and environmental resources; as well as result in site‐specific, and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide, suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

Wetland‐Specific Practicable Alternatives Analysis
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PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS NARRATIVE
Conventional Bore Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology and available information, use of the conventional auger boring (CAB) method across this CA is potentially
technically feasible, but that a site‐specific bore profile would be required to conclusively determine technical feasibility.
Although a CAB would further avoid or minimize proposed temporary and minor impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) in this CA
, review of the potential site‐specific implementation of a CAB construction method identified certain logistical constraints. These
constraints include, but are not necessarily limited to the availability of sufficient additional temporary workspace and if sufficient
access is available to incorporate a CAB. Based on these logistical constraints, as well as increased construction costs compared
to the trenching construction method, implementation of the CAB construction method in this CA was considered not practicable,
and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

HDD Alternative –
A Trenchless Construction Feasibility Analysis was conducted for this CA (Appendix B). This assessment determined that, based
on current technology, use of the horizontal directional drill (HDD) construction method through this CA is not technically feasible
and thus is not practicable, and therefore was not selected as the proposed construction method.

Trenching (Proposed) –
The Trenching‐Proposed route (orange workspace) results in surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (T28) and other waterbodies (S‐
T35) in the CA. The functions and values associated with this wetland are presented in Table 7. However, this route and
associated workspace reductions were designed to avoid and minimize the areal extent of impacts on wetland (and waterbody)
resources to the maximum extent practicable along the subject route alignment. With implementation of the Project‐proposed
Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Procedures (see Attachment 11: Enclosure E, Part 4), the remaining, unavoidable
impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies) are minor and temporary (see Attachment 11: Enclosure D and Enclosure E, Part 2).
The Trenching‐Proposed route is co‐located with an existing utility corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline) in accordance with state and
federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route avoids new “greenfield” routing alignments to the maximum extent
practicable. This routing avoids and minimizes new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use
encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources.
Additionally, this routing avoids and minimizes the amount of new and permanent forested land fragmentation, including
impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water quality values, and availability of contiguous forest
habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, compared to the Trenching‐Alternative route, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐
Proposed route on a site‐specific and cumulative basis supports Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not
necessarily limited to facilitating optimal pipeline construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and facilitating
optimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency, and duration; as well as decreased construction cost, and decreased
pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
For the above reasons, the Trenching‐Proposed route is consistent with co‐location guidance that avoids and minimizes new and
permanent site‐specific impacts and contribution to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land, environmental and
forested resources, and is considered a practicable alternative with regard to current technology, cost, and logistics.
Furthermore, this route avoids or minimizes impacts on wetland (and waterbody) resources to the maximum extent practicable in
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the subject alignment, with the remaining impacts to wetlands (and waterbodies), including associated functions and values,
being minor and temporary, and thus was selected as the proposed route.

Trenching (Alternative) –
The Trenching‐Alternative route (in yellow) represents the shortest route deviation (from the Trenching‐Proposed route) that
potentially further avoids or minimizes surface impacts to “Other” wetlands (T28) in the CA. However, as this route deviation
extends partially beyond the survey corridor, site‐specific wetland and waterbody delineation data are not available along the full
width of this route. Based on aerial photograph and publicly‐available database review, it appears this route deviation may
potentially, but is not confirmed to, further avoid or minimize the areal extent of wetlands (and waterbodies) crossed. This route
also appears to cross other waterbodies (S‐T35).
This route deviates from and is not co‐located with the existing corridor (SPLP 12‐inch Pipeline), and thus is not in compliance
with state and federal co‐location guidance. By definition, this route results in a new “greenfield” routing alignment, and in turn
new and permanent impacts on previously undisturbed land, land use encumbrance, and site‐specific and contribution to Project‐
wide cumulative impacts on land and environmental resources. Additionally, this routing increases the amount of new and
permanent forested land fragmentation, including impairment of forested ecosystem functions and values, watershed/water
quality values, and availability of contiguous forest habitat for interior wildlife species and migratory birds protected pursuant to
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
As detailed in Section 5.0, with the use of current technology the Trenching‐Alternative route on a site‐specific and cumulative
basis jeopardizes Project practicability with regard to logistics, including but not necessarily limited to suboptimal pipeline
construction safety, access, efficiency, timing, and duration; and suboptimal pipeline operation process, safety, access, efficiency,
and duration; as well as increased construction cost, and increased pipeline operation cost for the life of the pipeline.
The Trenching‐Alternative route may potentially further avoid or minimize the areal extent of minor and temporary impacts on
wetland (and waterbody) resources, associated with the Trenching‐Proposed route. For the above reasons, the Trenching‐
Alternative route (or any route that further deviates from the Trenching‐Proposed route to achieve a dry or drier alignment)
would result in new, permanent, site‐specific impacts and contribute to significant Project‐wide cumulative impacts on land,
environmental and forested resources; as well as result in site‐specific and cumulatively contribute to Project‐wide suboptimal
pipeline construction and operation and increased cost; and thus was not selected as the proposed route.

